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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the City of Portland’s (the City) implementation of Systems
Applications and Products (SAP) and recommend ways that maximize the effective and efficient use of SAP.
AKT’s recommendations provide a framework for the Enterprise Business Solutions (EBS) Division of the Office
of Management and Finance (OMF) to propel and guide SAP adoption throughout the City.

Background
In 2006, the City determined that the current system (IBIS) was no longer going to be supported by the vendor
and began a search for a robust Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP) that would support future growth
and change. The City chose SAP to integrate all data and processes used by the organization into one unified
system including finance, logistics, and human capital management. The City anticipated that SAP would
provide a comprehensive solution for the City’s current and future needs. However, the City was not realizing
the efficiency gains nor was SAP being fully embraced as the ERP solution of choice by the Bureaus.
In 2011, AKT performed a review of the Office of Management and Finance (OMF), delivering Phase 1
recommendations which included a project plan to help the City bridge the gap between expectations and
performance of SAP.

Approach
AKT surveyed representatives and leadership of OMF, EBS, Bureau of Technology Services (BTS), the Program
Advisory Committee (PAC), the Executive Steering Committee (ESC), Bureaus, and change agents. After AKT
compiled the results, we asked Bureaus targeted questions to provide deeper insight throughout the project.
Because of the urgent need for improvements, AKT has shared findings and preliminary recommendations with
the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) and the new EBS Manager on an ongoing basis. They have taken our
recommendations, combined with their own day‐to‐day findings and begun making significant changes in
aligning business requirements and systems. The changes implemented prior to the delivery of this report are
noted in each of the related recommendations.

Recommendations
AKT presents two sets of recommendations. The first set addresses more global issues; they are the
foundational support to the more specific second set of detailed recommendations.

Global Recommendations:
A. Reevaluate and reconfigure EBS’ current organizational structure.
B. Reevaluate the analysis and conclusions developed in the original SAP implementation where
significant and ongoing setup issues remain.
C. Reconfigure the governance structure to a post‐implementation state.
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D. Eliminate contractors who are unable or unwilling to transfer knowledge and be held accountable for
the successful completion of their work.
E. Reaffirm EBS as the central hub for SAP; and SAP as the Enterprise Resource Planning system for the
City.
F. Develop prioritized action plans that support EBS’ mission and the City’s goals.
The Detailed Recommendations are more specific and are based on common themes generated by SAP users
and are grouped within three categories tailored around the original mission, vision and goals of EBS.

Detailed Recommendations:
G. People’s Ability to Use the Systems:
1. Redevelop and refocus the training curriculum; include stakeholder acceptance in the creation of
written and video documentation.
2. Define shadow systems and minimize where appropriate.
H. Challenges with SAP Setup:
3. Gather time capture requirements for employees who cannot use ESS/MSS and select alternative
solutions including non‐SAP applications and mobile applications.
4. Evaluate which employees can benefit from the enhanced ESS/MSS Time Capture and Leave Approval;
work with appropriate Bureaus to implement the new solution.
5. Develop SAP reporting strategy. Provide users with more access to standard reports and the training to
use them. Communicate the need to weigh the expense of BOBJ development against benefits.
6. Include procure to pay and vary approval levels based on dollar thresholds in procurement policies.
Implement process automation and electronic vendor payments when appropriate.
7. Evaluate Bureaus that need to manage accounts receivables and implement appropriate SAP Modules
such as Public Sector Collections and Disbursements. Implement electronic vendor payments where
cost effective.
8. Evaluate document management systems.
I.

Managing the Enterprise System:
9. Enhance governance over SAP by defining the various roles to create trust and accountability across
the system.
10. Develop an EBS strategic plan that aligns Bureau and Business Process Owner priorities, available SAP
Solutions, EBS resources and mission, and the vision and values of OMF.
11. Develop a change order process using cross‐functional teams to manage prioritization and issue
resolution. Bring greater transparency to EBS’ customers.

As presented in the Conclusions section of this report, the detailed recommendations are designed to be
enacted in phases. In Phase 1, EBS needs to achieve quick wins and demonstrate a renewed commitment to
improvement. Phase 2 emphasizes building trust between EBS and City employees.
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Phase 3 allows EBS to become forward‐thinking and strategic in their approach. Phase 3 recommendations
assume that the immediate challenges of SAP are addressed and the rapport between EBS and its customers
are established.
Global recommendations affect the foundation of EBS and how it interacts with the community it serves.
These recommendations should be implemented as soon as possible and their purpose kept at the forefront of
all other changes.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
AKT Project History
OMF contracted with AKT in March 2011 to identify budget reductions and opportunities through SAP to
automate and streamline costly manual processes. During Phase 1, AKT examined areas for immediate cash
savings, analyzed the 2011‐12 budgets, and reviewed the current status of SAP usage and implementation.
One recommendation in Phase 1, delivered on June 2011 to the City, was to further examine and recommend
action steps to bridge the gap between expectations and performance of SAP in Phase 2. The City anticipated
that SAP would provide comprehensive enterprise business solutions for the City’s current and future needs,
however, the City was not realizing the efficiency gains nor was SAP being fully embraced as the business
solution of choice by the Bureaus.
EBS, within OMF, has the primary responsibility for ensuring SAP meets the City's needs. Recent changes in
leadership within both OMF and EBS provide optimal conditions for recommendations to be heard and
executed. In Phase 2, the City requested AKT to further examine options for maximizing implemented SAP
modules and to recommend more efficient ways to use the system and the automation features available
through SAP.

SAP Implementation Background
In 2004, the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) performed a technology needs assessment and
developed a recommendation that the 16 year‐old financial system (IBIS) be replaced. The City Council passed
a resolution directing OMF to evaluate and then implement a replacement system1. In 2006, the City
determined that the current system (IBIS) was no longer going to be supported by the vendor and that IBIS was
not adequate to meet all of the City’s current business needs nor could it be relied upon to support future
operations. The City began a search for a robust Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP) that would
increase the support of operations and the capacity for future growth and that would accommodate all data
and processes used by the organization in one unified system. The City chose SAP to integrate finance,
logistics, and human capital management into a single system. The first implementing contractor, Ariston
Consulting, failed to perform to the City’s satisfaction and was replaced with SAP Public Services as the new
system integrator in April 2008. The City went live in November 2008 for finance functions and April 2009 for
human resources functions. However, when the City went live with the new system, it did not fully meet its goal
of implementing certain SAP functions including eRecruitment, benefits functionality, BOBJ, Employee Self
Service (ESS) and Manager Self Service (MSS). The scope of the implementation was reduced when the City
changed consultants to simplify the requirements and meet the project schedule.
The City of Portland is not alone in its struggle to implement an ERP system. The organizational complexity,
funding and budgeting challenges, geographic complications and diversity of the users inherent in public sector
communities provide unique challenges for any ERP system. Many public and large private entities face similar
challenges, including issues of project scope and size, underperformance of integration, and a lack of
understanding of users’ needs.
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Stated in the April 2010 report by Ken Rust “EBS Lessons Learned.”
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We reviewed publicly available documents from Washington2, California,3 and Waste Management4 to provide
insight into the ERP implementation issues
Throughout this project, we have shared our findings with OMF and EBS leadership. OMF has used this
information as well as data it has gathered independently and has begun addressing the most pressing needs of
the Bureaus it serves. OMF and EBS leadership have:


Met with or scheduled meetings with Bureaus to discuss their needs.



Coordinated change management and new functionality efforts with the Technology Oversight Committee
which is a citizen based committee.



Changed the structure of Program Advisory Committee (PAC) meetings away from resolving/prioritizing
tickets to program level discussions.



Updated City Commissioners regularly.



Joined the SAP user community and have developed relationships with other SAP municipalities to share
best practices and strategies for resolving common issues.

AKT Project Approach
Through understanding the City’s history with SAP and the experiences of similar cities, we determined that it
was essential to understand the issues first hand not only from EBS but from the community it serves. We held
meetings with OMF and Bureau leadership, interviewed representative Bureaus and held focus group meetings
with EBS and BTS. These sessions included PAC members, Executive Steering Committee (ESC) members, and
change agents ‐ all pivotal participants in the SAP implementation effort.
We also interviewed the past project manager of Multnomah County’s SAP system. This individual was hired to
lead EBS shortly after our Phase II project began. In all, AKT met with more than 200 individuals within the City,
starting in December 2011.
In addition, we conducted and analyzed a comprehensive survey that was sent to 27 Bureaus within the City,
and shorter on‐the‐spot surveys during group sessions. Appendix A is a summary of the results of the surveys
and questionnaire that includes responses from 26 Bureaus and the results of comment cards.
Throughout the entire data collection process, findings and observations were regularly presented to the Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) of the City and the new EBS Manager. As a result, AKT and EBS, in conjunction
with OMF, began the implementation of several of our interim recommendations prior to the delivery of this
document. To ensure this document is current, AKT has incorporated EBS’ progress as they relate to our
recommendations.
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IBM, “Performance Audit Services for SAP Functionality and Departmental Operations”. Accessible at
http://www.ci.tacoma.wa.us/cronews/TacomaSAPAudit.pdf as of April 2012
3

Office of the City Auditor, City of San Diego, “Audit of the enterprise Resource Planning System Implementation”. Accessible at
http://www.sandiego.gov/auditor/reports/fy11_pdf/audit/11‐011.pdf as of April 2012
4

Kanaracus, Chris, “Waste Management sues SAP over ERP implementation”. Accessible at http://www.itworld.com/waste‐
management‐sues‐sap‐080327 as of April 2012
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The table below summarizes the mechanisms used to gather information and the individuals and Bureaus
included in the process.

MEETING TYPE

PARTICIPANTS

Regular Meetings with OMF Project
Managers
Survey Information Session

Jack Graham, Yvonne Deckard, Betsy Ames, Anna
Kanwit, Satish Nath
Members of the PAC, ESC, change agents
Portland Fire and Rescue, Water Bureau, Portland Bureau
of Transportation, Procurement Services, Portland Police
Bureau, Office of Neighborhood Involvement, Bureau of
Emergency Communication, Portland Parks and
Recreation, Bureau of Human Resources, Office of
Management and Finance
EBS, BTS
EBS Manager and SAP Project Manager, Presentation of
Findings to PAC/ESC
Former Multnomah County SAP Leadership, SAP
Consultants, BTS Manager within EBS, Members of both
EBS and BTS staff

One‐on‐One Interviews
(2‐3 Bureau Leaders Attending)

Focus Group Sessions
Informational Meetings
Additional Meetings
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The City anticipated that SAP would provide an efficient and effective system, allowing the City to improve
accuracy and decision making through consistent and centralized information. Our recommendations are
designed to help the work of EBS to better align SAP use with the City’s mission, goals and values. See
Appendix B for the Mission, Vision, and Objectives of the City and of EBS.
In all, there are 17 recommendations organized into two levels and three subsections. The diagram below
intends to help the reader follow the recommendations through their associated topic.
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Global Recommendations
Global Recommendations address overarching issues including developing a new organizational structure for
EBS, focusing outward on relationships with Bureaus and understanding their operations, taking ownership of
issues that build trust and accountability, remaining in constant communication with the Bureaus as necessary,
and learning and teaching SAP best practices. Global Recommendations are the foundational support to the
more specific second set of Detailed Recommendations.

Recommendation A: Reevaluate and reconfigure
EBS’ current organizational structure.
Based upon meetings with EBS (functional) and BTS staff and
management (technical) within EBS, the current organizational
structure has several issues that need to be addressed for EBS to
become effective and efficient in its processes and use of
resources and staff. Three of the most fundamental issues are as follows:


Roles and responsibilities – As depicted in the diagram, EBS is comprised of both EBS and BTS dedicated
staff that report in parallel to their respective Bureau‐specific managers. The roles and responsibilities of
functional and technical staff and the EBS and BTS managers are often
unclear, providing opportunities for overlap and gaps in task assignment.
CAO
While most Bureaus consider both the functional and technical staff as
“EBS”, they are separate groups with separate reporting and
responsibility lines. There is no formal cross‐management of resources
in place and the informal matrix creates conflicting direction and
EBS
BTS
priorities. This may result in inefficiencies, delays and re‐work that
Director
Director
negatively impact the customer.
In addition, BTS technical staff within EBS view EBS functional staff as
their customers, while EBS functional staff view the end‐users as their
customers. This lack of a single focus provides additional opportunities
for disagreement in problem definition and resolution.



MidLayer

Operations
Leads

BTS
Manager
within EBS

Analysis of training needs for EBS staff – Prior to early 2012, EBS relied
heavily on contractors. During that time, contractors did not always
document their work or engage in knowledge transfer to EBS staff. As a
Operations
BTS Staff
result, EBS did not receive all the training necessary to support the SAP
Staff
inside EBS
system. Currently, EBS has significantly reduced its dependency on
contractors and has begun to increase use of internal staff to direct and manage complex projects with
larger time and resource commitments. This change in focus has revealed that functional staff may not
have received sufficient training in the new skill sets that would allow them to perform at the necessary
high quality levels.
For example, project management has evolved into a crucial component of the work of EBS functional staff
performs. Project management includes working with business process owners within the City’s Bureaus to:


Understand operations,



Gather technical requirements,



Understand up and down stream consequences,
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Design sufficient testing matrices, and



Incorporate EBS’ technical team at the appropriate time to develop the needed technology based on
the requirements.

In our interviews with technical staff, they indicate that if the functional side of the organization better
understood overall project management there would a smoother management of tasks and a more
comprehensive planning and testing process.
In addition, both the functional and technical teams indicate that up‐front involvement of the technical
team in the requirements gathering phase of a request would help to solicit more in‐depth requirements,
and allow the technical team opportunities to better understand the Bureaus’ business needs.


Scheduling and resource allocation – EBS struggles to form a comprehensive schedule that aligns
resources and skill between functional and technical staff. To efficiently address Bureaus’ needs, EBS needs
to be able to allocate resources through cross‐functional teams comprised of both functional and technical
staff, teams with skill sets and resources designed to resolve the specific task. The challenge found in
assembling highly effective teams occurs because functional staff report through EBS leadership and
technical staff report through BTS leadership. This parallel organization structure creates conflicting
priorities, scheduling, and allocation of staff resources.

Recommended Structure
To reduce the impact of the parallel reporting structures depicted above, AKT examined potential
organizational structures and the positive and negative aspects associated with each structure. In addition, we
looked at ways varying the existing structure would impact issues with scheduling, resource allocation and
training needs for staff. We determined that solely changing lines of authority will not resolve the fundamental
issues. Our recommendation provides a deeper change to the way the groups operate and through layering,
sets the stage for more cooperative and productive task management. The recommended structure below
creates layers of teams within EBS. Each layer has distinct roles, responsibilities and decision making authority.
One of the major benefits of this proposed structure allows decisions and problem resolution to take place at
the lowest possible level for maximum efficiency. When reorganized, issues should rise to the next level only
when the threshold of complexity for that layer is exceeded.
The teams will be based on the modified operational delineations of Operations, Training and Change
Management, Finance and Logistics, Human Capital Management, and Technical Support. Each team will
contain both functional and technical staff allowing for a significant increase in integration between the two
groups, particularly with each other’s processes, work flows and resource commitments. At the management
level, functional leads will collaborate with the technical manager to ensure thoughtful consideration of all
issues regarding change orders and new functionality. As a management team, they will present a single,
thoroughly researched recommendation to the EBS Manager for any changes requiring approval. When a
single recommendation isn’t appropriate, options and impacts will be delivered from the management team to
the EBS Manager.
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Top
Layer
Directional

EBS
Manager

Subjective

CAO

Concrete

DECISION MAKING

RECOMMENDATION A: EBS STRUCTURE

Chief
Technology
Officer
(CTO)

MANAGEMENT TEAMS
Functional
Leads

BTS
Manager
within EBS

STAFF TEAMS
Functional
Staff

Technical
Staff

DIAGRAM 1

The recommended organization structure will provide a venue for both technical and functional members to
learn critical processes from each other. Functional members will benefit from the project management
inherent in the technical side of SAP and technical members will benefit from increased knowledge of the
Bureaus’ business needs.
AKT recommends this structure because it eliminates the parallel reporting structures of functional and
technical staff and replaces them with integrated operational teams at each level comprised of members of
both EBS and BTS. We also suggest a physical reorganization of staff so that members of each team sit close to
one another. The reorganization provides opportunities for:


Integrated team awareness of project requirements from user, functional and technical perspectives.



A greater understanding of and focus on the business needs of the Bureaus.



Increased communications between team members and at appropriate times.



An ability to create and monitor comprehensive scheduling and work load balancing.



An assignment of roles and responsibilities that decrease opportunities for gaps and overlaps in task
completion.



An ability to resolve issues at the lowest appropriate level.
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The decision making and prioritization process, while improving, is still cumbersome and as indicated in later
recommendations, needs to be addressed. This structure provides a mechanism to define the appropriate
decision layer. When implemented, the need for PAC or ESC intervention should be reduced and would include
only those issues that are highly complex or have a major impact at the City level. We have defined the decision
layers as follows:


Functional Staff Teams (concrete decisions) – The functional staff team consists of operations staff and
technical staff that are responsible for making decisions based upon concrete facts. These are decisions
that don’t involve substantial conflict and for which the circumstances clearly dictate the resources needed
and timeframes.



Functional Management Teams (subjective decisions) – As a functional management team, EBS
Functional Leads and the BTS manager within EBS make decisions that have components of uncertainty.
Decisions are made based on experience and subjective judgment and may involve resolving some
conflicting priorities.



Functional Leadership (directional decisions) – The EBS Manager and CTO make decisions jointly based
on an evaluation of their respective Bureaus’ interests and resources when the circumstances of the
decision are largely ambiguous, the decision has substantial impact and/or repercussions and the priorities
may be equally important. In this structure there are two directional decision makers. The EBS Manager is
the decision maker on all matters regarding current SAP modules and the overall management of EBS.



Top Layer – The Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) makes decisions that have a City‐wide impact and may
require City Council or Mayoral approval. The CAO would receive recommendations from the EBS Manager
and CTO, and gather input from the affected Bureaus or Business Process Owners as appropriate.

The City has determined that all IT staff must ultimately report through the Director of BTS. Our
recommendation accommodates this structure by having the technical manager report to the EBS Manager for
day‐to‐day activity. This matrix reporting structure has been implemented with great success between BHR
and Police Bureau. Our recommendation would mirror this structure for the manager of the technical staff
within EBS.

Current Efforts by EBS
EBS has already made significant changes in its organization structure to reflect this recommendation as shown
below. The proposed structure supports EBS’ intent to focus on managing change within a more stable system
environment and the need to develop all levels of user and staff training to promote the best and most efficient
use of SAP.
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Proposed EBS Division Structure by Functions
Enterprise Business
Solutions
(SAP Support)

Operations

Contracts
- SAP
- Consultants
- Third Party Tools
Operations (Admin)
- Expense/Budget/
HR
- Projects, CFT
Administrator
- Solution Manager
- SAP Reports

Training &
Change Mgmt

Finance &
Logistics

Financial Accounting
SAP Training
Change Mgmt
Help Desk
- Triage tickets
- Role assignments

Controlling

Human Capital
Management

Personnel Mgmt &
Development

Project System

Organizational
Management

Logistics

Time Management

Public Sector
Modules

Payroll
ESS/MSS

Technical
Support

Development
- RICEF
Basis
Security
Business Intelligence
Business Objects
Enterprise Portal
Business Workflow

DIAGRAM 2

Created by EBS 2012

Recommendation B: Reevaluate the analysis
and conclusions developed in the original
SAP implementation where significant or
ongoing setup issues remain.
AKT’s analysis identified that time and budget constraints for
SAP training and implementation may have caused important
components to be eliminated during the final SAP
implementation process. Critical functionalities noted in City
documentation were moved out of the project scope or into post‐implementation. The impact of these choices
should be reviewed, particularly within the setup of the HCM module (ESS/MSS), Procurement, and Accounts
Receivable.

Recommendation C: Re‐configure the
governance structure aligning EBS more
closely with a post‐implementation state.
The go‐live events in 2008 and 2009 were not the end of the
implementation process. While it is difficult to determine a
specific date, EBS leadership and Business Process Owners
agree that the City is now in a post‐implementation stage.
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However, the groups formed to support the implementation process continue to meet and perform tasks
related to an implementation stage organization. The need for the PAC and ESC should be reevaluated, their
goals should be restated, and the membership reviewed.
A proposed governance structure should:


Reflect that the SAP implementation is now an ongoing program and no longer a project (i.e. in post‐
implementation).



Focus the commitment of the PAC on addressing those issues with a City‐wide, strategic impact.



Recognize that the PAC will need to be redefined and refocused. Each member should have the authority
to make decisions as well as have an operational level understanding of how SAP is used by their
represented Bureaus. PAC members also need to represent the needs of the smaller Bureaus.

In addition, consider if there is a continuing need for the ESC since it has finished its pivotal role with the
completion of the implementation stage. Appropriate members of the ESC may be included in the redefined
PAC.

Recommendation D: Eliminate contractors
who are unable or unwilling to transfer
knowledge and be held accountable for the
successful completion of their work.
EBS must hire contractors only when they fulfill specific criteria
such as a very specialized body of work and/or one‐time
projects. For all other work, EBS should strive to improve internal knowledge of SAP and skill sets designed to
meet user’s needs; EBS staff must demonstrate deep knowledge of SAP.
EBS has developed criteria which will determine the specific circumstances and constraints any new contractors
will operate within. The circumstances include a specific, relatively contained body of work related to a
specialized body of knowledge such as the current RFP regarding timekeeping and payroll issues. The specific
constraints include on‐site only work, guarantee of their work product, and a transfer of knowledge to EBS
staff.
EBS has already made significant progress toward this goal. Additional information and more detailed steps to
reduce overreliance on contractors are found in Appendix C.

Recommendation E: Re‐affirm EBS as the
central hub for SAP and SAP as the ERP
system for the City.
This recommendation reflects a need for a renewed City‐wide
commitment to SAP as the first option to any core business
process. To implement this recommendation, EBS must build
trust with the Bureaus it serves. To increase trust EBS must
consistently show it is the SAP expert by demonstrating:


A thorough understanding of the abilities and the limitations of SAP as currently configured and as it could
be configured.
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An in‐depth knowledge of the business needs of the City’s Bureaus.



How the SAP modules already purchased by the City but not yet implemented, could be used.



Knowledge of what other SAP modules are available.

EBS must also become aware of and able to make recommendations when SAP is not the most appropriate
choice. In collaboration with the Bureaus, EBS must be able to step through a discovery and decision process
that identifies:
1. When the business process could be changed to take advantage of SAP efficiencies.
2. When SAP modules currently available could resolve the issue.
3. When SAP modules already purchased but not yet launched could be used.
4. When the purchase of additional SAP functionality would provide a cost effective solution.
5. When interfacing existing non‐SAP systems would provide a low‐cost effective solution.
6. When other solutions need to be considered.
This recommendation, once implemented, is the pivotal place for EBS to emerge as a collaborative business
partner with City Bureaus.

Recommendation F: Develop prioritized
action plans that support EBS’ mission and
the City’s goals.
The City had three basic goals when implementing an ERP
system: improve operations, increase accuracy through a single
data source, and provide better support for decision making. In
addition, the City set specific objectives regarding shadow
systems, using ERP best practices, changing business processes, minimizing customization and implementing a
City‐wide platform that could support specialized business needs.
Earlier this year, EBS developed mission and vision statements to support the City’s objectives. EBS’ vision is to
meet City‐wide business needs by providing world class solutions and service. Its mission is to deliver and
support innovative and integrated cost effective enterprise solutions for its customers. Achievement of these
important goals is dependent on developing concrete and prioritized action plans. To develop action plans,
EBS, in cooperation with the Business Process Owners (BPO) and the Bureaus, must develop goals and
milestones that will support the mission and vision of the City, its Bureaus and EBS.
For example, an action plan to improve the way EBS addresses the needs of its customers through the use of an
effective problem solving model would support the mission. One of the most pervasive issues EBS faces is the
large number of change requests currently in queue requiring attention. By working with the BPOs and Bureaus
to identify patterns of concern, as well as more specific isolated issues, EBS can develop a consistent and
focused approach to resolving problems that will include the cooperation of the Bureaus and BPOs it serves.
The action plan should also include the education of its customers. For example, one of the key pieces of
information the Bureaus have previously lacked when making change requests is the impact the request has on
the time and resources of EBS, BTS and the Bureau making the request.
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This recommendation relies on the reorganization of EBS into teams of both functional and technical members.
Effective action plans require that all members of the organization understand and concur on the priorities and
the focus of their efforts.

Detailed Recommendations
The output of all the information gathered through interviews, meetings, surveys, and group sessions can be
found in Appendix D. AKT summarized this information in Appendix E which is also the supporting document
for all recommendations.
As stated above, the implementation of the Global Recommendations is key to the success of the Detailed
Recommendations. Detailed Recommendations are specific recommendations consistently identified by
Bureaus and EBS as areas where improvement or correction would provide considerable benefit through more
effective use of SAP. The following specific recommendations related to three subject areas:

People’s Ability to Use the System


Training



Shadow Systems

These recommendations focus on maximizing the efficiencies inherent in an ERP system. Improving people’s
ability to use the system correctly will assist with productivity and compliance. A renewed focus on training will
ensure that users have sufficient information and the ability to use SAP in their roles, ideally reaching high
levels of work capacity. By evaluating and appropriately eliminating shadow systems, the additional effort and
potential errors from duplicative data systems will be reduced or eliminated.

Challenges with SAP Setup



Time Capture
ESS/MSS




Reporting/BOBJ
Procurement




AR and AP
Document Management System

These recommendations focus on the effectiveness of the system to share information through the City and a
need to increase the efficiency of business processes through automation. Cross functional teams formed to
handle these issues will create cohesion between the BPOs and EBS and communicate appropriate system
information. Information sharing and transparency between the groups will create efficiencies through
decreased duplication of work and increase the ability of the teams to implement changes through the
reduction of inefficient churning. Recommendation A – EBS Structure provides the foundation for this set of
recommendations.

Managing the Enterprise System


Governance



EBS’ Strategic Plan



Change Order Process

These recommendations improve the accountability, transparency, and leadership surrounding SAP. Defining
roles and responsibilities of each group (EBS, ESC, PAC, Change Agents, Super Users, and Subject Matter
Experts) will create ownership over the entire process and hold each group accountable. A strategic plan for
EBS will define and align the overall goals and mission of the Division.
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PEOPLE’S ABILITY TO USE THE SYSTEM
#1 ‐ Training
Issues
After the initial go‐live phase of the SAP project, there was one person
managing the administration and development of trainings to a City‐
wide base of over 2,000 SAP users. Through our interviews and
surveys, twenty Bureaus commented that SAP training had yet to
adapt to:





Users’ needs, schedules, and learning styles.
The tasks users perform in SAP and risks of improper usage of SAP
relative to the required training levels.
The evolving and growing user community and sophistication.

The initial thrust of training used standard SAP training modules. Because of the huge number of users, training
occurred well before users were able to use SAP for their daily work. Subsequent training was largely the same,
according to those interviewed, with little or no City specific modifications. As a result, Bureaus send users to
training in order to meet requirements, but then use on‐the‐job training as their primary tool to onboard staff
into SAP. This creates the potential for continued incorrect or inefficient use of SAP. In addition, there is no
centralized repository for documents related to SAP such as FAQs, user guides modified to reflect the City’s
setup, tips and tricks or how‐to manuals. Because of this, users contact other users within their network with
questions and issues.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings B1 – B8)
AKT recommends that training be overhauled beyond what came standard from SAP. This recommendation is
also supported by the current reorganization being proposed by EBS (See Diagram 2 on page 12). The proposed
structure reflects EBS’ evolution from an implementation organization to one managing how SAP supports the
City’s operations. By accentuating change management and training through EBS’ organizational structure,
EBS can focus on supporting ongoing process improvements that maximize the use of an ERP system.
To increase outreach to its user base, EBS needs to get the most out of its limited training staff by creating a
knowledge base for SAP where users can get training at their convenience on topics tailored to end users. Also,
a centralized repository of training documents may enhance users’ access to self‐help materials.
In addition, EBS needs to develop a strategic training plan that:





Involves Business Process Owners and Subject Matter Experts (SME).





Makes training session available on video to increase access to the materials.

Trains SMEs that are knowledgeable enough to serve end users as a resource.
Identify change agents who will communicate when trainings will be held and who should attend in an
effort to maximize participation.
Modifies training materials to reflect the City’s implementation of SAP.
Designs training to match responsibilities of the user roles including an assessment of the risks each role
carries.
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Anticipated Impact
Initially, specific training to end users at flexible times with variable delivery will allow users to more quickly
adapt to their work requirements that revolve around SAP.
Longer term, a targeted training plan that maximizes the efficient use of SAP will help the City succeed in
meeting its original expectation for an ERP system. The City should expect that as a sophisticated user
community begins to evolve, change requests will become more focused and reflect a decreased dependency
on work‐arounds and shadow systems. In addition, employees will enjoy personal development opportunities
which should translate to a more mobile, SAP‐savvy workforce.

Current Efforts by EBS
In November 2011, EBS presented a new approved training plan. The first step of this plan began with a needs
assessment that was completed in April 2012. EBS created baseline measurements for training effectiveness,
satisfaction with delivery methods and customer service. EBS is also exploring different delivery methods
including web conferencing, to save on travel time and to allow for flexible viewing times.
A second component to the training plan revolves around the implementation of a SAP Learning Management
System (LMS). Due to a change in EBS’ organization structure and a reevaluation of the roles and
responsibilities of the new teams, this project has an anticipated go‐live of January 2013. It will automate many
of the administrative functions related to training including tracking individuals. Additionally, in an effort to
standardize security and streamline SAP training requirements, EBS implemented position‐based security for
all SAP roles in May 2012. This change attaches roles in the system to the position rather than to the individual
user, making it easier for automating training administration in the new LMS.
The final component of the training plan is to work with the Business Process Owners (BPO) to rewrite large
portions of the curriculum. The new training program will give context for why information is entered the way it
is and the underlying business processes that impact how the system works. Recognizing that training must be
adapted and sustained over time, EBS will continue to work closely with BPOs to define, document and provide
training on a transactional level reflecting a Bureau’s business process and related reporting capabilities. This is
a significant undertaking for EBS, and there will be additional costs to support the software. This project will be
rolled out over time.
As indicated in Recommendation A regarding structural changes for EBS and as demonstrated in Diagram 2,
training and change management will be a core function of the EBS division. The unit will focus on how best to
support City‐wide efforts to gain strategic efficiencies through automation.
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PEOPLE’S ABILITY TO USE THE SYSTEM
#2 ‐ Shadow Systems
Issues
SAP is an enterprise system, intended to replace several applications
formerly used by the City. One of the stated goals of purchasing and
implementing SAP was to reduce or eliminate duplicate systems often
referred to as “shadow systems.” Part of the initial technology needs
assessment included a shadow system inventory that revealed the City
had more than 380 shadow systems in use by the Bureaus5. However, it
is unclear how the term shadow system was defined; this inventory
may contain everything from complex software applications to
individual spreadsheets. It is also unclear how many shadow systems are still in place and if there are situations
where non‐SAP applications should be considered.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings C1 – C2)
AKT recommends that EBS, in collaboration with Bureaus and the PAC, continue to gather information from
Bureaus and eliminate shadow systems where appropriate. An efficiency gain is the natural consequence of
removing a truly duplicative system. However, AKT also recommends that EBS:



Work with Bureaus to define shadow systems and determine if those systems provide data that should be
interfaced with SAP, if they are true shadow systems that should be eliminated, or if the shadow system
has a dual role. One example of a shadow system is the utilization of a duplicate database outside of SAP
that supports the operations of the Bureau before the data is transferred into SAP.



Based on the new definition of shadow systems, create an inventory to identify input sources, output usage
and distribution, the application used, and the reasons behind its development and continued use.



Determine if proper use of SAP and a change in business process could effectively replace the shadow
system. If not, help the Bureau determine the best solution and to share that solution with other Bureaus
that may have the same issue.

Anticipated Impact
Changing the edict that SAP is the only possible solution provides an opening for dialog regarding shadow
systems. While SAP should continue to be the first response to a software need, recognizing that other
solutions may be more efficient in specific cases provides opportunities for the Bureaus to eliminate inefficient
and potentially risky shadow systems with recognized and supported third party solutions. Where SAP should
be part of the software solution, this recommendation allows Bureaus to consider changing business processes
to gain efficiencies. Elimination of shadow systems should still be a desired goal of EBS.

5

Ken Rust EBS Lessons Learned From Concept to Go Live, April 2010
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Current Efforts by EBS
EBS acknowledges that non‐SAP applications exist in situations where the City does not have the money to
purchase or the time to invest in new SAP functionality. This is especially true in situations where SAP does not
meet the specific business needs required by the Bureau and/or does not provide a substantial improvement
over the current system. One example of this is the Public Safety Bureaus which need a detailed shift planning
and scheduling capability. EBS is working closely with these Bureaus to develop interfaces to allow the
necessary transfer of information into SAP, thus reducing manual and duplicative data entry.
In recent discussions with EBS leadership, they estimate that the City is currently using 60% of the SAP
modules it has already purchased. EBS reports that as they continue to evaluate shadow systems they will
determine:
1. If the business process using the shadow system could be modified and the shadow system eliminated.
2. If the shadow system could be replaced by implementing one or more of the SAP modules not currently
being used.
3. If the shadow system is necessary and is the most efficient or cost effective solution. If so, the system
needs to be:
a. Integrated into SAP to avoid duplicate data entry and reduce the possibility of errors.
b. Evaluated for potential use in other Bureaus with similar concerns.
This is an ongoing effort that will need EBS’ persistent attention.
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CHALLENGES WITH SAP SETUP
#3 ‐ Time Capture
Issues
The City decided to use SAP’s standard time capture system as a
component of the overall Time Management System (TMS) during the
implementation of the HCM module. Both SAP implementers
recommended that, based on the complexity of the City’s contract
provisions, entering time using clock time would resolve concerns
regarding the accuracy and consistency of how time had previously
been captured. Configuring SAP with clock time addressed the Bureau
of Human Resources’ (BHR) concerns about past inconsistencies in pay
practices. With clock time, SAP can automate the interpretation of the labor rules, minimize the need for
human intervention and provide the most accurate calculation of the City’s compensation policies including the
application of the bargaining agreements in place.
The standard time capture system using clock time is currently used for all of the City’s work force. However, 16
out of 17 Bureaus who chose to comment believe that the decision to use clock time for time evaluation did not
sufficiently consider the ease of time entry or the needs of Bureaus with a 24/7 work schedule, matrix reporting,
or activity based projects. Time entry comments include the following:



Clock Time requires that all work schedules are configured into SAP prior to use. Work schedules must be
configured in SAP because the calculations to accurately pay employees can be complex.



When the City initially configured work schedules into SAP, EBS was highly dependent on contractors for
technical work and staff did not gain the necessary knowledge to update and maintain the work schedules
as changes occurred.



Timekeepers are still interpreting and calculating pay for workers using systems other than SAP. Several
Bureaus have added timekeepers.



In some cases, configured work schedule start and end times do not necessarily correspond with an
employee’s actual start and end time requiring workers to enter time using the closest approximation
rather than the actual time worked.



Time entry requires clicking through multiple screens even for standard work schedules. Clock time
requires 11 keystrokes for each time entry. For instance, a meeting for two hours might be entered as “8:00
am” and “10:00 am” for the start and end times respectively (11 keystrokes); entering 2.0 hours worked
would requires 3 keystrokes in the previous system.



The user interface is not friendly and contains dropdown lists with hundreds of options rather than being
limited to the few that apply to a specific Bureau or staff person.



Once Employee Self Service (ESS) is improved, it may be a good solution for many Bureaus. However, it is
not designed to accommodate staff without immediate and consistent computer access and cannot be
considered a solution for all Bureaus. For example, the Bureaus of Police, Fire and Rescue, Transportation,
and Parks have employees that do not have consistent computer access while performing the duties of
their job.
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The length of lockout periods was raised by timekeepers. Lockout periods, required by BHR for processing
payroll, can last for several days. During the lockout period, no one can enter time into SAP or edit the
master data.



These issues and the difficulty of data entry have created a need for additional timekeepers. Per a report
prepared by OMF, there are 259 staff with regular timekeeping roles for an equivalent of 42.03 FTE
performing this task. The details of this report can be found in Appendix F.

BHR has reported that the last series of negotiations with unions did not involve SAP programmers in early
discussions to determine the best way to approach the negotiated contract changes. More than six months
were spent by SAP programmers implementing the negotiated rules in order to correctly pay workers.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings D1 – D6)
As indicated above, the advantage of a clock time configuration is the consistent application of pay practices,
an increase in accuracy and a reduction of subjective interpretation. In addition, SAP can provide appropriate
checks and balances within the system when used as intended. However, as currently implemented, there is a
significant cost involved because clock time requires time‐consuming data entry and configuration.
An alternative to clock time is hours worked. The advantage to hours worked is there is less of a need for
timekeepers and data entry is much simpler. However, the person entering time may make a subjective
determination for premium time. In some cases, this circumvents internal controls and could reintroduce issues
the system was designed to eliminate, i.e. inconsistent application of bargaining agreements.
The concerns articulated by both those preferring clock time and those preferring hours worked are not
opposite sides of the same coin. AKT believes that the concerns of the Bureaus can be addressed through a
systematic application of a well‐designed time capture system (or systems) that maintains the benefits sought
with clock time while reducing the inefficiencies Bureaus currently experience. AKT recommends that EBS work
with the Bureaus to evaluate their needs exactly. The evaluation must nominally include:



What would reduce the use of paper timesheets and manual data entry.



How to reduce the number of dedicated timekeepers.



How to allow for remote electronic entry of time.



How current processes may be unnecessarily contributing to the Bureau’s efforts.

From this evaluation, EBS needs to use a problem solving model as recommended above to develop a
comprehensive time capture system. The system may include one or more third party front end time capture
mechanisms with an SAP interface for those Bureaus with functioning time‐capture systems already in place.
These mechanisms can be shared with other Bureaus expressing similar concerns. This process could resolve
the issues raised by Bureaus and still provide the City with the information it needs to properly pay its
workforce. In addition, EBS needs to:



Ensure a cross functional team exists between the bargaining team and EBS to ease the implementation of
final negotiated contract language.



Determine the need for the lockout period and if opportunities exist to shorten the length of lockouts.



Include a time table for implementation of changes required and estimate of related cost savings.
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Anticipated Impact
Along with ESS, MSS and Payroll, developing comprehensive front end time capture mechanism(s) and an
effective time management system presents one of the greatest challenges and one of the greatest
opportunities for SAP acceptance within the City. A working system benefits the City because SAP will:



Eliminate inefficiencies using manual and paper processes that result in dual entry of time.



Reduce the cost to the City associated with the number of employees dedicated to timekeeping tasks.



Minimize the workarounds currently employed by Public Safety and activity based Bureaus.



Reduce the number of outside contractors needed to keep the time management system stable.



Allow for the efficient, accurate and timely pay of City employees with complex work schedules and
contracts.

Current Efforts by EBS
OMF has gathered information about the effort to enter time with SAP; OMF’s report is found in Appendix F.
EBS and BHR have assessed the time capture issues and issued a report providing their own findings and
recommendations.
Recently, EBS reduced the lockout period by two days. EBS reviewed a number of elements within the
HR/payroll process, including time and payroll error processing steps, to maximize efficiency and to assist with
the reduction in lockout days. EBS will continue to examine lockout issues to make additional reductions.
EBS has developed a timeline to roll out a comprehensive time capture system. EBS is currently piloting
improvements to ESS at OMF and testing and evaluating the changes before launching City‐wide. By March
2013, 90% of OMF will be using the new ESS. Starting in 2012 and continuing into 2013, EBS has been meeting
with Bureaus to discuss their time capture needs. The discussions will guide the work in 2013 and standardize
employee time capture in the City by June of 2014. At that time, the City will have one of three options to
efficiently and accurately capture time:



Option 1. Enter time directly into SAP.



Option 2: Interface existing time capture software with SAP.



Option 3: Use a newly identified time capture mechanism compatible to SAP.

Option 3 will require review and evaluation of alternative time capture systems through an RFP process. The
RFP evaluation process will include demonstrations of the software systems under consideration. Appendix G,
provided by EBS, is a timeline of expected events.
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CHALLENGES WITH SAP SETUP
#4 ‐ ESS/MSS
Issues
ESS is a collection of services designed to provide individual employees
access to view and maintain their own employee data. Available in SAP,
ESS services allow employees to change addresses or bank
information, enroll in benefits, enter their time, view paychecks, and
make HR requests. Bureaus report, however, that entering time into
the ESS time sheet is challenging, time consuming and not user
friendly.
Similar to ESS, MSS is an SAP application that allows managers to view information about their direct reports,
including time entry and vacation usage. Currently, it is difficult for managers to electronically approve
employee timesheets. Even within those Bureaus with a successful MSS implementation, managers can view
their employee data but cannot approve employees’ time as approval workflows have not yet been
implemented.
ESS time entry, as currently configured, is cumbersome. Daily time entry requires clicking through six to 70
screens and choosing from drop down lists that may contain 100+ choices mostly unrelated to an employee’s
specific work. The inefficiency is multiplied when time must be tracked by project, departments, premium
assignments or locations or when employees have flexible scheduling as allowed by bargaining agreements.
MSS is being tested within certain OMF departments. However the accompanying workflow has not been
developed. Even when fully deployed, there will be issues for Bureaus with matrix supervision. For example, an
employee may work on two separate projects for two separate managers. This will require separate approvals
for the time entered by employees within MSS that will pose a complex configuration challenge for EBS.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings E1 – E7)
AKT recommends that EBS work with the Bureaus and the BPOs to understand how a full implementation of
ESS and/or MSS will provide an efficient way to capture and approve time. Specifically, Bureaus with matrix
reporting, no consistent access to computers, and the need to report time by projects, locations, or
departments may need an alternative solution to enter and approve time accurately (see Findings section in
Recommendations #3 – Time Capture). EBS must lead this effort in close cooperation with the Bureaus. EBS
should include as many affected Bureaus and subject matter experts in this effort as possible to reduce the
software cost and increase internal opportunities to share solutions across multiple Bureaus. Bureaus should
also reexamine their business processes and practices to determine if, through reengineering, they can
interface more efficiently with ESS/MSS.
Workflows are standardized and automated sequences of connected steps which can be designed and
implemented in various SAP modules, including MSS. For standard users, AKT recommends ESS and MSS be
fully implemented including workflows. However, EBS must also improve the current ESS time entry user
interface. The user interface design must:



Allow work schedules to be loaded as templates to reduce FTE spent to enter time.
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Limit time entry to a single page for standard users.



Reduce the number of available drop down choices per user.



Allow for flexible schedules and entry of time on a weekly basis.

Anticipated Impact
ESS is the outward facing component to the time management systems. All 17 Bureaus who commented on
clock time indicate they care less about how the system is configured and more about their individual
interactions with time capture processes. As a result, developing a user‐friendly interface and accompanying
training materials for entering time will be crucial to ensuring customer satisfaction.
Knowing how time is approved and by whom in the organization structure and then translating that
information into supporting workflows will assist with implementing MSS successfully. Once in place, MSS
should bring considerable efficiency and accuracy to the approval process for many of the Bureaus.

Current Efforts by EBS
EBS is creating more workflows in ESS and MSS and is rolling out added functionality in both areas. EBS is also
developing an employee leave approval and time capture user interface that will simplify time entry and
provide a more transparent method to request and approve leave. The pilot program is being tested within
certain OMF Bureaus with an anticipated go‐live of early 2013.
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CHALLENGES WITH SAP SETUP
#5 ‐ Reporting/BOBJ
Issues
Three years after go‐live, users of SAP within the City are still
struggling with how to get data out of the system in a meaningful way
for strategic planning and business decisions. All of the Bureaus
surveyed or interviewed report that they do not currently have the
reports they need to manage and operate their Bureaus. During
implementation, the Bureaus were told that all reporting needs would
be met by BOBJ; SAP standard reports were not released to the users.
During our survey, only nine BOBJ reports have been developed. EBS
reports that BOBJ reports are time‐consuming and complex; there is a limited number of EBS staff trained in
developing BOBJ reports. The application is not user friendly and it is unlikely that non‐technical staff will be
allowed to use the tool in the future to develop reports for their individual Bureau. Reliance solely on BOBJ for
user reporting means all reporting design must pass through EBS. Due to its costly nature, creating BOBJ
reports should be limited to special circumstances such as combining information from HCM and FILO modules,
using statistical data for reporting and/or calculation or when combining various budgets into the financial
information.
The misinformation supplied during implementation and beyond regarding how Bureaus could meet their
reporting needs has created an unnecessary conflict for EBS and the City. Through our discussions with EBS
leadership, we understand there are hundreds of standard transaction and audit reports for the human
resources and finance modules available in SAP, but not yet delivered to end‐users. These reports have the
potential to meet the majority of basic reporting needs, but users lack the knowledge on how to find the
reports or make decisions about which reports are needed to accomplish their tasks.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings F1 – F9)
EBS must make a consistent effort to reverse the perception within the Bureaus that BOBJ will resolve their
reporting needs. EBS can most effectively do this by providing access to the existing reports within SAP along
with the necessary training. Once the basic reporting needs of the Bureaus have been met through
standardized reports, EBS can focus the use of BOBJ to scenarios where only BOBJ can respond.
We recommend that EBS work with Bureaus to:



Summarize Bureau reporting needs and see where commonalities exist across the City.



Gain an understanding of the standard reports and determine when they will satisfy the requirements of
Bureaus.



Whenever possible, roll out SAP standard reports to users along with the necessary training.



If standard reports will not satisfy requirements, then Bureaus will create a change request for the new
report. EBS will gather information from and determine if this need is present in other Bureaus in order to
be most efficient in its use of BOBJ. EBS will assign ownership of the change request to a qualified staff
member who will articulate a timeline, develop a cost/benefit analysis and create the report within the
BOBJ environment.
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In addition, AKT recommends that EBS explore business intelligence architecture that would allow EBS to
develop a road map of data sources and their relationships. This will enhance the ability of any reporting tool
used by EBS.

Anticipated Impact
Removing the task of creating all Bureau reports with BOBJ frees up this limited resource to work on those few
reports which specifically require BOBJ. The City has a very reasonable alternative to BOBJ which addresses
the most common of user reporting needs. Once standard reports are released to the user community, many
of the current change requests for reports should be eliminated.

Current Efforts by EBS
As of October 2012, EBS is compiling and categorizing outstanding Bureau requests related to reporting issues.
EBS is exploring strategies by consolidating the findings from the change requests with the reporting census
information from the Bureaus. Questions to be addressed include:


How should EBS resolve the change request tickets? Is the resolution an ad hoc report, a standard report or
a data query? If not, is BOBJ the appropriate solution once the estimated costs of resources are weighed
against the potential benefit to the Bureau?



What is the best strategy to approach a data warehouse and data mining? Once complete, what is the best
way to deliver the information to the Bureaus?
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CHALLENGES WITH SAP SETUP
#6 ‐ Procurement
Issues
A public sector based sourcing application or procurement system is
available through the financial module of SAP. As designed, this
application was intended to continuously improve and evaluate the
purchasing activities of the City as well as improve control over
spending through required layers of approvals.
However, the current procure‐to‐pay process designed in SAP is
inefficient for smaller Bureaus and for Bureaus making small and
frequent purchases. The layers of approval are set at the City level and do not reflect:


The size of the Bureau nor the personnel available and knowledgeable to approve purchases.



The risk to the City by including a dollar threshold; higher dollar purchases normally would require more
approvals.

Currently, some Bureaus report that the controls are being subverted as users will occasionally purchase items
first and complete the purchase order process after the fact or will share passwords in order to bypass layers of
approvals when they don’t have sufficient staff available.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings G1 – G5)
AKT recommends Procurement Services, EBS and the Bureaus work to adjust the number of approval layers in
the purchasing process to better reflect the size of the Bureau and their corresponding ability for multi‐layered
approval processes. Developing workflows that maintain consistency City‐wide and translate procurement
policies and procedures into an approval workflow will further streamline the process.
AKT recommends that Procurement Services consider expanding the use of the procurement card (P‐Card)
system which is a best practice used by many municipalities for small, frequent purchases. However, this
decision must be matched with City‐wide policies and procedures designed to safeguard City assets and reflect
a commitment by the City to vigilantly monitor purchases made through these mechanisms. P‐Cards can track
spending information electronically; post purchases in real time and interface into SAP for auditing and
tracking purposes.
AKT also recommends that additional price agreements be set up for purchases that are regular in nature with
certain pre‐approved vendors. EBS can design a report that would identify multiple purchases best suited for
City‐wide price agreements through the Strategic Sourcing Program. For example, City Fleet purchases vehicle
batteries regularly. A single price agreement with City Fleet’s preferred vendor would reduce the need for
multiple purchase orders for a known controllable commodity. Price agreements are normally constructed to
have limits on the number of items, the kind of items, the total dollars allowed and/or a specified time period.
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The City may set up additional accounts with preferred vendors for the purpose of small, frequent purchases.
For example, the City has a price agreement with Office Depot that allows City employees to purchase items
via P‐Card based on pre‐defined limits and/or lists. The retailer then invoices the City for the amount
purchased. This bypasses the need for a purchase order and still provides the City with information useful to
negotiate future price agreements.

Anticipated Impact
This does not appear to be a system issue within SAP as a setup issue. As a result, the burden falls on the City
(i.e., EBS, Procurement Services and the Bureaus) to make strategic decisions to guide future changes
regarding small frequent purchases. It will also require EBS to provide the correct configuration and reporting in
order to facilitate the process.
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CHALLENGES WITH SAP SETUP

#7 ‐ Accounts Receivable and Payable
Issues
Accounts Receivable (AR): Four out of seventeen Bureaus who
commented on the AR module feel that the setup and design of
Accounts Receivable (AR) within SAP did not include their needs. This
is likely due to the fact that central accounting services within OMF
process the vast majority of AR transactions for City Bureaus; only a
few other Bureaus have need of an AR system.
Accounts Payable (AP): In addition, OMF reports that the ability of
SAP to process electronic vendor payments has not been fully utilized. This is an integral part of an efficient AP
system. Check writing is a costly, time‐consuming, paper and manual process easily automated in SAP. EBS
estimates the costs of the automated tasks to print and send each paper check is about $3; the non‐automated
aspects of the current process are not easily measured but would add to that cost.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings H1 – H2)
AR: The AR module has only been set up to address the needs of the central services Bureaus. AKT
recommends that EBS looks at the specific requirements of the four Bureaus reporting AR recordkeeping needs
and determine what additional functionality will be required to meet those needs. The Fire Bureau is unable to
use the AR module, for example, to bill and track payment for more than 30,000 customers. When EBS
performs its evaluation of the four Bureaus, it needs to consider the cost of the additional functionality against
third party alternatives that may be less expensive.
AP: AKT recommends EBS determine the cost and benefit of designing and implementing the electronic
vendor payment module of SAP. This determination, like the AR situation, needs to consider the needs of
Bureaus outside of central services before becoming final.

Anticipated Impact
AR: AKT recognizes that while this recommendation does not have a significant impact at the City level, there
are City Bureaus with a real need for an AR system to conduct their work. Addressing these needs will help
these Bureaus focus on their true work through the elimination of inefficient workarounds.
AP: The implementation of electronic payments should have a direct saving to the City measurable through
the number of paper checks eliminated. There may be a modest impact on cash flow and interest lost through
the time value of money, however timely payments positively impact the City’s credit ratings.
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Current Efforts by EBS
AR: EBS is exploring the implementation and release of Public Sector Collection and Disbursement (PSCD)
module within SAP as a way to address the AR needs of the four Bureaus. This module is more flexible than the
current AR module and may suit the smaller Bureaus’ needs. Work plans are being developed with the impacted
Bureaus to gather information and determine how to implement the PSCD module.
AP: EBS and the Bureau of Financial Services (BFS) are working on rolling out electronic vendor payments. The
first electronic vendor payments were made in July 2012 with a small initial group of vendors. EBS and BFS
expect to eventually pay 50 to 55% of vendors electronically. The next phase of this project, electronic
employee reimbursements, will begin in March 2013 and is expected to be complete by May 2013.
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CHALLENGES WITH SAP SETUP

#8 ‐ Document Management System
Issues
Currently, there is no centralized repository for electronic documents
within the City. Four of the larger Bureaus express a desire for an
enterprise‐level document management system (DMS). These
Bureaus still exchange documents through paper copies and e‐mail
attachments. Bureaus that have attempted to use alternate document
management functions within SAP by attaching PDF to electronic
documents report that it is a cumbersome and time‐consuming effort.
In addition, there is a real cost associated with storing documents
electronically that must be considered.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings I1 – I2)
AKT recommends EBS evaluate the need for a central repository of documents within SAP including:


Gathering information from current users about their needs and their corresponding willingness to bear the
cost of storage.



The cost of purchasing and implementing the module as compared to the benefit to the Bureaus requesting
the functionality.



The ability of SAP to monitor capacity and automatically apply retention and destruction criteria.



The methodology to set up the module in an efficient and user responsive way.

EBS would then prepare a summary of its findings to interested Bureaus and collaboratively determine a
resolution.

Anticipated Impact
Some Bureaus have expressed the importance and benefit of a DMS to their operations. If EBS’ evaluation
indicates the benefits outweigh the costs, the City will benefit through:


Centralized access to documents,



Support of the City’s efforts to reduce paper consumption,



Reduced costs associated with printing and storage of paper documents,



Increased ability to control versions of key documents, and



When used with workflows, a more accurate and controlled environment for approvals.

Current Efforts by EBS
EBS is collaborating with the City Auditor and BTS to determine appropriate storage policies including
document retention, naming conventions and destruction policies. The cost of electronic storage is also being
considered as part of this discussion.
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MANAGING THE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM
#9 ‐ Governance
Issues
Governance relates to the activities and decisions that define
expectations, grant power, or verify performance of individuals within
the organization. It requires consistent management, cohesive
polices, guidance, processes and decision‐rights for a given area of
responsibility.
Within the City, the oversight role of ESC and PAC is not universally
understood or applied and has not been redefined to reflect post‐
implementation. This also applies to BPOs, change agents, SMEs and super users. As a result, Bureaus question
if they are receiving value for their continued investment in these roles. In addition, end users are confused
between the roles within the governance structure (particularly EBS and BPOs) and are unsure who to contact
with system related issues.

Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings K1 – K3)
IT capability is directly related to the long‐term consequences of decisions made by top management.
However, stakeholders must be included at all levels to establish transparent accountability of individual
decisions, and ensure the traceability of decisions to assigned responsibilities. AKT recommends redefining
individual roles and creating a new governance structure related to SAP. Once the governance structure has
been formulated, then EBS can create a strategic plan that supports and is supported by the new governance.
AKT recommends these high level descriptions for the following bodies:



Program Advisory Committee (PAC) – Focus on cases that have a City‐wide impact. Along with the CAO,
the PAC will review the EBS strategic plan as described below.



Executive Steering Committee (ESC) – The ESC held a critical and pivotal role during the implementation
phase. Members of the ESC may become members of the reformed PAC.



Business Process Owners (BPO) – Work in conjunction with EBS to provide ongoing support as needed.



Change agents – Act as the voice of EBS with their assigned Bureaus.



Subject Matter Experts (SME) – Have sufficient knowledge about business rules and processes to execute
the daily business transactions to a detailed level within their Bureau.

Within the City, governance is about the stewardship of IT resources on behalf of all stakeholders expecting a
return from their investment. The CAO is responsible for this stewardship and will look to EBS and BPOs to
implement the necessary systems and IT controls. While managing risk and ensuring compliance are essential
components of good governance, it is important to focus on delivering value and measuring performance to
Bureaus.
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Anticipated Impact
Adapting roles beyond the implementation phase will empower individuals to see they are getting value for
their investment in the governance process. That is because there is a clear definition of their role in developing
the policies, procedures, and practices for use of SAP.
The leadership roles within the governance structure will also become more effective by focusing on only
mission‐critical enterprise‐wide decisions. Top‐down support from leadership to EBS will allow for the eventual
standardization of additional business processes. Standardized business process will leverage and maximize
use of SAP.

Current Efforts by EBS
As stated in Recommendation C, Post Implementation Governance, the CAO and the EBS Manager have
indicated they intend to bring this discussion to the PAC.
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MANAGING THE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM
#10 ‐ EBS’ Strategic Plan
Issues
Strategic planning is a very important business activity. The goal of
strategic planning is to increase specificity in business operation,
especially when long‐term and high risk activities are involved.
EBS would benefit from strong leadership and the development of a
strategic long‐term plan to address upcoming system changes,
updates and the addition of new functionality. This plan should be
created once the current OMF strategic plan is released.
While EBS has used roadmap documents in the past, the documents have not routinely included an
understanding of Bureau business processes as part of the strategy to successfully implement SAP. EBS also
needs to understand the gaps in its staff’s comprehensive and technical understanding of the system
capabilities and skills to determine when to supplement staff with contractors and/or additional training.

Recommended Action Steps
One of the key elements when drafting a strategic plan is to determine what the focus of the organization is.
For EBS this is outwardly facing to the Bureaus it serves as stated in their mission, vision and goals statement in
Appendix B. We recommend that EBS develop their plan in a way that is easily translatable into action plans or
programs for maximum effectiveness. The strategic plan should not only address high level initiatives and over‐
arching goals through its mission and value statements, but should translate into day‐to‐day projects and tasks
that will be required to achieve the plan through stated goals and objectives. The best plans include concrete
and measurable metrics that can be used to judge the success of the organization.
AKT recommends that EBS create a Strategic Plan that includes the recommendations in this report and these
elements:


Situational Goals related to SAP – including an evaluation of the current situation.



Targets – goals and/or objectives in an ideal state with timeframes and milestones.



Path/Proposal ‐ map possible routes to goals/objectives.



Upcoming strategic initiatives or plans to roll out new functionality.



Roles of EBS staff and governance structure.



Training plans both for internal staff and City as a whole.



Measures of success both for EBS and for the Bureaus they serve.

AKT recommends having short‐term goals, medium‐term goals, and long‐term goals that are approved by the
PAC. Once established, achievement of these goals will allow EBS to better reach organizational excellence.
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Anticipated Impact
With a strategic plan that focuses outwardly on the Bureaus being served, EBS’ view of the future will hold the
customer at the core. A well‐defined plan will allow EBS to concentrate on resolving current issues while
keeping track of political and technological shifts that could impact the Bureaus. EBS is under tremendous
pressure to resolve issues as quickly as possible. A strategic plan will guide that effort and help ensure that their
responses support the goals of the organization and of the City.

Current Efforts by EBS
EBS has created a committee that will convene on or before the release of the OMF strategic plan. This
committee has been tasked with incorporating the recommended components above, staffing capabilities, and
a prioritized list of projects.
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MANAGING THE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM
#11 ‐ Change Order Process
Issue
The change order process is a procedural mechanism for users of the
SAP system to request help, support, and changes to SAP. In the past,
Bureaus created a help desk ticket categorized into three major
categories:



Break Fix Maintenance – These requests occur when Bureaus call
the IT help desk to report broken functionality within SAP.
Historically, these were given high priority.



Change‐Request Maintenance – These requests from Bureaus
direct to EBS to create something new in implemented modules. For example, the designing of a new BOBJ
report would be considered a change‐request.



New Functionality – These are new functions requested by Bureaus outside the current SAP scope.

Each Bureau surveyed or interviewed reported concerns with the change order process. EBS reports that most
of the tickets and change order requests that have not been resolved are HCM related; FILO tickets are
generally less complex and more easily resolved. Bureaus reported the change order process is unresponsive,
not transparent, and that requests are over‐examined and under‐performed. Bureaus consistently stated that
EBS does not have a systematic process to review and categorize requests and that each request is processed
individually within a vacuum. As a result, change order tickets have been in a queue for months without any
communication of status to the creator of the ticket. For most of the last several years, more change order
requests have been received than processed. As of August 2012, EBS estimated there were more than 250
requests in backlog.
AKT mapped the current process in Appendix H. The workflow illustrates a process that is not transparent to
the requestors. Tickets may reside in multiple locations without ownership; a request can be made to a BPO,
EBS, and BTS separately without coordination or a shared strategy for managing the issues presented in the
request. Recent upgrades to the Altiris 7 ticket management system have not provided the anticipated
benefits. In addition, members of the PAC reported that in the past, most change order tickets were prioritized
by the PAC first, regardless of the complexity of the request, during their monthly sessions.
As of January 2012, the roles of the PAC and ESC had not substantially changed since before go‐live, although
there is consensus that SAP is now in post‐implementation. Both groups continued to be heavily involved in
prioritizing change requests as low, medium or high. This was problematic because the PAC and ESC have
limited functional knowledge of SAP. In addition, smaller Bureaus that do not have members on the PAC or
ESC felt under‐represented; they believed that the PAC and ESC members consider impacts to their individual
Bureaus and not the City‐wide interests.
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Recommended Action Steps (Related to Findings J1 – J10)
AKT mapped a recommended to‐be process in Appendix I. In this process, all requests related to SAP will be
directed to EBS first. In the new process, a member of an EBS cross‐functional team will take ownership and
handle the request, remain in communication with the requestor, and work to find a solution with appropriate
timelines and priorities. To effectively manage the change order, the members of cross‐functional teams
should include business analysts, SAP technical programmers, BPOs, and other ad‐hoc members as necessary
(trainers, contractors, SMEs, etc.).
If the request requires a significant modification to the SAP system, and may potentially impact the use from a
City‐wide standpoint, the cross‐functional team should build a business case including a cost/benefit analysis
with a recommendation and present that recommendation to the PAC. The PAC will ultimately determine
whether or not to move forward only in instances where a decision may have a strategic impact across multiple
Bureaus.
This recommendation parallels Recommendation A regarding the structure of EBS. When decisions are made
at the lowest appropriate level, only those decisions impacting a broader base or those with potential
unintended consequences will rise to the attention of the PAC. This recommendation reflects the change to a
post‐implementation phase.
In addition, AKT recommends that EBS establish a central repository of all change orders. This repository
would allow like requests to be identified and assigned as a group thus increasing EBS’ efficiency. This
repository would include:


Task title, name and Bureau of requestor



Date submitted



Estimated timeframe to complete



EBS staff assigned as owner and other team members



Current status

Further, we recommend this repository be open to those requesting the change in order to increase
transparency to the user community. AKT also recommends exploring alternative systems to track change
requests, as the current Altiris 7 system is not meeting user needs.

Anticipated Impact
The importance and benefit of this recommendation is high. In the past, the process for submitting a change
request was confusing and time consuming for Bureaus. Providing a transparent central location for change
orders and their status as well as the assignment of a single EBS owner will result in higher customer
satisfaction. The implementation of this recommendation is critical as EBS works to improve the level of
Bureau trust.
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Current Efforts by EBS
EBS has already formed cross‐functional teams for each supported SAP module. The cross functional team
consists of a primary senior business analyst, a secondary business analyst, a technical developer and additional
staffing resources as necessary. These teams are addressing most of the change requests and are escalating
those requiring additional approvals to EBS leadership.
EBS uses Altiris 7 to track change requests. BTS is in the process of replacing Altiris 7 as the new version is not
performing as expected.
EBS is considering reorganizing its operations as indicated in Diagram 2 and discussed in Recommendation A
regarding the structure of EBS. With regard to change orders, EBS is considering segregating change orders
into two main categories: new functionality and change requests. This is consistent with a post‐
implementation state.
EBS reports that FILO related tickets have generally been resolved in a timely manner perhaps due to the more
stable condition of those modules. HCM tickets are usually more complex and take longer to resolve. HCM
tickets may involve multiple organizations within the City, multiple time periods and multiple modules within
HCM.
As part of the development of the scope of work for the SAP Time Management RFP and contract, EBS
compiled all the tickets related to time capture, time evaluation, and payroll. Further, they contacted all of the
Bureaus requesting information on any additional but as yet unreported difficulties they were having with time
evaluation. This information was used to create a complete listing of issues and was incorporated into the
statement of work the Contractor agreed to.
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CONCLUSIONS
The issues found during our interviews and surveys and as outlined above have created an atmosphere of
distrust of and dissatisfaction with SAP within the City. However, current EBS efforts are making a positive
change in attitude at the Bureaus. Bureaus have responded well to personal visits from the CAO and EBS
Manager and their continued engagement in improving how SAP works in the City.
The global recommendations are designed to change the environment EBS works within and as a result, how it
serves its customers. The implementation of these recommendations will be an ongoing effort that must be
monitored for the desired impact on EBS’ stated mission and vision. Many of the changes EBS is already
implementing are directly aligned with the global recommendations.
To continue building on the positive changes EBS has begun,
AKT suggests a phased implementation of the eleven detailed
recommendations within this report. Phase 1 will focus on
achieving quick wins and demonstrating a continued
commitment to improvement. Phase 2 will focus on building
trust between EBS and the City and can begin in parallel with
Phase 1. Phase 2, however, will likely be an evolving and
ongoing process that will take longer to complete. Phase 3
recommendations assume that the immediate challenges of
SAP are addressed and the rapport between EBS and its
customers has improved allowing EBS to become a forward‐
thinking partner.

Phase 1: Short‐Term High Priority:
 Time Capture, Change Order Process,
Training
Phase 2: Medium‐Term High Priority:
 Shadow Systems, ESS/MSS,
Governance, Strategic Plan,
Reporting/BOBJ
Phase 3: Long‐Term Medium Priority
 Procurement, Document
Management, Accounts Receivable

Phase 1: Short‐Term and High Priority
(Six month implementation timeline)
The following should be the highest priority issues and addressed by EBS immediately. Implementing these
recommendations will begin the process of rebuilding solid customer relationships:



Time Capture



Change Order Process



Training

Time capture is currently the most frustrating issue for Bureaus. AKT is aware that EBS has prioritized time
management and has released a request for proposal (RFP) resulting in a contract with an expert in this area.
EBS is also using this opportunity to address knowledge transfer issues surrounding contractors thus ensuring
EBS can maintain the back‐end support of timekeeping moving forward.
The change order process should be simultaneously addressed on an accelerated timeframe as this is necessary
for EBS to efficiently address the requests being made. Improvements in this area with performance and
transparency will increase customer satisfaction and trust in EBS.
The development of a training curriculum is an ongoing and never ending process but the first round of
revamped trainings should begin as soon as possible. Many of the issues users are having with SAP may be
resolved when the system is being used correctly. In addition, when users issue change requests, their
knowledge of what SAP will and won’t do can assist EBS in responding appropriately.
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Phase 2: Medium‐Term and High Priority
(Begins concurrently with Phase 1 but executable within 12 months)
Phase 2 will challenge EBS and if successful will restore trust between users of the system and EBS. AKT
recommends working on the following in Phase 2:



ESS/MSS



Shadow Systems



Strategic Planning



Governance



Reporting/BOBJ

Many if not all of the recommendations related to these topic areas could begin concurrently with Phase 1.
However, resolution of the issues surrounding these recommendations may take longer to implement.
Strategic planning and governance are two related changes that should be addressed concurrently. Creating an
achievable strategic plan requires a healthy governance structure be in place. AKT anticipates identifying
members of the SAP governance structure with clearly defined roles and executing a strategic plan will take
some time before results are noticed.
Finally, ESS/MSS, shadow systems and Reporting/BOBJ are projects contingent on external factors that may
increase the time it will take EBS to complete these tasks. For example, EBS is currently working on a user‐
interface that, when complete, may impact how ESS/MSS are configured and implemented. Shadow systems
and reporting issues also require up‐front work identifying gaps in customer needs and possible changes to
business processes at the Bureaus.

Phase 3: Long‐Term and Medium Priority
(Begins after Phase 2 as part of a long‐term strategy)
These recommendations are dependent on stabilized SAP modules and set the framework for adding new
functionality to SAP outside of the current scope of implementation.



Procurement



Document Management System



AR and AP

To implement the Procurement recommendation may require a change to the SAP configuration, but initially
requires only an agreement on a revised process.
Document Management could be addressed within SAP. However, at an enterprise level, the capability might
exist to have a City‐wide strategy for storing, sharing, and maintaining documents for and across Bureaus. This
would alleviate frustrations Bureaus are having with their document management needs.
EBS should use the recommended problem solving strategy to determine how best to address the non‐central
services needed for accounts receivable software. The solution may or may not be addressed by the
implementation of PSCD module within Accounts Receivable. The appropriate use of ACH payment processes
available within SAP will create immediate efficiencies and reduce costs.
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THANK YOU
As always, AKT appreciates the commitment of the City to provide the best possible service to its constituency
through its continual efforts to create an efficient system. During this project we have been privileged to work
with many people who daily demonstrate that they care about their work and about their city. Thanks to each
of you for your assistance during this project – we appreciate your candor and your willingness to make a
difference.
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A PPE N D I X A
S u m m a r y o f Al l S u r v e y R e s u l t s
Overview
AKT worked with the PAC, ESC, and Change Agents to distribute a Preliminary Survey and SAP User Survey to 27 City
of Portland Bureaus and user groups. The purpose of the surveys was to conduct an assessment of the:


EBS Division and the City‐wide ERP operation;



Organization, staffing and use of resources; and



Maximizing the use of SAP to meet user needs

In order to assist the Bureaus in filling out the survey, AKT held a meeting with members of the PAC and ESC and with
Change Agents to discuss the questions in the SAP User Survey and also to conduct a Preliminary Survey of meeting
participants.
The Preliminary Survey asked participants to list the five major opportuity areas for increasing efficiency in the SAP
system. AKT collected the results and sorted them by frequency and into these three areas.


‘People’ ‐ People’s Ability to Use the Systems



‘Process’ ‐ Challenges with SAP Setup



‘System’ ‐ Managing the Enterprise System

The SAP User Survey was distributed to the 21 Bureaus listed below. It elicited 26 responses with multiple responses
from particular user groups within a common Bureau. Comments received from the survey are provided verbatim
below.


Bureau of Development Services



Portland Police Bureau



Bureau of Enviromental Services



Procurement Services



Bureau of Emergency Communication



Office of Government Relations



Bureau of Human Resources





Bureau of Technology Services

Office of Management and Finance – Business
Operations



City Attorney’s Office





Office of Management and Finance – Financial
Services

Community Technology





Office of Neighborhood Involvement

Fire and Police Disability and Retirement





Office of Planning and Sustainability

Portland Housing Bureau





Revenue Bureau

Portland Fire and Rescue Bureau





Water Bureau

Portland Parks and Recreation



Portland Bureau of Emergency Management

The following is a compilation of the responses of the Preliminary Survey and of the SAP User Survey.
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Data Analysis – Preliminary Survey
What are the five major areas for increasing efficiency in the SAP system?
What are the 5 major opportunity areas for increasing efficiency in the SAP system?
Comment
Frequency Type of Request
Better understanding of Bureau business needs
1
People
Increase transparency and quality of communication for customers
1
People
Assist small bureaus with role restriction challenges
6
People
Change requests ‐ slow
1
People
Increase knowledge of functional analysts
1
People
Amount spent on consultants vs. making current system work
1
People
Improve prioritization of work to be done on SAP
1
People
1
People
Acceptance that SAP is the "preferred solution"
Better training and user support
5
People
Improve internal business processes
12
Process
Streamline procure to pay
3
Process
Streamline electronic images of Pcard receipts from Works into SAP
3
Process
Automated forms
1
Process
Accounting and G/L is unclear
1
Process
OM and position and employee transfer are too cumbersome
1
Process
Upload documents in HCM in regards to personnel administration
1
Process
1
Process
More HCM processes done online through portal/city link
Less retrictive ‐ cannot change cost center for employees without submitting paperwork to HR
1
Process
Patching takes too much time and is disruptive
1
Process
More training needed for reporting
2
Process
Streamline MM and AP
2
System
Accounts payable ‐ generate multiple invoices
1
System
Streamline AR
1
System
Leave reimbursement entry processing
1
System
Expansion and improvements to ESS and MSS
14
System
1
System
Automation of HR processes
Tracking of budgeted FTE in HCM
1
System
FMLA Platform
1
System
Activate and Inactivate employees without withdrawing them from the system
1
System
Take away clock times for payroll time ‐ 90% of errors come from clock time
1
System
Better BOBJ implementation
6
System
Implementation of work order system
1
System
Implementing newlypurchased modules
1
System
Incorporate coop filing opportunity in the system
1
System
2
System
Improve financial reporting including automation
Better reporting of revenue sources in project systems
1
System
Cost accounting reports that do not need manipulation
1
System
Improve access to reports
1
System
Integration of HCM/FILO/BOBJ
2
System
Eliminate Bureau specific shadow systems
2
system
Easier access to user information
1
System
Automatic notification when there is a task to do in a workflow
1
System
Document management system needed for attachments
1
System
Time entry functionality is hard in general and for split funded employees
2
System
No online support docs for new trainees
1
System
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Data Analysis – SAP User Survey
Questions 3‐10 – Provide data regarding Bureaus’ satisfaction with SAP training and support sessions
3.

From your Bureau’s perspective, do you feel EBS is generally providing you with applicable and appropriate
training? For example: Evaluate if EBS is providing Bureaus with the SAP training that allows them to perform
their work.
1‐
Development
Needed
6
23%

4.

3‐
Satisfactory

2
8
31%

5‐
Outstanding
Strength
2
8%

4

8
31%

2
8%

Response
Count

N/A
0
0

26
100%

From your Bureau’s perspective, are you aware of the trainings and support sessions that are available to you?
80.8%

19.2%

Yes

5.

No

From your Bureau’s perspective, do you expect your SAP users to regularly attend the scheduled support
sessions and the monthly user groups?
Answer Options: Attendance
Yes
No

6.

Response Percent
80.8%
19.2%

Response Count
21
5

Do these support sessions contribute to continued sharing and expansion of their SAP knowledge?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5 ‐Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

0
0

5
19%

13
50%

4
15%

4
15%

0
0

26
100%

Question 6 Comments:
Support sessions are very broad in nature and leave little time to address specific problems or concerns.
As a small Bureau, one person may do several functions in SAP and we don’t necessarily do these functions regularly. There
have not been any regular sessions for AR processes because all receivables for the City go to central accounting, whereas
OCT’s receivables go to OCT – OCT’s AR process is separate from the other City Bureaus. This can also be said for MHCRC on
the AP side.
It can be better. Much of the improvement is up to PBOT to improve its sharing and exchanging of information amongst its
users.
BHR hosts and coordinates HCM user groups and support sessions.
SAP users would benefit from having communication from business process owners to Bureau SAP users pushed to them.
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Question 6 Comments:
Users do not get notified when the sessions are scheduled. Those that users have attended have been very useful but those are
few and long ago.
Some are much better than others. Time keeping often brings up very timely topics. CO/FM/GL has been MIA for some time.
The regular user groups are helpful in being able to share tips and tricks and provide information, but these need improvement
in the ability for users to get information from previous meetings. Sometimes meeting notes or agendas are posted on
PortlandOnline but they are not organized well by topic. We would like to see a more formal process for resolving issues and/or
problems that come up in these meetings. Users leave the meetings without any resolution or information about how
resolutions will be made. We would also like to have information in these sessions about open tickets and tickets that have
been closed and how they were resolved.
Users groups are very helpful, however lately many have been cancelled.
Some people have a tendency to dominate the sessions, inhibiting others from participating. Would like cross‐training
(especially in AP ‐ MM area) to understand the entire process.
Sometimes the size of the audience is so large, that you may not get your question or answer you were seeking. It depends on
the question and answer. The answers are very substantive which are helpful if you had a similar question.
Support sessions & user group meetings were very important and extremely helpful early after GoLive. Meetings were
frequent and well‐attended. In essence, as users we were learning from each other as well as from the EBS team.
For HCM ‐ yes. The others prefer to call someone directly for answers to questions.
We find them helpful to listen to others share problems and scenarios. TM/PA, MM, CO/FM, AP, and BOBJ sessions are
attended. Alternating days/times (like the BOBJ sessions ‐ Monday PM one week, Wednesday AM on other week) would be
helpful.
FILO support session is focused primarily on accounting issues and less on budget. This could be caused by the lack of budget
issues being brought forward by users.
Time keeping & OBPA sessions are helpful and give updates. These should be an opportunity to bring forward improvement
ideas.

7.

From your Bureau’s perspective, does EBS have a documented and consistent plan to train current and new
employees on the use of SAP? For example: EBS provides a flexible training schedule and format (i.e.
classroom, webinar, self study) by which to train new and current employees in an appropriate and timely
manner.
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

4

7

11

3

1

0

26

15%

27%

42%

11%

4%

0

100%

Question 7 Comments:
All employees utilizing SAP are encouraged to attend trainings and work sessions that will enhance their job performance, skill
set, and need for their position. To some employees, Self Study is easy to schedule and is fairy user friendly. Classroom training
after SAP activation was helpful. Initial classes before SAP was turned on were too early and too rushed.
Not aware of webinar or self‐study training. Classroom training has occurred but is not scheduled on a regular basis. Follow‐up
documentation/instruction since implementation has been fragmented. OCT’s AR and AP processes are not the same as the
other Bureaus in the City – No documentation or follow‐up training has occurred for our unique processes.
There is a vast improvement I have seen in this area. The EBS Team was really improved in staffing this area and they will
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Question 7 Comments:
continue to make things better.
Lack of knowledge among participants of a documented training plan.
This is currently not a strong area, but we see signs that the training team is moving in this direction.
We have to beg for training when we need it. SAP classes seem to have not been offered as much as they did at the introduction
of EBS. The wait time for hands on instruction/training can be lengthy. I feel that hands‐on‐training is the most helpful in
understanding and empowering employees to use SAP.
A training plan was shared with the PAC and CMT a couple of months ago. It was a high level vision stage. We have not seen a lot
of changes to the training plan that was in place at go live. Because of this, the Bureau ends up doing one‐on‐one training with
employees.
They have made the training room available for me to schedule our Bureau specific training.
No new employees, but received training for ESS time entry.
We understand EBS is working on a new training plan, but it has not become official and been communicated to users in the
Bureaus. Prior to this new plan, we don’t think EBS had a documented, consistent, and effective plan. The overall training
experience and results were quite dissatisfied from our perspective. Training is not flexible. Documentation is outdated.
eLearning courses for simple transactions are very good. Complex process oriented roles require a classroom training and need
to be more substantive to the Bureau's operations. Current training and web based products are working.
Yes, but better and broader communication of that plan would be helpful. There is not an easy format for locating class listings
and what information the specific trainings cover.
A post GoLive training plan was not finalized until just recently when the EBS team added training staff. While we support the
plan, we are anxious for the planned training platform to be completed and rolled out so that its effectiveness may be evaluated.
Simulation trainings are good. But if you make an error in entry (especially in Contracts), it is difficult to make corrections and can
be intimidating. Simulations should also include how to back out or correct mistakes. HCM handouts are good, but timing for
support sessions for the new holiday rules was not helpful.
Trainings are only offered sporadically, therefore we are put in a position to train our own new employees in order to obtain roles
and get them working immediately.

8.

9.

Does EBS provide training for the HCM module that meets your Bureau’s needs? For example: Assess the
degree to which employees in your Bureau using the HCM module are trained to maximize the use of SAP.
Please include all relevant information regarding the portal to MSS and ESS.
1 – Very
Dissatisfied

2

3 ‐ Neutral

4

5 – Very
Satisfied

N/A

Response
Count

3

10

6

4

1

2

26

12%

38%

23%

15%

4%

8%

100%

Does EBS provide training for the FILO module that meets your Bureau’s needs? For example: Assess the
degree to which employees in your Bureau that use the FILO module are trained to maximize the use of SAP.
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1 – Very
Dissatisfied

2

3 ‐ Neutral

4

5 – Very
Satisfied

N/A

Response
Count

3

7

7

6

1

2

26

12%

27%

27%

23%

4%

8%

100%

A‐5

10.

Does EBS provide training for Business Objects (BOBJ) that meets your Bureau’s needs? For example: Assess
the degree to which employees in your Bureau using BOBJ are trained to maximize the use of SAP.
1 – Very
Dissatisfied

2

3 ‐ Neutral

4

5 – Very
Satisfied

N/A

Response
Count

3

2

7

7

1

5

26

12%

8%

27%

27%

4%

19%

100%

Questions 11‐17 – Provide data on EBS’ ability to serve users from innovation to delivery
11.

From your Bureau’s perspective, has EBS effectively prioritized the conflicting needs and requests from its
stakeholders? For example: Evaluate if EBS is able to manage the differing needs and requests from each
Bureau, establishing a process so that there is a forum to receive requests, a process by which to prioritize and
manage Bureau needs and expectations, and a mechanism to systematically check for customer feedback and
communicate the status of the work.
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

7

6

8

2

1

2

26

27%

23%

31%

8%

4%

8%

100%

Question 11 Comments:
Most immediate requests get resolved. However, the Grant Billing report incorporating the PO numbers has
been outstanding since inception of SAP. Some feel there is no centralized place to see the follow‐up or
progress on tickets.
EBS calls are managed through BTS helpdesk and response can take 1‐3 days. There is the PAC for priority
needs, however, the PAC is made up of large Bureaus and there is no representation of smaller Bureaus. The
monthly Change Management meetings are attended by smaller Bureaus; however, this meeting is geared
towards large Bureau needs. Smaller Bureaus do not have a regular forum to communicate their needs or
concerns.
HCM prioritized well; concerns with how FILO issues are prioritized.
Progress has been made. Additional governance is needed, and there should be more effective feedback to
requestors about the status of their requests.
There have been a couple of attempts to get City‐wide priorities in order but I don’t think they have been
successful. There is still confusion about which reports are getting built first through BOBJ and which might
make more sense as SAP reports. It seems there is a lack of communication between the EBS team and BTS.
HCM has mixed job functions that had been done by several different work groups (i.e. Personnel and Fiscal
Divisions). I am not certain our Bureau has received training that could fully maximize our use of HCM;
however this may be due to City policy and existing job functions, we have not had a clean transition from our
legacy system. For our Bureau, we have not decided if we will be able to successfully implement MSS and ESS‐
EBS has shared many benefits of using MSS/ESS, but we will not be relevant if we do not use this portal. I am
not aware of any MSS/ESS training occurring of our Bureau at this point.
There is really no one (or no specific area) to contact if you run into problems.
There is a form for requesting changes or assistance, but the prioritization process could use improvement.
Change orders need to be moved in a timelier manner and open trouble tickets need to be prioritized higher
and responded to quicker. There are open tickets that have been open and unresolved for years.
EBS should not be deciding our policy. The central business process owner should determine policy and EBS
should respond with what SAP can and can not do to support that need.
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Question 11 Comments:
1 for HCM where there seems to be no established process for the work that has needed to be done. 3 for FILO.
There is no feedback on Altiris tickets until they are completed.
This is a PAC level question. Our understanding is that we are not supposed to submit change requests unless
they are critical because EBS does not have sufficient resources to work on them. As a result we have
submitted few change requests, and instead rely on workarounds to meet our needs. Also, our experience in
getting change requests resolved is not encouraging.
Prioritization of issues between Helpdesk tickets, change requests and new functionality is a good model.
Some real concerns with working through the problems that meets the questions posed by the initiator have
caused multiple tickets being submitted. There needs to be more work done on distinguishing when an issue
goes to the Helpdesk, versus going through the functional team. No notification is made to the Bureau as to
the reason for its closure and the agreement to that closure/reason between initiator and resolver.
EBS does well at ensuring support for time‐sensitive, externally‐required reports, but many of these are not yet
automated and are treated as unscheduled “ad hoc” resulting anxious delivery within tight deadlines.
We found that requests rated low never come up to the top. There will always be requests in the medium to
high range.
HCM module uses too much development time, therefore other stakeholder requests (FILO) are not being
addressed.

12.

13.

14.

From your Bureau's perspective, does EBS have the knowledge, processes and technical ability to deliver
current SAP functions City‐wide? For example: When EBS implemented Business Objects (BOBJ) City‐wide,
did your Bureau feel EBS had the capacity to deliver the type of reports you requested?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

7

2

12

4

1

0

26

27%

8%

46%

15%

4%

0

100%

From your Bureau’s perspective, does EBS demonstrate broad knowledge of SAP? For example: EBS has been
able to lead and support the City’s business objectives surrounding SAP, along with supporting the software
itself by responding to questions and resolving issues.
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

3

5

13

3

2

0

26

12%

19%

50%

12%

8%

0

100%

From your Bureau’s perspective, does EBS lead the way in advising and presenting new business process
improvements based on their knowledge of SAP and/or best practices? For Example: EBS has made your
Bureau aware of new process improvements to applicable areas of SAP and has managed your expectations as
to the rollout of these improvements.
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

10

6

8

2

0

0

26

38%

23%

31%

8%

0

0

100%
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Question 14 Comments:
To some degree yes (i.e. ESS, MSS) EBS has provide information on improvements. Communications of these
rollouts are beneficial to the larger Bureaus where EBS has worked with large Bureaus to pilot the
improvements. Unless one attends the Change management meetings communications is limited to emails to
specific user groups.
The EBS team relies on business process owners to drive system changes and implementations. I think the EBS
team should take more of a leadership role in communicating to the business process owners how the system
can improve things. Also, the change management process is cumbersome and fails to provide a well‐thought
out way of determining City‐wide priorities.
Central BHR SAP team is the primary group from which I get my SAP updates/best practices info from.
EBS has made it clear that the City’s business process owner is responsible for advising and presenting new
business process improvements, not the EBS team.
The project team needs to understand Bureau business practices and customer needs before they can advise
on new processes.
We recently received some very good training on how to process an advance check received for multiple years.
We knew the proper accounting treatment but how to do it within the system AND what the system does with
our entry was what we learned.
Much has been left up to the Bureaus to solve ‐ time sign off, interim timesheet development, transaction work
arounds, etc. Also, EBS is only one stakeholder, which can make their role as a business process advisor
challenging. PBOT went through a recent evaluation of both its FILO and HCM issues and identified actions for
correction. Challenge in working though issues or new business processes that involve multiple stakeholders.
With no one ultimately responsible for an entire functional area, it can sometimes be very difficult to work
through solutions.
From a high‐level perspective, it does not seem that City users have been provided the appropriate amount of
time and resources to gain system knowledge/training to always interact effectively with the EBS team.
Late notifications or no notification with regard to holiday and attendance absence sheet behaviors that
changed after an upgrade. The EBS website has clearly not been updated in awhile.
The one time SAP was "improved" we were not notified and staff was scrambling to find certain data fields that
disappeared. In another instance, MM changes were made without advance notice and instructions were sent
later when one part of the functionality stopped working.

15.

16.

From your Bureau’s perspective, evaluate the effectiveness of EBS’ service delivery process. For example: The
Division has implemented an effective service delivery system to manage issues related to SAP, which can be
incidents, change orders, and/or requests for new functionality.
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

7

6

8

2

1

2

26

27%

23%

31%

8%

4%

8%

100%

From your Bureau’s perspective, is the Altiris Help Desk system useful and responsive to meeting your SAP
needs?
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1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

1

3

12

8

1

1

26

4%

12%

46%

31%

4%

4%

100%
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17.

Does EBS seek to develop and maintain transparent and interactive external relationships with you as its
customer? For example: EBS provides the information regarding changes to SAP processes and these
informational resources are available for process owner/Bureau use?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

4

5

3

6

2

0

26

15%

19%

12%

23%

8%

0

100%

Questions 18‐20 – Provide data on changes that have occurred due to the implementation of SAP
18.

Describe the benefits of SAP to your Bureau. For example: In the context of the modules applicable to your
Bureau, briefly list out the efficiencies and the cost reductions provided by SAP and the current available
modules.
Efficiencies:
SAP has increased the Bureaus complexity and time required to complete tasks. Bureaus Grant related work
has increased ten‐fold.
The main benefit of SAP has been the centralization of date. This has provided efficiencies in finding
information faster, in real‐time and provides historical data. This has been extremely beneficial.
Real time information for decision making; Automated step increase programs reduces work effort both
centrally and at Bureau level; more consistency in HR rule application; easier to extract basic information than
in IBIS; roles and responsibilities more clearly defined than in the past.
Processes are much more standardized across the City than before SAP.
SAP has made the accounting process more transparent and has increased the level of documentation that is
on‐line and available. With accounts payable and accounts receivable the original invoices are accessible on‐
line. This is a tremendous improvement. Regarding journal entries, the same is basically true. Attachments
exist for all journal entries that should explain the entry. Of course they are only as good as the preparer has
provided. The reporting in SAP is much superior to the legacy system and also allows for instant downloading
of data to Excel. This is a tremendous efficiency as compared to the legacy system. Another large benefit is
the ability of managers to research data on‐line rather than needing to wait for hard copy canned reports. This
advantage is only as good as the managers are able to take advantage of this functionality. As we train more
managers to use the on‐line functions we should be better able to make use of this.
Quick turnaround on AR invoices and inquiries (AP). Drilldown in MM are good. FM reporting capabilities a
plus.
Availability and broader view of transactions. Much more transparency of financial transactions, budget.
Consistent input throughout the City.

19/20. How many time keepers did you have pre‐HCM? If you were required to add additional time keepers, please
provide the following information:
Bureau
Portland Office
of Emergency
Management
Development
Services

APPENDIX A

Number of
time
keepers

Class and level

% of time
spent time
keeping

Why you had to add a time keeper?

1

OSSII

15 percent

N/A

1

0

0

0
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Number of
time
keepers

Class and level

% of time
spent time
keeping

Why you had to add a time keeper?

3

N/A from FILO
perspective

N/A from FILO
perspective

N/A from FILO perspective.

3

N/A

3‐5%

N/A

Bureau of
Human
Resources

1

Note: BHR added 2
Central Time
Administrators (not
time keepers), both
HR Techs

100%

CTAs centrally coordinate City Time
Management

Office of
Neighborhood
Involvement

4

Accountant I (4),
Accountant II (1)

Data entry ‐
75%

Complexity of union contracts; work around
rather than programming SAP properly

3

OSS III (x 2), Sr Admin
Specialist, Sr. Mgmt
Analyst

OSS III 20%,
Sr. Admin
Specialist
35%, Sr Mgmt
Analyst 5%

Complexity of cost allocation time entry,
and dual time entry at go‐live

Environmental
Services

3

Business Operations
Manager, OSSII,
Financial Analyst

10%

Water Bureau

3

Sr. Admin Specialist

100

Police

1

Not my role
It varies widely: Office
Support Specialist II,
Senior Administrative
Specialist,
management
Assistant, Time keeper
Specialist, etc.
Treasury uses
Financial Services.

Not my role

Bureau
Office of
Community
Technology
Portland Bureau
of
Transportation ‐
FILO

Bureau of
Technology
Services

Fire and Rescue
Bureau

20

Treasury

1

Parks and
Recreation
OMF – Bureau of
Financial
Services
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Adding a time keeper was more of a
personnel issue than SAP, but SAP does
require more data entry than our old
system.
Synergen process to SAP requires
additional time.
Not my role.

This varies
widely from
unit to unit.

Generally due to the higher complexity of
SAP as compared to the legacy system.
Also there is more time keeping data being
captured.

Unknown

Didn't.

1

OSSIII/SAS

100%

Data entry into SAP.

136

Varies from a pool
manager to a Manager

2 days per pay
period

Implementation of Super Users, leads and
users.

A ‐ 10

Bureau

Portland Bureau
of
Transportation ‐
HCM

Fire and Police
Disability and
Retirement
Procurement
Services

Number of
time
keepers

3

1
1

City Attorney’s
Office

1

OMF – Financial
Services

0

OMF – Business
Operations

3

Class and level

Time Keeper Specialist

% of time
spent time
keeping

Why you had to add a time keeper?

100%

PBOT added 3 permanent Time keeper
Specialist. Transportation time collection is
very complex involving 750+ diversely
classified employees who provide a wide
range of services to the public, spanning 75
different work schedules, 184 different job
classes, and 7 different work groups. The
Bureau operates on a 24/7 operational basis
and is an emergency responder. Given the
financial cost recovery structure of PBOT
and its thousands of active cost objects, it is
not uncommon for employees to charge
between 15 and 45 cost objects in a pay
period. Also approximately 380+
employees have their time submitted to
time keepers on work order centric, not
employee centric, hard copy crew day
cards. These cards are manually input into
CATS2 by time keepers. All employees in
PBOT are required to submit time daily.

N/A

N/A

N/A, time keeping
centralized to OMF
Bus. Operations
Administrative
Supervisor and OSSII
Law Office
Administrator and
Business Operations
Supervisor
N/A ‐ Bus Ops provides
time keeping for us
Acct II, Acct II, Sr
Admin Specialist;
Admin Supervisor I

10%

Added a backup.

10%
combined

Because time keeper cannot enter/approve
own time.

N/A

N/A

5 ‐ 20 %

Back‐up/coverage; direct and activity based
time entry.

Bureau of
Emergency
Communications
Revenue Bureau
Water Bureau

1

Admin Supervisor 1
and OSS II

1 FTE and .33
FTE

Too many workarounds; much more
complex system.

1
20

N/A
?

N/A
?

Housing Bureau

1

Senior Administrative
Specialist, OSSII

N/A
?
Primary 60%,
10% each for
two secondary
time keepers

Government
Relations

1

Executive
Assistant/Business
Operations
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30 minutes

ESS created the need for additional time
keepers in order to meet audit
requirements.
Role conflict.

Questions 21‐29 – Provide data on Bureaus’ use and knowledge of HCM
21.
Overall, does the HCM module suit your Bureau’s business needs? For example: If you use the HCM module, is
it meeting your business requirements?

22.

1 – Very
Dissatisfied

2

3 ‐ Neutral

4

5 – Very
Satisfied

N/A

Response
Count

3

4

3

7

0

3

26

12%

15%

12%

27%

0

12%

100%

Explain the challenges you are facing in using HCM?

Challenges:
Training for report functionality has proven to be challenging. Continual matching of reports with paper copies of timesheets is
still necessary. Multiple reports are needed to obtain all the information required to approve payroll. Also, proves to be time
consuming at this time.
Getting fixes to pay issues into SAP is slow, probably due to complexity of system; auditing and reporting noted above.
For Organizational Management, it is not suited for a 24/7 work environment that has personnel movement occurring almost
bimonthly. Another challenge is our lockouts from executing Personnel Actions which inhibit our team from performing actions
in a timely manner. PA/OM users are locked out every other week, meaning 50% of our work time we are unable to perform
any actions within the system. We also must work around having a paper driven documentation system (hiring documents,
position extensions, etc.) instead of the documentation being sent for signature/routing in SAP. This combined with lockout
periods, usually results in retro actions, rather than future dated actions. Some of our retro actions negatively impact other
team members (i.e. time keepers, grants).
ESS is not user‐friendly. Some time information can't be entered on the time sheet and must be collected outside of SAP then
entered into SAP by the time keeper (e.g. standby time). Standby time is an example of something that isn't configured to the
contract. So, the correctness of standby time relies on human review, knowledge of the contract, FLSA status and Bureau
practices because there is no hard stop in SAP. This can lead to overpayment. In summary, human controls must be put in
place because some system controls are not available.
Resolving pay check issues involves using PC_Payresults_Tools which is a complicated and non‐user friendly transaction.
Employees are reporting their time inaccurately because the correct work schedules are not in the system.
Prior period adjustments are not clear to employees. The information they need is not readily available to them. They have to
contact their time keeper who often is not able to provide the information either without submitting a ticket or relying on
getting the information from yet another person.
There is a lack of understanding about how the HCM modules impact each other. The time keeper module, personnel module
and business processes are separate from the payroll business process even though these processes are so closely aligned.
Business process owners for these processes need to work together to create a combined process. For example, OBPA training
is lacking in content and does not teach important information about how the time keeping and payroll processes relate to
personnel actions and processes.
SAP HCM is a very complex system and time keepers have much more to be aware of and knowledgeable concerning time
keeping. New time keepers face a steep learning curve.
‐ Deferred comp reconciliation ‐ there seems to be no cohesive communication between deferred comp, payroll and central
accounting to create a workable process for the reconciliation of 3rd party remittances.
‐ All testing is done by payroll and HR. Apparently the deferred comp administrator is not the business owner of deferred
comp.
Hiring seasonal employees requires positions in OM, and then they require a lot of keystroke inputting in PA simply to hire a
casual employees that only required a couple dozen keystrokes in IBIS to have them processed into payroll and approved for a
check. Also, the training of time keeping is very difficult with how complex SAP has made the time entry function with clock
times.
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Challenges:
Many specific examples are contained in the Operations PBOT document. However, some specific examples of challenges
include: 1) Five working day access for OBPA transactions, 2) conflicting answers to business process answers when other
Bureau involved, 3) difficulty working through process issues when the issue involves a process with many Bureau (i.e., EBS,
BHR, central payroll, auditor's office). There are numerous areas where there are too many stakeholders involved but no one
specific entity is responsible.
We are unable to accurately reconcile payroll‐related accounts in timely manner. Without an adequate payroll register, we are
unable to reconcile payroll checks outstanding in a timely manner. Tracking payroll transaction from HCM to Accounts Payable
and General Ledger is too tedious and time‐consuming and sometimes virtually impossible. Note that some of these
challenges are system‐based, and some are user process/training‐based.
The changes in time keeping rules since the OSII is with a backup, infrequent user. There is no easy way to find out what
someone is being paid ‐ base pay info is OK, but premium pay is cumbersome and cannot see longevity pay.

23.

Explain the challenges you are facing with reporting within HCM?

Challenges:
The invisible lunch hour is extremely frustrating to avoid overtime. Individual OT is not reflected prior to reporting the next
day. This would be helpful if the system could generate 'real time' feedback if there is encountering OT for the specific pay
period.
HCM is very difficult to use especially when using PA40 and getting information and personnel data when we do not use it
every day. Online step‐by‐step processes would be helpful.
Better reporting instructions; reporting platform needed‐used to be able to easily access run reports in CARs; now no
comprehensive platform, instructions on how to get to data for end users/managers.
The time in understanding OM and the maintenance of position management is huge and cumbersome (channels through
which changes must occur). To run accurate reports, I often must run multiple reports (in SAP and outside) to ensure the
information is correct (such as with the vacancy reporting for the Bureau). Also, there is no reminder system set up ‐ if you set
someone as a double fill, or limited term position, it is easier to set a reminder about it in Microsoft Outlook since the
monitoring of tasks does not auto pull or have a reminder for you to pull the report. ZFIPYFOR ‐ detail report would be helpful
if rate of OT was included on the report.
Users need a list of which reports are available to them, what they do, and how to use them. Examples of each would be
helpful. Some reports only sort by first name and not by last name. While a user can sort by personnel number or other
numeric column, last name is how personnel administrators in our Bureau sort.
HCM reports are not intuitive and are challenging to use for the casual user. Org unit reports return org unit numbers but
casual users don’t refer to their org unit by number, they want the full org unit name.
Our users would like to see locked global layout templates to that an end user can create a user specific report but would not
change the global layout. Currently a user can go in and change and save layout templates.
Reporting has improved, but there is still a large gap with managers not being able to see the time that is being entered as the
Time Reviewers role is insufficient to expect managers to sustain the review process, since it is too clunky. They also lack vision
into their positions, employee pay rates, etc. Most of this will be solved with Manager Self Service, but that has been promised
for years and has yet to become a final product with workflow and all.
This is also identified in the Operations PBOT document but overall most do not know how to actually run specific reports and
the reports often do not work for what is needed (ex. vacancy reports that need additional financial information). The Bureau
frequently takes SAP information from several modules and manually combines them into working reports.
Our interface only shows current pay period. If a change is made in a prior pay period we do not know about it. This makes
paying for disability very difficult and time consuming. It would be nice to have a PTBAL/CATSDA listing report.
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24.

What do you think will be most beneficial to more effectively use HCM within your Bureau? (1 – Least Effective;
5‐Most Effective)
Average Ratings
3.77

3.83

3.57
2.44

4.00
2.00
0.00
1. Training

25.

26.

27.

2. Business
process
redesign

3. Templates

4. Other
functionality
(i.e. workflows)

Do you feel your staff know enough about the HCM Module to use it effectively?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

2

5

9

5

2

3

26

8%

19%

35%

19%

8%

12%

100%

What is your staff’s experience using the HCM Module?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

1

8

7

4

3

3

26

4%

31%

27%

15%

12%

12%

100%

If your answer to question 26 was less than 4, what do you think is the most important to increase experience?

53.8%

50.0%

46.2%

38.5%

38.5%

Targeted
Redesign of
trainings that
Configure the
business
Add new
assist with
existing module
process to
functionalities
bureau‐specific
to better meet
ensure the
to the module
needs and
user needs
most effective
to enhance its
issues
use
use
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N/A

28.

Are there any gaps in your Bureau’s knowledge of the HCM module that may affect the Bureau’s ability to
maximize SAP?
Comments:
A complete understanding of HCM module would be beneficial. The initial training at Go‐Live has proved to be
just an OVERVIEW of the system. Online SAP instructions have been beneficial but do not always address
specific questions or needs that may arise with time entry.
Primarily improvements with online help or step‐by‐step instructions or webinar on specific modules
processing from beginning to end.
Reporting, auditing; training for managers and line staff who are not executing transactions but have a need to
view and report off of data.
Users would like more detailed information about reporting tools, i.e. which reports return what information,
what parameters to use to get the information we need and maximize the tool. The majority of the Bureau's
experience with HCM is segregated therefore there is a lack of understanding for the entire system and how
each component unpicks the other. It is imperative that all users have knowledge and understanding of the
entire process/system, start to finish, helping create and maintain system efficiency and accuracy.
The ability for the Bureau time keeper and payroll coordinator to view, print, and export time and payroll
reports. The ability for the Bureau PA/OM administrator to view, print, and export all PA/OM reports.
HCM needs to be made easier for the end user. Our line staff (time keepers) is doing a satisfactory job but they
are not SAP experts. Need to have more individualized training on certain Bureau issues. That will help but it
won't be the answer that will be needed over the long term.

29.

After reviewing the above questions about HCM, please provide any additional information regarding HCM
meeting your business needs.
Comments:
HCM does not reflect a cost saving in any major category; Personnel, Paper Reduction, or time. Due to the
complexity of our grants and variations of compliance, the work load and cost has increased not decreased.
Managers need to be able to approve time.
‐Need copy and paste feature for positive time entry.
‐Calendar should show as a default instead of having to click on the calendar each time when entering time.
‐PA needs to be streamlined with step‐by‐step instructions for: Merit increase, New hire, etc.
Overall, HCM is meeting BHR's business need. More work is required to refine testing of system changes prior
to introduction into PRP to include broader regression testing to ensure fixes work as expected and no
unexpected breaks in configuration has occurred.
Direction on how Fiscal can work better with Personnel in terms of the system would be helpful.
Not my role.
The user group meetings for HCM are essential. Communication between EBS, Central Payroll, BHR, and the
Bureaus has been improving but still needs to improved more.
SAP works as we programmed it to work. The problem is with the business owner: BHR. It would be more
efficient if Bureaus had a single point‐of‐contact who would answer their questions, and go to the subject
matter experts if needed, and get back to the Bureau.
Interface of business process to the system. Interface between BHR staff and Bureau staff so that
improvements in the use of the system can be made.
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Questions 30‐38 – Provide data on Bureaus’ use and knowledge of FILO
30.

31.

Overall, does the FILO module suit your Bureau’s business needs? For example: If you use the FILO module, is
it meeting your business requirements?
1 – Very
Dissatisfied

2

3 ‐ Neutral

4

5 – Very
Satisfied

N/A

Response
Count

2
8%

1
4%

8
31%

10
38%

3
12%

2
8%

26
100%

Explain the challenges you are facing in using FILO.
Challenges:
Grant budgets are not accurate and a shadow system is necessary for each Fiscal Year and on‐going project
balances. FILO does not track budgets at this time which are extremely time consuming for the Bureaus’ grants
with more than 200 lines per budget. Currently there are more than 600 budget lines created in our shadow
system to track expenses, reprogramming, and projects. We utilize the system for Expenditure tracking only.
Additional Items:
‐ Difficult to find transaction codes for SAP
‐ No entry space for different ship to and bill to information with invoice. Division of roles for a small Bureau is
extremely difficult.
‐ SAP has increased workload considerably with increased time to perform regular tasks.
‐ The open system allows errors caused by other City Bureaus inadvertently charging our fund by mistake.
‐ Internal orders that are used for billing may not receive interagency charges. Costs have to be manually
adjusted.
‐ Internal orders (statistical) used with SAP implementation has limitations that were not identified at the time
PBOT made the determination to use them. PBOT is in the process of determining which stat IOs needs to be
replaced by RB1B IOs.
We do a lot of advances. The advance process isn't perfect, and there is a disconnect with budgeting for
advances vs. advance accounting.
‐ Accounting team is being drawn into a lot of accounting support work; i.e. requesting vendor numbers,
reviewing for discrepancies between CR and LIV, open POs, etc. A lot of time is spent training coworkers to
provide the accounting team with the information needed to process their invoices.
‐ Drilling down in transactions is possible but users need to have two sessions open because they get kicked out
once they’ve drilled too far.
‐ Some functionality of the Contracts module was not implemented at go live, but after three years, Contract
users would expect this functionality to be implemented. The business process of closing projects at the
Bureau level and then having to open them for OMF month end is inefficient.
‐ Procurement services use three different systems to get their work done, not all of the information is kept in
SAP.
‐ Assets that are built by multiple Bureaus aren’t always recorded in the proper Bureau.
‐ There is no standard for PO text, making it difficult to know what the bill is for if another work group bills
another’s cost object.
Processing a credit memo in AP is a challenge. AP can't process if the goods receipt netted out the invoice
minus the CM. Also construction contract change request is a lengthy process. Completing the requisitioning
through DPO creation before the purchasing need is difficult when the purchasing need is immediate in order
to do repair or maintenance.
In addition to financial reporting, there seems to be an integration gap between the HCM and FILO modules.
We suspect that the two separate teams were not adequately coordinating during the configuration and
integration phases. It is as if two teams were building a bridge across a river, one starting on the east bank, the
other on the west, with the goal of meeting in the middle. However, when they reach the middle, the two ends
did not line up properly and some issues are landing in the water and drowning. We are challenged by complex
and sometimes mysterious reconciliation and adjustment processes.
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Challenges:
We do so little of A/R and Contracts, it is difficult to work through. Finding account numbers and vendor
number is difficult. So is finding the form to request a new vendor number.
After creating a JE, some accounts fill in the Business Area and Grant area and some do not. Make this
consistent. You can park a JE without these pieces of information, but you cannot approve it until they are
filled in. Make the error come up at parking time.
Also would like a total of JE (credits and debits) so I can look things up by totals.
Wants to look up JEs specific to Bureau and there is no place to filter by business area. Have to get the whole
list of things by who parked it.
Some functions are regulated outside of SAP and the system has not been adapted to follow these processes.
Some parts of the business and financial process have not been incorporated into SAP, therefore the challenge
is the follow through on non‐standard practices is not complete or consistent. Security within the FILO module
needs to be prioritized, so that transactions cannot be altered by unauthorized users.

32.

Explain the challenges you are facing with reporting within FILO?
Challenges:
Report containing complete information to perform job specific functions ‐ i.e Grant Billing.
‐ I do not know what to fill in the template in order to pull up the right report.
‐ For the S_ALN_01000534 Grant Billing Reconciliation Report, the purchase orders for the expenses do not
show in the report. I need to drill down each transaction individually to get to the purchase order number.
‐ In FILO, organizational unit/cost center managers have difficulty viewing all their staff costs from their
organizational unit/cost center perspective if their staff is charging cost objects linked to another cost center. I
understand that HCM has this information/perspective, but FILO cannot access it.
‐ Due to the amount and treatment of data within SAP, PBOT has struggled with rolling out reports to
managers.
‐ No descriptions associated with cost objects and other data in SAP. This requires users to know the
descriptions or have a separate printout with this information.
BOBJ likely addresses the need of the larger Bureaus, however smaller Bureaus needs are not as high as priority
with the resources SAP has and the demands larger Bureaus have for operations.
OMF Business Operations provides financial support/services to the Bureau of Technology Services. They are
responding to this survey and we rely on their responses to cover the FILO financial modules.
‐ In the Projects module, the main need is reporting, however there are inconsistent export features, some
reports are exportable to excel, but others bury the exported file in a location that is difficult for users to find
and you have to go search for the exported file. Some can’t export at all.
‐ Other employees can go in and change the global report templates, add info, rename them, making it difficult
for users to know which reports are useful to them or requiring them to spend time recreating the report layout
each time.
‐ Would like to be able to query internal orders across fiscal years or more than one year.
Breaking out budgets between the operating and capital portions is still not possible without off‐line
spreadsheets. This is a very big disadvantage. We are hoping for a BOBJ solution to this problem.
Some reports are not user friendly and counter intuitive. FILO reports should be available in view only for all
users. There is no need to limit report viewing based on roll mapping or training prerequisite.
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Challenges:
Municipal financial reporting is multi‐tiered and complex. We have the feeling that the SAP representatives
and consultants that are assigned have no clue with regard to the depths of these complexities and structures.
Other reporting such as payroll wage‐types allows needed data to be extracted from the system but data must
be tediously assembled using simple tools such as MS Excel. SAP requires so much of our resources to operate
that we do not have the resources available to devote to re‐developing all of the reports that were available
under the legacy system. In addition, EBS does not have enough technical resources to provide our reporting
solutions. There is one City BI resource, and this individual is not an accountant. When we have technical
issues with BI, this can be a constraint. We would like to have at least one person in the Technical Accounting
group receive additional in‐depth training in BI, perhaps directly with SAP, and we need to have more direct
access to making configuration changes in our reports.

33.

What do you think will be most beneficial to more effectively use FILO within your Bureau? (1 – Least Effective;
5‐Most Effective)
Average Ratings
4.05

3.35

2.73

3.24

1 ‐ Training
2 ‐ Business
3 ‐ Templates
process
4 ‐ Other
redesign
functionality
(i.e.
workflows)

34.

35.

Do you feel your staff know enough about the FILO Module to use it effectively?
1 ‐ Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5 ‐ Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

1

2

9

10

2

2

26

4%

8%

35%

38%

8%

8%

100%

What is your staff’s experience using the FILO Module?
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1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5 ‐ Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Respons
e Count

1

2

11

6

4

2

26

4%

8%

42%

23%

15%

8%

100%
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36.

If your answer to question 35 was less than 4, what do you think is the most important to increase experience?
46.2%

46.2%

50.0%
42.3%
34.6%

Targeted
Redesign of
Configure the
trainings that
Add new
business
existing
assist with
functionalities
process to
module to
bureau‐
to the module
ensure the
better meet
specific needs
to enhance its
most
user needs
and issues
use
effective use

37.

N/A

Are there any gaps in your Bureau’s knowledge of the FILO module that may affect the Bureau’s ability to
maximize SAP?
Comments:
Understanding the coding to obtain the information desired through reports.
Cross‐training between the various modules needs to be improved.
Not everyone is paying invoices based on contractual obligations, as they are unaware of them. And, the
module allows payments under $5K without a contract, even though a contract is in place.
OMF Business Operations provides financial support/services to the Bureau of Technology Services. They are
responding to this survey and we rely on their responses to cover the FILO financial modules.
Users don’t have thorough knowledge of how all of the modules work together. This can make it difficult for
users to solve problems if the issue is related to a module that they’re unfamiliar with.
Parks delivery address list is very long & hard to know which cross streets are being used for any particular park
so the delivery addresses are not being used to their potential.
Integration gap between the HCM and FILO modules. We suspect that the two separate teams were not
adequately coordinated during the configuration and integration phases. It is as if two teams were building a
bridge across a river intending to meet in the middle but missed the mark.
We are unaware of what types of enhancements that can be made to SAP that may enhance or maximize
efficiencies. These types of things are not communicated; Bureau's are expected to find this on their own.

38.

After reviewing the above questions about FILO, please provide any additional information regarding FILO
meeting your business needs.
Comments:
PBOT has identified most of its reporting needs. Much will be provided by BOBJ ‐ eventually (a key word). Also,
PBOT needs to finish its Change Requests for the EBS Team.
‐ Provide online help or step‐by‐step process for AR.
‐ Customizable reports‐ more Bureau specific.
‐ Ability to edit/change AR master data.
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Comments:
OMF Business Operations provides financial support/services to the Bureau of Technology Services. They are
responding to this survey and we rely on their responses to cover the FILO financial modules.
Skill levels vary greatly across users. Some every day users are very proficient, others could benefit from
additional training. Most casual users are not using the system as much as they should or could because of
their lack of knowledge about how to use it.
When external customers are involved such as the AR function, it is important to put their needs as a high
priority.
Why not have a Central Contract Administrator in Purchases like there is in HR for Central Time Administrator?
Seems much more efficient than asking many questions for each of our unique and infrequent contract needs.

Questions 39‐46 – Provide data on Bureaus’ use and knowledge of FILO
39.

Do you believe BOBJ will enhance your Bureau’s use of SAP?
Not Sure

11.5%

It may enhance our use of
SAP, but other things need to
happen to enhance
functionality (please provide 2
specific examples below)
It will greatly enhance SAP
functionality

30.8%
15.4%

42.3%
N/A

40.

Is BOBJ being implemented as quickly as you need it?
76.9%
23.1%

Yes
No
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41.

What do you think will be most beneficial to more effectively use BOBJ within your Bureau? (1 – Least Effective;
5‐Most Effective)
3.95

1 ‐ Training

42.

43.

44.

3.70

3.00

3.19

2 ‐ Business
process 3 ‐ Templates
4 ‐ Other
redesign
functionality
(i.e.
workflows)

Do you feel your staff know enough about BOBJ to use it effectively?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5‐
Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

7

8

6

1

0

4

26

27%

31%

23%

4%

0

15%

100%

What is your staff’s experience using the BOBJ Module?
1‐
Development
Needed

2

3‐
Satisfactory

4

5 ‐Outstanding
Strength

N/A

Response
Count

8

4

6

3

0

5

26

31%

15%

23%

12%

0

19%

100%

If your answer to question 43 was less than 4, what do you think is the most important to increase experience?
61.5%
46.2%

46.2%

19.2%
23.1%

Targeted
Redesign of
Configure the
trainings that
Add new
business
existing
assist with
functionalities
process to
module to
bureau‐
to the module
ensure the
better meet
specific needs
to enhance its
most effective
user needs
and issues
use
use
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N/A

45.

Are there any gaps in your Bureau’s knowledge of BOBJ that may affect the Bureau’s ability to maximize SAP?
Question 45 Comments:
Training is being done. However, since the number of modules is limited, full utilization is limited.
In the HCM area, no knowledge of how BOBJ could be leveraged. In FILO, not currently as we are able to request the
reports we need at this time.
The difficulties the end user experiences using BOBJ will force a proficiency within SAP.
When there is more data in BOBJ we will be investing more time into learning BOBJ.
We did not train in BOBJ because the initial area of cost allocation doesn't help us.
Support sessions are on the days off for part time financial staff.
Yes, only one super user and only one report that would be of any use.

46.

After reviewing the above questions about BOBJ, please provide any additional information regarding BOBJ
meeting your business needs.

Question 46 Comments:
Implement the rest of the modules as quickly as possible.
It would be great if the EBS Team could gather some of the most frequently used reports in the City and disseminate them
to all Super Users – what are the most important reports that people have, why they are useful, and why BOBJ is a better
tool than SAP.
When all modules are available in BOBJ, the Bureau will see the full potential and efficiencies provided by BOBJ.
We need custom reports in HCM for deferred comp. Data is currently taken from SAP and imported into Access to get
reports.
Met with EBS and BTS teams several months ago who said they would provide reports to us. We have not received anything
yet.

47.

Is there anything else you would like to share regarding EBS and SAP?

Question 47 Comments:
‐ Adding workflow would be very beneficial in see where processes are in the various modules.
‐ Training specific to Bureau needs in particular smaller Bureaus.
‐ Online help or step by step processing instructions.
‐ Weekly or monthly newsletter with statistics.
‐ Better communications with small Bureaus.
SAP is fabulous because there is a lot of information in there. It has lots of potential. Needs to be more intuitive. Need more
knowledge across the board. Need more communication and training. Overall, processing of invoices and payroll is much faster.
Training can be improved, processes can be simplified, and reports can be improved.
After the time we've been working in it, our major issue is the budget versus accounting of advances/down payments. This issue
crosses various parts of SAP and that led to a disconnect for us in how each module wanted it handled.
Create an EBS model similar to the BHR model or BTS CBT model that assigns a site coordinator to each Bureau. The site
coordinator would be a development liaison between EBS and the Bureaus and would be the Bureaus’ go to person with
questions about functionality, business process, troubleshooting, etc.
Look at benchmarking with other cities/counties to see how they use the system and what we may be missing. We have heard
that there are other functionalities available that the City is not taking advantage of.
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Question 47 Comments:
Bring on a consultant to analyze the use of SAP in one or two larger Bureaus and one or two smaller Bureaus, looking at specific
detailed usage by the Bureaus.
Patching creates problems and issues every time. We do a lot of pre‐patch prep and testing to prepare our interfaces.
Our power users, those who use SAP on a daily basis, can use the system to get their work done, although not without
frustrations. Our casual users are frustrated that the system is not efficient or effective for them.
The EBS team and the City's use of SAP have been improving and growing over time, from a rough start in which we struggled to
do the most basic entries. We are getting better and liking SAP better.
However, we also need to have a way to identify SIMPLIFICATIONS of various SAP processes, where appropriate. SAP is very
complex and in some cases, in my opinion, over‐engineered; in these cases we are maintaining a lot of complexity that is not
necessarily used or that we have a reason to use. We should be on the lookout for areas that we can scale back SAP. In doing
this we can make the use of SAP more cost‐effective.
ACH Payments to Vendors was part of the initial SAP design and then dropped at the last minute because it involved too much
time and work. ACH needs to be revisited by the EBS team because electronic payments to vendors were to be an important
part of the new system.
Contracts ‐ we spend more time to do something that someone more knowledgeable could do in 10 minutes. We do lots of
research, triage, etc. for a small Bureau and infrequent user. There needs to be a central resource that can handle the
complicated contract entry for those who only do 1 per year.
A/R takes more time and doesn't help with recoveries. We do not create the invoice until we receive the subrogation or
restitution check. Our process requires negotiation and it created so much more work if the totals so match the original invoice
entered. We only have one constant restitution claim.
For time entry, it takes more time to enter for regular part time. If someone has a regular schedule, it would be nice to have a
regular schedule set up, so that part time entry would be as easy as full time entry. For holiday weeks, the entry always takes
way more time than it ever did. If everyone gets the holiday, why shouldn't the entry be automatic? And making corrections for
quotas takes incredibly more time than before. Redesign the business process, please. For our needs, we need to see exactly
what hourly rate someone is being paid, so we can pay their disability correctly. There is no easy way to do this. We have to rely
on trying to figure it out, but going to different screens and contacting Bureau time keepers. This very labor‐intensive, inefficient
and takes way more time than it should.
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A PPE N D I X B
City of Portland – Mission, Vision and Goals
Mission, Vision and Goals1
The City‘s goals to replace the legacy system with SAP were to:


Improve efficiency and effectiveness of operations.



Store data in a single repository to ensure accurate information.



Improve access to information and capabilities for strong decision support.

The City’s specific objectives to support achievement of these broader goals are to:


Eliminate shadow systems that hinder data integrity and productivity.



Rely on best practices that are embedded in Tier 1 ERP systems, conforming operations to those best
practices.



Minimize customization.



Implement a system platform that focuses on city‐wide needs, but supports the specialized business
requirements of individual bureaus.

EBS’s vision and mission statements are intended to guide the operations and service are to:


Vision: Meet city‐wide business needs by providing world class solutions and service.



Mission: Deliver and support innovative and integrated cost effective enterprise solutions to customers.

The City’s long‐term vision1, speaks to the residents of Portland and also the governing body, driving
leadership and decision making through:


Equity and Accessibility.



Sustainability.



Accountability and Leadership.



Innovation and Creativity.

1 Stated in the 2007 report “Portland 2030: a vision for the future”.
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A PPE N D I X C
C h a n g i n g t h e w a y E B S u s e s Co n t r a c t o r s
(Related to Findings A1‐A3 in Appendix F)
Issue
The City of Portland spent approximately $2 million between July 2009 and December 2011 on outside
contractors and consultants for maintenance and repair of the SAP system. Current and prior EBS leadership
report that reliance on contractors as technical experts was initially unavoidable as there was insufficient
internal expertise within EBS. However, both EBS and Bureaus have indicated that the contractors worked with
insufficient oversight; documentation of their work product was minimal. Knowledge transfer to EBS was
inadequate partially due to EBS staffing constraints. EBS leadership reported that contractors scheduled
significant offsite work, which precluded the ability to effectively monitor their progress. The continual and
consistent use of contractors caused a cycle of dependency and hampered EBS’ ability to become the primary
SAP resource.
Eleven out of the twenty bureaus we spoke to or surveyed raised significant concerns about contractors. Their
concerns included over‐reliance on contractors and insufficient knowledge transfer with the related issues of:


Information loss and lack of continuity in method or approach each time a new contractor was put in place.



Lack of knowledgeable oversight and project coordination.



Lack of documentation of work performed and changes made.



Inability to hold contractors accountable.

Action Steps Related to Findings A1 – A3:
AKT recommends reducing the reliance on outside contractors. When contractors are required, the following
should be implemented:
 Assign an EBS project owner to coordinate and monitor contractors’ work, ask questions and be
accountable for successful implementation and ongoing maintenance of improvements.


Require contractors to perform work on‐site, alongside and collaborating with an EBS cross‐functional
team.



Require a knowledge transfer plan in the Statement of Work to eliminate cycle of dependency.



Require contractors to document all work and employ BTS standards regarding testing environments.



Require contractors be at risk for the successful completion of work.

Anticipated Impact:
Over time, EBS develops the SAP expertise the City expects and requires. By incorporating knowledge transfer
into the Statement of Work and requiring contractors to perform work on‐site, EBS will retain the skills to
maintain the SAP system and reduce the use of contractors to those tasks requiring specialized knowledge of
SAP and/or one‐time projects. This enhances accountability to the City and breaks the cycle of dependency.
Further, this recommendation recognizes that funds spent on employees are an investment; funds spent on
contractors are an expense.
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Current Efforts by EBS:
EBS has developed and implemented new criteria for the employment of contractors, which outlines the
parameters for communication, employment time frames, and knowledge transfer. This is reflected in EBS’
recent request for a specialist in time keeping and payroll issues. The RFP specifies that the contractor must:




Work on‐site.
Describe an approach for the contractor to transfer knowledge to EBS employees.
Ensure work performed by the contractor has an end date and that the contractor warrants the services
provided.
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APPENDIX D
I nfo r mati on Gat he r ed 1
P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors
OMF EBS/BTS
Focus Group

A2 ‐ Accountable for compliance to business process.

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM
Shadow Systems

B2 ‐ Implement a comprehensive training platform to meet new and
existing user needs by proactively seeking innovative ways to gain
user knowledge.
B4 ‐ Attend trainings and learn SAP systems and processes.
B3 ‐ EBS will identify training needs and provide information and
materials to help Bureaus meet strategic objectives.
B1 ‐ Emphasize training and better efficiencies, work smarter and save
time with efficiencies rather than working harder.

OMF
Survey

B4 ‐ Some people have a tendency to dominate the sessions,
inhibiting others from participating. Would like cross‐training
(especially in AP ‐ MM area) to understand the entire process.

C2 ‐ We need custom reports in HCM for deferred comp. Data is
currently taken from SAP and imported into Access to get reports.

B4 ‐ Would like cross‐training in AP and MM.
B3 ‐ Training not refreshed since initial rollout; outdated material;
need to include users in content development; on the job training
more helpful than EBS training; some inapplicable items in the formal
training.
B3 ‐ Training overly complex; folks do not need the world of
functionality but only need specific transactions to do their job so they
do not get much out of the formal training.
FILO sessions not really helpful; no agenda and often cancelled. Time
keeping & OBPA sessions are helpful and give updates. These should
be an opportunity to bring forward improvement ideas.

Fire
Interview

B3 ‐ Bureau specific training is needed. Training needs to target the
user and teach them how to efficiently use the system.

C2 ‐ PF&R exports the information from the journal system into Excel
and then it is copy/pasted into SAP, this happens each pay period.
C2 ‐ There is a shadow system to work around these AR issues, but it
would be eliminated if the needs could be met.
One major application of FIS Journal system is that every fire station
and piece of equipment has to be adequately staffed and that staffing

1

All information provided in Appendix D is summarized from actual statements from individuals representing each of these Bureaus in Focus Groups, Surveys and Interviews.
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P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM
Shadow Systems
tracked. It is effective scheduling software. We need something that
helps us do that and interfaces into SAP

B6 ‐ Current staff members learned the system by asking other users.
New employees who have just received training recently offer overall
positive feedback.

Survey

C1 ‐ With all the workarounds we are required to do, no significant
efficiencies have been realized yet in HCM.

B6 ‐ The requirement that staff has to be trained before getting their
role is inefficient because the training is too far out. If internal staff
could be allowed to train prior to City training, then City training
would be more beneficial.
B6 ‐ The training could be better designed for different groups of
users based on their skill levels and specific needs. We suggest one‐
on‐one training at individual bureaus to meet their specific needs.
B4 ‐ The monthly sessions are not effective. Training and work session
opportunities should be communicated to users, who should not have
to periodically check the website to see if there is new information.
B3 ‐ The users have been attending the HCM sessions regularly as they
are more structured, but not the FILO sessions due to lack of
communications and effectiveness. It would be better if subject
matter experts could go to Bureaus and address their concerns and
needs.
B1 ‐ Managers and all users need training in overall process, so
everyone knows what each role is and how they work together.
The training needs to be specific to the user and help them efficiently
use the system. It is usually easier to ask the Super Users than to
attend regular training. SME should be a way to transfer information.

Water
Interview

Survey

B4 ‐ It should be up to the Bureau to decide which trainings should be
given and when. The ad hoc training sessions are helpful. The training
room holds 15 people and so these are small and personalized
sessions, which is helpful.

A2 ‐ The transaction screens include fields that are not user friendly.

B6 ‐ Training hasn’t been very effective so more time is spent training
and then doing on‐the‐job training.
B4 ‐ They have made the training room available for me to schedule
our Bureau specific training.

A2 ‐ A challenge of FILO is the degree of complexity.
B1 ‐ There is a need for training to explain to FILO users how the
various modules ‐ CO FM FI fit together and how transactions flow
between the modules.
B2 ‐ Redesign training manuals for Bureau specific specs.
B3 ‐ Targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs and
issues.
The system is too complicated, using complex financial terms, etc.
that would not be understood by routine end‐users. Trying to get
hundreds of people involved deeply in SAP is seen as a “fatal flaw”.
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C2 ‐ There is a work around in an Excel spreadsheet for time keeping;
two years later the issues are still not solved.
C2 ‐ Some people will download data into an Excel sheet and then do
pivot tables.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors
ONI
Interview

Survey

A1 ‐ Because of small admin staff and role assignments, at various
times we may need to collaborate with other Bureaus to keep roles.
Requisitions are an exception for roles.

A1 ‐ There is a volume issue for small bureaus. We have fewer
transactions to process, so it takes a little longer to reach ultimate
efficiency.

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM

B2 ‐ There have not been good Bureau‐specific instructions. Given
roles do not get proper training on specific tasks. Identifying roles and
trying to train for each one specifically would be better.

Shadow Systems
C2 ‐ FMLA still has a shadow system, improving reporting and tracking
of FMLA in SAP would improve that functionality.

B2 ‐ Specific task scripts, cheat sheets, and other users are more
helpful. Task specific videos, possibly a webinar could be helpful.
B2 ‐ Most of the training is good. Some of the scripts and examples
are outdated and don't reflect exactly how the system works today.
B3 ‐ We need targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs
and issues.

BOEC
Interview

B4 ‐ It isn’t specific enough and is too long and broad. Staff can’t do
their job without being re‐trained with BOEC staff.
B6 ‐ Training is a big issue. It doesn’t work for BOEC and there is no
real transfer of knowledge from trainer to trainee. It just checks a box
so that the person can begin working under their own sign‐on.
B4 ‐ It needs to be remotely available and more frequent. Can’t get
training soon enough. Although BOEC recently heard that a request
for 1‐on‐1 training was available.
B3 ‐ Need targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs
and issues.

Survey
BHR
Interview

Survey

A2 ‐ The changes are done mostly by the consultants. Therefore,
when there is a change in consultants then there is a loss of
information and EBS doesn’t seem to be informed about what they
(the consultant) did before they leave.
A1 ‐ The system is cumbersome because of the number of roles
necessary; people are assigned without the skills or real responsibility
to fulfill these roles.
A2 ‐ Getting fixes to pay issues into SAP is slow, probably due to
complexity of system; auditing and reporting.
A3 ‐ A system of recording EEO, workers compensation,
reconciliations, etc. has been developed.

B6 ‐ The training is insufficient to do their assigned job. Users learn
mostly through on the job training.
B3 ‐ There are communication issues about available trainings. There
is no training plan.

B6 ‐ Training not always provided‐access to reports w/out training. No
hands on training for managers on running reports. Training seems to
only be available if you need a new role. FILO training good.
B6 ‐ Trainings not available when needed. Not sure if this is a
communication issue on availability of trainings.
B6 ‐ Training extremely broad, not conveying what needed to actually
do job. Couldn't do work just from online training.
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C1 ‐ Many workarounds and substitutions are required where SAP
cannot be configured correctly.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors
Police
Interview

A1 ‐ Seems like there isn’t a lot of specific deliverables on the
contracts or a way to hold the contractors accountable. Really though,
we wouldn’t know in most cases.
A2, A3 ‐ EBS needs consultants for everything and the knowledge
transfer doesn’t seem to be happening, because EBS continues to use
contractors for the same ongoing type of tasks. EBS shouldn’t have to
continue to rely on contractors, but it might be a recruitment issue.

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM

B1 ‐ The training is designed to only show the little piece of the work,
there isn’t anything showing what happens downstream when you
make choices. You only get to see the single thread you are working
on and don’t get told until after you have made your choice what
impact that thread has on the entire system.

Shadow Systems
C2 ‐ We use a lot of Excel and some Access to accommodate the lack
of reporting – basically we use SAP to get the data and other
applications to do the reporting.

B4 ‐ Other venues could be webinars for satellite offices. Any training
should be convenience, efficient, directed towards how the users use
SAP, include some of the important downstream impacts, and cost
effective.
B6 ‐ Training is too generic and rudimentary. When our users come
back from the training they had to take in order to get the “role” in
SAP, we tell them that now we will actually train them on how we use
the system.
Our training needs for time keeping, contracts, and position
management are unique to Police.
B4 ‐ More training opportunities would be beneficial. Should be
specific to Police Bureau needs.

Survey
Environmental Services
A4 ‐ We would like a process map of how all of the processes fit
Survey
together and flow. It is imperative that all users have knowledge and
understanding of the entire process/system, start to finish, to help
create and maintain system efficiency and accuracy.

B1 ‐ Training is very elementary. It shows our users how to push the
buttons, but doesn’t show the business process or help the user
understand what is needed and why. Many of the current training
materials are outdated and are not focused on relevant material for
position or transaction.
B4 ‐ BES has at least one MM user attending the user group sessions.
When the agenda has important topics on it, we like to send more
than one of our users to the meeting.
B6 ‐ The Bureau ends up doing one‐on‐one training with employees.
Training is not always offered in a timely manner when our employees
need it.
B3 ‐ Targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs and
issues.
B1 ‐ There is a fair amount of training, but not enough information
provided about how SAP works together, i.e. the whole picture of the
process and how one activity in one area affects another area. The
more each person understands the business process and the theory of
multiple areas and how they relate to each other, the easier it is to
understand the ramification of decisions.

Parks
Interview

A2 ‐ Hard to have people comply with the system, people will spend
time only on what they know and not on what they don’t know.

B6 ‐ Training is better on the job because there is not a schedule issue,
so passwords are shared. Roles can be transferred between Bureaus.

A2 ‐ The accountability is somewhat voluntary. This is almost design
without regard to how users are impacted. Worry about the rest of the
City, everyone thinks the system is counter intuitive.

B4 ‐ A message board and YouTube videos to show how to do strange
SAP functions would be helpful.
B4 ‐ EBS should train super users in the Bureau to track training. And
then the Bureau should back end‐user training.
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C2 ‐ There is a paper driven documentation system (hiring documents,
position extensions, etc.) instead of the documentation being sent for
signature/routing in SAP.
C1 ‐ There are still a lot of work arounds and shadow systems being
used by our users.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors
Survey

A4 ‐ Management does not have the time HCM is requiring of them to
do an adequate job in fulfilling the City's policies.
A2, G2 ‐ Completing the requisitioning through DPO creation before
the purchasing need is difficult when the purchasing need is
immediate in order to do repair or maintenance.

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM
Shadow Systems

B3 ‐ MM training has been very good lately. Moving from experts
providing training to a group format had a positive result in having
training accomplished quickly. The downside was that the training
lacked the expertise you receive from City‐wide experts and was not
as thorough.
B4 ‐ It’s a challenge for both the Bureaus and EBS team to
communicate the sessions but also to have both an instructor led and
online session that meets the learning needs and styles of the end
user.
B4 ‐ Complex process oriented roles require a classroom training and
need to be more substantive to the Bureau's operations. Current
training and web based products are working.
B3 ‐ Need to have more individualized training on certain Bureau
issues.

Procurement
Interview

B6 ‐ Mostly we are self‐trained. We had to because EBS didn’t provide
training we needed, or didn’t provide it soon enough or deep enough.
We sent someone to EBS to become a trainer and that person trains
our people now. We also share that person with other Bureaus as a
SuperUser.
B6 ‐ New employees can’t get the training they need because they
can’t get on the system.
B6 ‐ We have developed our own training and are now partnering with
the new EBS trainer to develop more and better training for ourselves
and the Bureaus. It is probably the right way to approach, because we
are the Business Owner.
B8 ‐ Trainings are only offered sporadically, therefore we are put in a
position to train our own new employees in order to obtain roles and
get them working immediately.

Survey

B2 ‐ The trainings that are offered are lacking in appropriate content
so that the business process is incorporated into the use of SAP.
Training materials are difficult to locate online and are incomplete.
B3 ‐ Targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs and
issues is needed.

PBOT
Interview

A1 ‐ PBOT knows their specific objectives and needs to be responsible
for pushing forward what they see appropriate.

B4 ‐ Peer‐to‐peer exchange would also be helpful. We would like to
team up with another organization that has already been through
implementation and could ask questions in a peer‐to‐peer exchange.
Webinars. Mentoring is good for a more informal training.

C2 ‐ Excel and pivot tables make information management easier, but
these work arounds are very time consuming. Staff works late nights
and on weekends to consolidate pertinent information.

A lot of “alignment” training has been done for issues that come up
infrequently.

C2 ‐ There is an Excel sheet shadow system used to improve the
functionality and integration of HCM and FILO. Better functionality of
BOBJ would improve the visibility of information access to the
modules.

B2 ‐ There is a lot of information about SAP/EBS available, but not
very well presented. It is hard to navigate and hard to see where we
are going.
B4 ‐ There needs to be training for users that are more transactional
users, such as materials management, etc.
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B4, B2 ‐ More hands‐on training with more sophisticated examples
would be more effective. Need a comprehensive training manual that
can be used for reference.

Survey

Shadow Systems
C2 ‐ The Bureau frequently takes SAP information from several
modules and manually combines them into working reports.

B6 ‐ Our Bureau provides a fair amount of additional training and
support for those employees who are not routine transactional users
of the system.
B3 ‐ Employees without access to work computers need a tremendous
amount of assistance and bureau training beyond what is provided by
the EBS staff in order to access ESS (non‐time).
B4 ‐ Some additional training is needed, but it varies within staff.
Cross‐training between the various modules needs to be improved.
B7 ‐ In addressing more advanced training needs, they can often be
too general and do not provide adequate specific transactional
support.

Financial Services
Interview

A3 ‐ They have relied too heavily on contractors to perform work on
mission critical tasks.

Training occurred before implementation – probably it needs to
happen again now that users know what they need.
B4 ‐ It would be good to have a variety of ways to train, although
group situations are the best learning environments.

Survey

B3 ‐ Unique training needs of Finance: Deep and complex use of
reporting tools, how to data‐mine across modules.
B2 ‐ Training documents are outdated, not geared towards business
processes. More training in the area of extracting information from
SAP.
B5 ‐ Overall lack of training on available reports.
Lack of training has prevented staff from using module efficiently.
B3 ‐ Staff tried to attend a user group meeting but they were turned
away because they weren't super users. More time should be available
for drop‐in sessions or just increased training about what is available
and how you use the tool.
Users learned from each other as well as from the EBS team. As users
became more proficient with SAP, meetings were spaced further
apart and attendance declined. Now, meetings are often canceled due
to lack of user‐provided topics.
B1 ‐ If you don't know why you are pushing the button, it is hard to use
the system effectively.
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C1 ‐ Lack of integration, too many shadow systems that are large and
un‐reachable through the SAP interfaces that have been defined.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors
Revenue Bureau
Survey

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM

At each monthly user group meeting, provide list of trainings, tips and
tricks. Get emails with payroll changes.
B6 ‐ FILO training is "surface" to get role, but isn't enough to actually
do all the things folks in MM or AP roles needs to do. However, the
gap appears to be narrowed by going to User groups and Support
sessions.
B3 ‐ In order to figure out the training needed, we need our Change
Agent to tell us what is needed, and then try to go the City training
site to see if the training is available.

Technology
Office of
Community
Technology
Survey

Training has been limited after initial implementation.
B2 ‐ Classroom training has occurred but is not scheduled on a regular
basis. Follow‐up documentation/ instruction since implementation
have been fragmented.
B2 ‐ It would be beneficial if a step‐by‐step manual or “help menu”
was available to process a function such as “merit increase” from
beginning to end.
B3 ‐ Training has been general type training that applies to larger
bureaus and not applicable to specific Bureau needs.

Bureau of
Technology
Services Survey
Government Relations
A1 ‐ We don't have enough people in the office to do our own work
Survey
because SAP requires so many sign‐offs.

B2 ‐ No documentation or follow‐up training has occurred for our
unique processes.
B3 ‐ Training is improving. Need refresher training for both super‐
users and other users. Some users do not use all functions regularly.
Need more training on how to use reports and how to find specific
data in reports.

B3 ‐ Targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs and
issues.

A2 ‐ Very un‐user friendly program.

Portland Housing Bureau
Survey

B1 ‐ People with certain roles are not receiving notifications about
upcoming opportunities. Trainers need to understand City's business
processes. Training quality is inconsistent. Too much training focused
on the transactions, not enough content about how the work fits into
city business processes; examples of how it fits in would be helpful.
TM user groups are a venting session and don't provide useful
information for attendees, such as how to enter time keeping and
nuances about time entry.
B3 ‐ Targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs and
issues.
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Shadow Systems
C2 – Still keeping some shadow systems in Excel to ensure that we
have accurate information. We track sick leave usage and have to
import data from SAP into a database to analyze the data to then
issue reports. Also, FMLA data is also tracked separately because it is
not currently available in SAP.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY

TO

Contractors
City Attorney’s Office
Survey

U SE

THE
Training

S YSTEM
Shadow Systems

B3 ‐ Targeted trainings that assist with Bureau‐specific needs and
issues.

Emergency Management
Survey

B3 ‐ Support sessions are very broad in nature and leave little time to
address specific problems or concerns.
B4 ‐ All employees utilizing SAP are encouraged to attend trainings
and work sessions that will enhance their job performance, skill set,
and need for their position. To some employees, Self Study is easy to
schedule and is fairy user friendly.

EBS SAP Training Plan
Document

C2 ‐ Currently more than 600 budget lines created in our shadow
system to track expenses, reprogramming, and projects. We utilize
the system for Expenditure tracking only.

New curriculum includes the following specific trainings: LMS – SAP
Learning Solutions, Web Conferencing, Simulated Learning
Environment, User Support, and Position‐Based Security for FILO.
There would be different education courses for levels: Basic SAP
Overview, Business Process Education, Individual Role Training, User
Support Channels, Advanced Training, and Super User.
Business Process Owners will be engaged in the design and
development of the courses.

Clock Time
OMF
Survey

P EOPLE ’ S
ESS/ MSS

A BILITY

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

F1 ‐ Custom reports must be
created to obtain information
needed at various times.
Deferred comp needs to develop
its own custom reports and has
no process to achieve this.
F9 ‐ Reporting on activity
allocation is very difficult – hard
to tie to financial data.
F6 ‐ Insufficient reporting. Not
knowing what all reports are.
Hard when can't get both
position and person data‐‐when
financial reports or MSS screens
only provide position numbers
and not names they are less
useful to managers.
Staff needs to be open to
feedback about draft reports
being developed.
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A/R Module

Doc Mgmt System

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Fire
Interview

D2 ‐ SAP forces false schedules
because it does start/stop time
and not the number of hours.
D3 ‐ In order for people to be
paid, Luis must manually put the
time into the payroll system. It
would be good to have an
automated interface for this
function.

ESS/ MSS
PF&R doesn’t need to have the
ability to change data, it just
needs to have viewing access.
More access to the system
should be granted to users to
review data without restrictions
set by SAP roles.

HCM pay statement is not user
friendly. Receivers can’t
understand their own checks and
be comfortable with the
statements. EBS says that
changing this just for PF&R it
isn’t possible.

Survey
Water
Interview

APPENDIX D

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

F3 ‐ FILO reporting is not very
good and PF&R is hoping that
using BOBJ will provide what is
needed.
F1 ‐ EBS should build a template
and let other people use and
modify it. The Fire Bureau is
centralized and it could be a
good way of getting other
reports, but the reports still
require interpretation/ analysis.

BHR and Purchases should have
their business processes
reviewed and aligned with SAP
procedures. Currently there are
duplicative efforts in the
purchasing process.
PF&R accommodates the system
requirements when doing
purchases by going back after
the purchase has been made and
performing the steps needed to
clean them up. PF&R doesn’t
think that Procurement has fully
implemented their part, and that
makes it too cumbersome to
follow all the rules in sequential
order.
G1 ‐ MM module for under
$5,000 is cumbersome,
inefficient, and does not meet
our business needs.

D1 ‐ Firefighters still have
challenge to understand their
pay statement because overtime
and FLSA pay are not itemized.
D4 ‐ There are issues with
schedules, since there are many
different schedules in the Water
Bureau. The system requires
schedules to be specified but
they may all be different hours.
This forces employees to
knowingly submit wrong time
sheets. HR says that each change
to a schedule needs to be
justified. There are 600
schedules in the system and
people are very concerned with
their own schedule. The system
treats everyone like an hourly
employee and essentially forces
people to lie on their time cards.
There is a work around in an
Excel spreadsheet; two years
later the issues are still not
solved.

Some additional, cumbersome
work has been created, such as
the purchasing processes.
Procurement uses a side system
which requires a duplication of
efforts.

E3 ‐ MMS has been needed since
the beginning. Time keeping and
approval is needed and there has
been a hard‐copy work‐around
created. There is a concern about
audit risk from not having direct
time approval within SAP.

F2 ‐ Reports are role based, on
the FILO side particularly. If a
person does not have an HCM
role, then people cannot gain
access to basic information
needed for projects, etc. There
should be a certain class of
reports in FILO that don’t have
any restrictions.
Certain roles and training
shouldn’t be necessary to gain
access to the functionalities.
F3 ‐ BOBJ needs to be used
more. With more data and more
functionality, it will be more
useful. Currently, the data is
limited and it is generally a slow
process for building reports.
Each new data set requires a
change request.

D‐9

G2 ‐ In the purchasing
documents there is a lot of work
necessary. If there is a difference
between the PO and the invoice
then there is a lot of work to
make up this difference.

A/R Module
H2 ‐ The design for AR was very
broad and didn’t have specific
Bureaus in mind. The
relationship between sold to and
billed to is reversed.
The Fire Bureau has 30,000
customers that must be served.
There is a shadow system to
work around these AR issues, but
it would be eliminated if the
needs could be met.

H1 ‐ When external customers
are involved such as the AR
function, it is important to put
their needs as a high priority.

Doc Mgmt System

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Survey

D5 ‐ Adding a time keeper was
generally due to the higher
complexity of SAP as compared
to the legacy system. Also there
is more time keeping data being
captured.

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

F1 ‐ Challenges with reports
including balance sheet
accounts, financial statements,
etc.
Include full trial balance accounts
for reporting.
F3 ‐ Need to develop more
reports in BOBJ.
F3 ‐To be more useful, BOBJ
needs the ability to drill into
more detailed information. BOBJ
needs more modules included in
order to have all of the necessary
information users need to make
reports useful.
F2 ‐ FILO reports should be
available in view only for all
users. There is no need to limit
report viewing based on roll
mapping or training prerequisite.
F3 ‐ Breaking our budgets
between the operating and
capital portions is still not
possible without off‐line
spreadsheets. This is a very big
disadvantage. We are hoping for
a BOBJ solution to this problem.
F3 ‐ We are using BOBJ but its
ability to meet our needs is
hampered by a lack of CO data in
the system. When CO data is in
the system, we will be able to
report out separately in BOBJ,
operating from capital budgets.
F9 ‐ Reporting, too many fields
to choose from that probably
aren't being used by most,
strange prompts on some
screens in the project module,
limit on query capabilities in
project module, asset module,
etc.
The reporting in SAP is much
superior to the legacy system
and also allows for instant
downloading of data to Excel.
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A/R Module
With accounts payable and
accounts receivable the original
invoices are accessible online.
This is a tremendous
improvement.

Doc Mgmt System

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
ONI
Interview

D3 ‐ Time keepers have to enter
time directly to SAP, there are
not necessarily dedicated time
keepers.
D4 ‐ Strange work schedules
need to be in the system. They
are close but not right. Requires
manual adjustment to avoid
more work.

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

E3 ‐ When ESS is implemented,
we are hoping that the
dropdown choices could be
filtered to be only what ONI
needs. Otherwise, it will be
time‐consuming to correct
everyone’s timesheets.
E1 ‐ Time keepers can’t change
their own banking information.
F1 ‐ I think we simply don't know
all of the reports that are
available to us.

Survey

F4 ‐ Our major issue is the
budget vs. accounting of
advances/down payments. This
issue crosses various parts of
SAP and that led to a disconnect
for us in how each module
wanted it handled.

BOEC
Interview

The primary time keeper for
BOEC has a 2 inch binder with
workarounds. The workarounds
are basically permanent as
EBS/BHR says there is no
timeline to fix the base issue that
creates the need for a
workaround.
D2 ‐The access the time keeper
role has is too restrictive. Can’t
answer questions from
employees working night shift if
can’t see what the system has for
their pay. Don’t want to be able
to change anything, just want to
be able to see and answer
question from someone who
can’t call during BHR regular
hours.
Went from 0.75 to 1.75 FTE to
enter time.

F6 ‐ BOEC just received a report
requested 3 years ago. This
report is a contractual
requirement, and they just
received the first version because
EBS liked it and wanted to
distribute it throughout all
Bureaus City‐wide. BOEC waited
and what they got is only barely
adequate because it was
designed for many, not for
BOEC.

D4 ‐ Many people don’t take a 1
hour lunch in the very middle of
their work day.
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A/R Module
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P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Survey

ESS/ MSS

D6 ‐ Complex system requires
much more work to pay
employees accurately and on
time.

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

F7 ‐ Budget analyst complains
about lack of drill down
capability in the budget
reporting.

D2 ‐ System is not optimal for a
24/7 operation. Multiple shifts
and org structure does not work
in the SAP OM environment.

BHR
Survey

F1 ‐ Reporting platform needed‐
used to be able to easily access
run reports in CARs; now no
comprehensive platform,
instructions on how to get to
data for end users/ managers.
F7 ‐ There is a challenge that
reporting relates primarily to
vendor lookups.

Police
Interview

D1 ‐ Regarding time keeping and
payroll: We are worried about
paying correctly based on
(complex labor agreements)
contracts and complexity.
Because programming the
contracts into SAP is hard and
time‐consuming, we have ended
up with “fudging” in order to get
the employee’s pay to be
correct.

E2 ‐ It is going to be difficult to
implement ESS and MSS based
on our current matrix reporting
structure – especially when it
comes to approvals.

F1 ‐ There needs to be more
reporting and more tailored
reporting. Bulk of budget
transactions are in payroll which
we MUST be able to track and
monitor against budget – we
can’t do that now.

G2 ‐ We anticipate that the
reporting tools will allow users to
follow the Procure‐to‐Pay
appropriately. Right now the
dearth of reporting causes user
to create and maintain
workarounds – they have to
continue to get their work done
and SAP isn’t supporting them.

D4 ‐ We figure it out on our
schedules, and then make the
entries that make the system
issue the correct pay. This puts a
huge burden on the time keepers
to ensure it is done correctly, and
then SAP it has to be carefully
reviewed and double‐checked.
D1 ‐ Time keeping and Pay are
hardest part of using SAP. We
have to manually recalculate
time entries every time we get a
question to show them that in
total they got the right pay.

APPENDIX D

G2 ‐ We do the procurement
process backwards. (This is a
business process that was often
backwards prior to SAP) We find
out what we want, get the item,
and then work backward to
provide the supporting
documentation.
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A/R Module

Doc Mgmt System

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Survey

Clock Time

ESS/ MSS

A new time keeper was hired as a
work around rather than
programming SAP properly.

E3 ‐ For our Bureau, we have not
decided if we will be able to
successfully implement MSS and
ESS‐EBS has shared many benefits
of using MSS/ESS, but we will not be
relevant if we do not use this portal.

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

E1 ‐ For MSS to be effective and
useful for our managers it needs to
ESS online test to be sure that they be intuitive and reports need to
understand how to use the system provide useful information.
and pass the assessment.

F2 ‐ Some reports that are
developed and being used are not
available currently to the central
time keepers. These reports should
be added to their roles.

Transparency in the time keeping
module is not there because users
need to go into so many different
transactions to get the information
they need. There have been
improvements over the last year to
both time keeping and HR Master
Data (org unit reporting)/PA but
we still need to have more training
(next level) and improvements to
the system need to be made to
help streamline a tedious process.

F8 ‐ Users don’t know all of the
reports that are available and
exactly what they do and how to
use them. When a user goes into
the SAP menu, there are a number
of reports available but they are
not available to everyone. HCM
reports are not intuitive and are
challenging to use for the casual
user.

D4 ‐ Employees are reporting their
time inaccurately because the
correct work schedules are not in
the system.

F9 ‐ They don’t have a consistent
look and are difficult to
understand. Users have to do a lot
of searching to find the requested
or required information. Reports
are scattered throughout the SAP
menu, and some users don’t have
access to reports they may need.
Contract reports don’t easily show
dollars spent.
F4 ‐ To run accurate reports, must
run multiple reports (in SAP and
outside) to ensure the information
is correct.
F9 ‐ Managers go to everyday SAP
users to request budget reports
rather than exploring on their own.
Reports are too confusing and time
consuming for managers to bother
with.
We feel EBS should be creating
basic reports for bureaus. Bureaus
do not have programmers on their
staff to do this work.

APPENDIX D
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Need to archive old information.

E4 ‐ It would be beneficial to our
Bureau if we did not have lockout
periods from executing Personnel
Actions that kept us from
performing actions every other
week.

Environmental Services
D5 ‐ Our Bureau time keeper walks
Survey
each new employee through the

A/R Module

I1 ‐ Need a document
management system ‐ email is the
alternative and that fills up too
fast.

F1 ‐ Cost savings have not been
fully realized because we have not
perfected the processes involved
with getting information into the
system.

D ‐ 13

G3 ‐ It seems inefficient to issue
paper checks to our vendors rather
than ACH which can be done with
SAP.
G4 ‐ Users are not notified when a
contract is being routed for
approval. A work around has been
developed using Outlook email.
Design of this functionality is not
needed, it has been designed, so it
just needs to be implemented.
G5 ‐ Procurement services use
three different systems to get their
work done, not all of the
information is kept in SAP. There
seem to be a lot of duplicate steps,
i.e. a CCR, then a DPR, then a DPO
and finally a GR.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Parks
Interview

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

A/R Module

D4 ‐ It is impossible to have
everyone’s schedule and you
can’t add in all the templates for
the City. As a result, there are 20
incorrect pay checks per pay
period.

I2 ‐ Papeneis and Document
management is not
implemented currently because
it’s too expensive.
I1 ‐ There is a desire to have a
document management system
that doesn’t have storage space.

D2 ‐ In the clock times, there is a
large issue. You have to enter
time as the work is being done
instead of just the number of
hours worked. The time it takes
to do this is monumental. This
issue should have been identified
during the blueprinting stage.
D5 ‐ It is still full of acronyms to
remember where to go which are
counter intuitive. Debits and
credits are in German because
they don’t want to make that
change.

Survey

D4‐ Lunches cannot be touched
with negative pay. There is a
military time clock.
D2 ‐ Time entry was
implemented using clock hours
instead of hours worked. Positive
pay versus negative pay and
work schedules do not reflect
reality, thus making training
difficult to be effective for the
instructor and employee to
understand the correlation.

F2 ‐ Reporting has improved, but
there is still a large gap with
managers not being able to see
the time that is being entered as
the Time Reviewer role is
insufficient to expect managers
to sustain the review process,
since it is too clunky. They also
lack vision into their positions,
employee pay rates, etc.

D6 ‐ There aren't efficient ways
to enter time for hundreds of
seasonal employees in a couple
hours time as SAP uses clock
times instead of a summary of
hours, which means many
thousands of extra data entry
keystrokes are necessary in a
short amount of time. This is a
very big complaint with our
folks.
D5 ‐ The time keepers have to
stay highly trained and we still
have many people get paid
incorrectly every pay period due
to the complexities and lack of
understanding.
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G1 ‐ Requisitioning staff will
often use the wrong material
group number causing the
expense account to be incorrect;
also choosing the remittance
vendor number instead of the
payee number; also omitting the
contract number.

H1 ‐ Didn't know how to process
an A/R type agreement, even
after calling EBS, the A/R leader.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Procurement
Interview

Time keeping is a real problem,
and we don’t have the
complexities that Fire and Police
have.

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

F1 ‐ Right now, we need to know
what reports are available and
then request the additional ones
we need. That list, we understand,
is getting very long.

A/R Module

Doc Mgmt System
I1 ‐ Only about ¼ of the staff are
using PDFs to manage
documents because it is so
cumbersome. The rest still use
paper.

We are using BizTrack to do
reporting because SAP doesn’t
work.
F1 ‐ More reports need to be
developed in order to be effective.

Survey

Create more detailed reports with
greater drill down.

PBOT
Interview

D2 ‐ When the SAP consultants
built the interface [between SAP
and MAXIMO] they did not build in
the time evaluation component. As
a result, time is entered into SAP
and then interfaces with MAXIMO
without time evaluation. Ideally
they would like time evaluation to
be done in SAP first and interface
into MAXIMO and then MAXIMO
would use the time evaluation to
determine overtime and regular
time hours.

F5 ‐ There needs to be reporting
that tracks pooled resources and
how they are being spent so that
PBOT can tell its story.
F9 ‐ Reporting – understanding
how reports function and how to
manage and use them
appropriately is difficult. It is very
time consuming and challenging
to figure out how to use the
reports effectively. In some
cases information is not easily
retrievable.

D2 ‐ The business process of
employees entering hours has
been entirely changed (clock times
instead of hours, non‐intelligent
cost objects, complex time
reporting screen, etc.). Given
PBOT’s time complexity and
corresponding city pay timelines,
PBOT requires its employees to
enter their hours worked every
day. This is very hard for many
employees. It has taken a lot of
time and money to gather all of
this information and to ensure that
we pay people correctly and
recover costs especially in regard
to employees entering overtime
into the MAXIMO system.
D2 ‐ For PBOT’s Capital Projects–
they do not have the staff and the
time to parse out the overtime.
The billings for this project are
billed in terms of regular time
hours and this causes losses for
PBOT.
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I1 ‐ The new functionalities of
expanded document space and
data and document
management are needed.

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Survey

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

E1 ‐ For those employees who
use ESS for time entry, there has
been a lot of bureau time keeper
support for setting up templates,
assisting with time entry issues,
etc.

F1 ‐ No descriptions associated
with cost objects and other data
in SAP. This requires users to
know the descriptions or have a
separate printout with this
information.

E7 ‐ ESS portal training relies
heavily on Bureau resources.
PBOT has approximately 400+
employees who do not have
access to computers at work.

F7 ‐ Most employees do not
know how to actually run specific
reports and the reports often do
not work for what is needed.
Due to the amount and
treatment of data within SAP,
PBOT has struggled with rolling
out reports to managers.
F3 ‐ Running and retrieving
information from BOBJ by staff
may take a bit of time. Also, for
detail information, SAP modules
are still needed.

Financial Services
Survey

D5 ‐ Time entry screen is
cumbersome and not intuitive.
Differences in time entry
between positive and negative
pay employees are confusing.
Limited on the number of 1018
allocations allowed.

F1 ‐ Would be helpful to have a
list of reports and descriptions,
or a more user friendly way of
looking up reports.
F4 ‐ There needs to be a better
reporting tool, a data mining tool
that crosses modules.
F3 ‐ EBS does well at ensuring
support for time‐sensitive,
externally‐required reports, but
many of these are not yet
automated and are treated as
unscheduled “ad hoc” resulting
anxious delivery within tight
deadlines.
F7 ‐ We have access to any and
all information but there is no
medium for us to produce
meaningful reports on an ad hoc
basis. We must pull out
information one Wage‐Type at a
time and then manually compile
multiple Wage‐Type reports for
our finished product.
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P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time
Revenue Bureau
Survey

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

A/R Module

A seasoned time keeper allows
us to not face too many
challenges. But, the business
processes regarding a new hire is
problematic since we can't set up
new employees until we do X,
but we can't do X until they start,
and thus we have a few rough
days at the start of employment.
We feel like we are caught in a
loop.
D3 ‐ Back‐up time keeper is
limited to payroll (time entry),
not full HCM knowledge. Our
Bureau is small, and we have
limited back‐up for HCM roles.

Technology
Office of
Community
Technology
Survey

D5 ‐ Need copy and paste
feature for positive time entry.
Calendar should show as a
default instead of having to click
on the calendar each time when
entering time.

F1 ‐ Customizable reports‐ more
Bureau specific.
Reports are difficult.

H2 ‐ There have not been any
regular sessions for AR processes
because all receivables for the
City go to central accounting,
whereas OCT’s receivables go to
OCT – OCT’s AR process is
separate from the other city
bureaus.
H2 ‐ Would like the ability to
edit/ change AR master data

Bureau of
Technology
Services Survey

D1 ‐ The correctness of standby
time relies on human review,
knowledge of the contract, FLSA
status and Bureau practices
because there is no hard stop in
SAP. This can lead to
overpayment. In summary,
human controls must be put in
place because some system
controls are not available.

E1 ‐ ESS is not user‐friendly.
Some time information can't be
entered on the time sheet and
must be collected outside of SAP
then entered into SAP by the
time keeper (e.g. standby time).

F1 ‐ Need to be more familiar
with what reports are available.
Time and financial data needs to
be available on the same report.
A good reporting strategy is
needed for SAP to be useful to a
broad range of users. Data from
SAP is needed, its availability will
encourage more use of SAP.
F8, F4 ‐ Employees need to be
better able to effectively use SAP
reports. Also, there are cases
where reporting data is spread
across multiple modules.
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Doc Mgmt System

P EOPLE ’ S A BILITY
Clock Time

ESS/ MSS

TO U SE THE S YSTEM
Reporting/ BOBJ
Procurement

Government Relations
Reporting is not too bad
although I couldn’t look at my
own stuff. Also I can't get payroll
reports to do ethics commission
reports without asking someone
from SAP.
F9 ‐ Reports are horrible ‐ too
tiny to get a hard copy of. Don't
like the export function.

Portland Housing Bureau
D4 ‐ More than 3,000 individual
Survey
schedules to choose from, but no
flexibility to merely vary your
schedule from one week to the
other like people do in real life.

E2 ‐ MSS/ESS did not meet the
bureau's needs for approving
time. Federal funds mandate
that all employees must certify
their time worked if paid with
federal funds. Managers didn't
find MSS user friendly or useful.

F4 ‐ A problem with reporting is
because of the way program
income is being applied in GM, it
is misstated on budgetary
reports (makes it look like there
is less than there is).

E1, E2 ‐ ESS completely
unworkable for a Bureau with as
many funding sources as ours.
There is no way for managers to
easily review time and sign off on
timesheets. Inflexible schedule
silliness, too rigid, makes it too
complicated for people whose
hours may vary. It was obviously
set up to benefit a single bureau
and is unworkable for others.

Development Services
D3 ‐ Managers need to be able to
Survey
approve time.
Emergency Management
D2 ‐ PBEM uses a paper method
Survey
of tracking and one time keeper
for elaborate tracking on the
grants for compliance.
D4 ‐ The invisible lunch hour is
extremely frustrating to avoid
overtime. Individual OT is not
reflected prior to reporting the
next day. This would be helpful if
the system could generate 'real
time' feedback if there is
encountering OT for the specific
pay period.

APPENDIX D

F1 ‐ Need more customized
reports.
E1 ‐ ESS proves to be a challenge
for most employees after the
initial training. Additional one‐
on‐one has been needed to
provide clarity for entry. The
design and functionality is time
consuming and does not provide
the best views for week entry.
Employees did not know what
questions to ask at the training
since they were not familiar with
entering their time in any other
shadow system.

F4 ‐ We have to piece it together
from several reports manually.
I.e. Grants Billing does not
incorporate the Purchase Order
information in conjunction with
the Document Number to assist
us with pulling backup
documentation. This is very time
consuming to look up each
document, PO, and combine for
our report.
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Change Orders Process
OMF EBS/BTS
Focus Group

Governance/ Leadership

J1 ‐ Evaluate how work is sequenced, distributed, documented, accomplished and solicit customer
feedback.

With top down guidance, work as unified team to gain customer trust.
K2 ‐ Provide structure (identify and implement policy, identify and implement procedures, hold
accountable) to help EBS meet goals.

Define business decisions and information needed to make SAP work.
J2 ‐ Takes ownership of sign‐off and testing once work is done including all data confirmation and
valuation.

K1 ‐ Have City‐wide view of own and Bureaus needs.
Governance needs to encourage City employees to follow business processes.

J3 ‐ Redesign and communicate EBS Work Plan so EBS’ backlog becomes public knowledge to enhance
transparency and visibility to the work and services they are providing.
J8 ‐ Work with Bureaus and BTS to address Bureau needs that may cross SAP boundaries.
J3 ‐ Unified priority request from BP Owners creating a numerical queue ranking instead of “high, med,
low”.

Include EBS leadership in resource discussions before acting.
EBS/BTS will take responsibility for: configuration, change management, development, training, direct
support, repository of what system can do, understand business process, understand strategic IT plan of
the City, understand larger customer goals, satisfy clients, communicate best practices for SAP/ knowledge
of SAP, make commitments subject to external constraints, build trust with customers, support full
utilization of SAP, know when SAP is the right answer and when it isn’t, have deep knowledge about SAP
Modules, designate portion of effort to new functionality/ maintenance/ training, and EBS leadership
determining when billable project costing will begin.
ESC develops a City‐wide strategy that includes where EBS collaborates with BTS and Business process
owners to develop an Enterprise IT Solution.
Business Process owner takes ownership of City standardization, justify why it is in place and hold Bureaus
accountable to them.
Support Business Process Owner as decision maker.
More research and discussion between technical analysts, Business Process Owners and EBS Business
Analysts.
Need to clearly identify roles and responsibilities between EBS and BPO and hold each accountable to
those roles.
Define, document, and confirm/ explain/ justifyCity‐wide standards and policies with respect to SAP. Here,
EBS wants to hold Bureaus accountable and help them.
EBS will understand Bureau needs, strategic objectives and facilitate processes and discussions to
understand how SAP can assist in meeting those needs and objectives

OMF
Survey

J3 ‐ There seems to be no established process for the work that has needed to be done. 3 for FILO. There is
no feedback on Altiris tickets until they are completed.

EBS can explain and work within modules as currently set up but does not always see or explore a system‐
wide solution.

J7 ‐ Understand how and what you do in one module affects other modules and impacts ability to change in
the future.

Challenges with All testing is done by payroll and HR. Apparently the deferred comp administrator is not
the business owner of deferred comp.

J10 ‐ There is a decision‐making process but it does not give more weight to items that may help many
Bureaus; and it should.
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Fire
Interview

Governance/ Leadership

J3 ‐ There are not a lot of change requests from PF&R, but even the ones that are high priority are not being
handled. For the regular change request having the business process owners (BHR) helps.
J3 ‐ Bureaus don’t understand the capacity of EBS to do the changes, and many have given up ever getting
their request addressed.
J2 ‐ Change requests – when they come back – come back with a “no.” PF&R isn’t given an explanation that
makes sense to us as a Bureau.
J9 ‐ There isn’t a process to take this to a higher level decision maker – Bureau must accept decision that
cost center can’t be renamed.
J3 ‐ Senior Operations managers submit a request, but in the end it is PAC that will decide. The final change
is not transparent.
J3 ‐ It would be helpful to change the entire business process for how the requests are handled. There is no
communication on the status of requests, what the priority is and who is working on it.

Survey

Tickets that go to a process owner to be work on don’t always get the highest priority, this process should
be revisited.
J6 ‐ Our understanding is that we are not supposed to submit change requests unless they are critical
because EBS does not have sufficient resources to work on them. As a result we have submitted few change
requests, and instead rely on workarounds to meet our needs. Also, our experience in getting change
requests resolved is not encouraging.
J4 ‐ When in operational mode, an answer to a question is needed immediately. They do not listen to our
issues and want our business needs to fit SAP, not SAP fit our business needs. A list of who at EBS to go to
for a specific need would be helpful.

K3 ‐ Cost center request was sent through the hierarchy but only to be rejected by Financial Services.
Financial Services doesn’t understand that cost centers are not just “dummy numbers” for PF&R, they are
used as cost centers and vital to PF&R reporting.
The necessity for an EBS as a division is not understood because this wasn’t needed with IBIS.
EBS just wants a canned solution and for everyone to change. They do not want to lose control.
EBS needs to know what the capabilities of SAP are. PF&R needs to tell EBS what their business needs are
and EBS needs to know how these needs can best be addressed using SAP.
Financial Services doesn’t understand that PF&R cost centers were set up as ‘smart numbers’ and the
numbering system have a managerial objective, but there isn’t a process to take this to a higher level
decision maker – Bureau must accept decision that cost center can’t be renamed.
A journal system has been developed internally in a set of software for Fire Information systems. This
allows 169 schedules that can be queried by staff. There are 700 employees in the system. It is possible to
look back and forward in time, which no SAP system offers. This could be modified to meet the Police
needs too.
K2 ‐ Knowledge of transfer between functional leads and bureaus does not exist. Information silo is a
problem.
K2 ‐ The top person in Financial Services is unidentified, so process to approach an appeal is unknown.
EBS demonstrates a broad knowledge of SAP, but they lack the understanding of how the bureaus operate.
We know subject matter experts in EBS or BHR are quite proficient with SAP/HCM, but their knowledge
transfer to or effective training for bureau users is very inadequate.
The problem is with the business owner: BHR. It would be more efficient if bureaus had a single‐point‐of‐
contact who would answer their questions, and go to the subject matter experts if needed, and get back to
the Bureau.

Water
Interview

J3 ‐ EBS doesn’t have enough capacity to deal with the number of change requests. Getting on the list is
fine, but having the issue addressed takes far too long.

K1 ‐ Most of the time it is a one‐way directive from central to the Bureaus. Unless a Bureau creates a huge
fuss about a certain change, then it isn’t likely that they can affect any sort of change.

J7 ‐ EBS always has a backlog of change request tickets so they are not responded to timely.

The structure and the roles are good (i.e. change agents). There is good communication in the monthly
meetings. Most of the time EBS does listen to concerns, the Water Bureau pushes back if there are absurd
requests.

EBS doesn’t have enough capacity to deal with the number of change requests. Getting on the list is fine,
but having the issue addressed takes far too long.

Survey

EBS always has a backlog of change request tickets so they are not responded to timely. SAP is taking a lot
of resources to run
Tickets have been getting resolved faster than in the past.
J3 ‐ Usually staff is responsive, but in some cases there are long gaps with no updates. Also, the change
request system does not allow the original requestor to view what the updates are. We can see that on a
given date an update was made but we cannot see that was done. This is frustrating and leads to the
requestor concluding that nothing is being done.

ONI
Interview

APPENDIX D

They (EBS) have gained a lot of knowledge and depth over the last 12 months.
The user group meetings for HCM are essential. Communication between EBS, Central Payroll, BHR, and
the bureaus has been improving but still needs to improved more.
Biggest challenge is keeping skill level high for non‐routine tasks.
No strategic thinking in terms of SAP comes from EBS. We include EBS in brainstorming, but we don’t look
to them for information or leadership.
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BOEC
Interview

Governance/ Leadership

J8 ‐ Change requests are time‐consuming to make and if they are not a high priority or have a City‐wide
impact, may take years to resolve if ever.
J9 ‐ BOEC feels there is insufficient evaluation done before being dismissed or downgraded in priority.
BOEC feels like there is no real mechanism to appeal or to be heard by a different influential group.
J5 ‐ Prioritization seems to be based on the size of the Bureau making the request, EBS staffing constraints,
and/or politics involved. It doesn’t seem to be based on the value of the change being requested.

If EBS has forward thinkers, they aren’t allowed to act that way. BHR gets in the way of any progressive
changes that EBS might want to make in the HCM system.

K1 ‐ The Council must support the administration changes and direct all the Bureaus about these new
policies and work together to make them work with the new system.

J2 ‐ There is a lack of understanding in who is responsible for changes in FILO.
All issues are funneled through BHR. Bureau sends the problem. BHR assesses the issue for the core
problem. BHR prioritizes issues. HR works with experts in EBS. EBS executes change per BHR’s direction.
J5 ‐ BHR has sizable influence and will use this to circumvent the change process in order to meet
contractual agreements.
J3 ‐ There is a set of criteria that is used in processing requests, but the general opinion is that it does not
work.

Survey

BHR isn’t transparent – they are political and savvy; they don’t want to share their control or information.
They also don’t follow the rules when it comes to their own internal processes.

We really appreciate the EBS team. They are very proactive; communication is effective; though they are
few in number, they are doing a good job of supporting the system and the user’s needs.

Survey
BHR
Interview

K2 ‐ EBS is handcuffed by BHR’s need to control

J3 ‐ Better communication before and after changes/ improvements needed. OK in the HCM area but in
FILO process improvements made and hear about them months later.

Likely, resolving issues with EBS is not about adding more staff, possibly just using current staff more
efficiently.
There was a lack of a holistic approach. BHR would identify a problem; adjustments would be made which
would create repercussions in the system.
With the new system, Benefits had to hire an accountant who became the Business Process Owner of the
Benefits portion of FILO.
New SAP functionality should be brought to the Super User or Business Process Owner.
Roles and responsibilities more clearly defined than in the past.
Good interaction‐Division manager meetings with Bureau director, operations Manager, and EBS staff
interact with BHR staff at weekly and ad hoc meetings.

HCM prioritized well; concerns with how FILO issues are prioritized.
J5 ‐ BHR participates in the use of Altiris‐ for those employees works well. For end users not using the back
office functionality, responses seem slow.

Police
Interview

EBS needs a better understanding of “what’s under the hood of SAP.” Until that happens, we can’t
effectively change our processes, because we don’t know what SAP is capable of.
EBS should be leading forward thinking change groups. Globally they should be looking at the City and
then figuring out how each of the Bureaus could benefit.
We may re‐activate our participation in the Super User groups with the Business Process Owners. EBS
should help link them back to the City‐wide Super User groups.

Survey

J3 ‐ Tickets get marked as resolved when the problem is not fixed. I usually get a timely response from
submitting a Help Ticket.
J10 ‐ Seems to arbitrary and no real City‐wide prioritization.

All of the changes seem to be including Business Process owners appropriately. We have most of our
discussions with Business Process owners and then go – together – to EBS with the need.
I think the EBS team should take more of a leadership role in communicating to the business process
owners how the system can improve things.
Questions get answered if you know a contact that you can call directly. If that contact is out for any length
of time, there is no back up. Fiscal provides answers now.
Central BHR SAP team is the primary group from which I get my SAP updates/best practices info from.
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Governance/ Leadership

Environmental Services
J7 ‐ Change orders need to be moved in a more timely manner and open trouble tickets need to be
Survey
prioritized higher and responded to quicker. There are open tickets that have been open and unresolved for
years. EBS should not be deciding our policy.

K2 ‐ User group sessions lack structure and ownership from business process owners in these meetings. We
would like to see a more formal process for resolving issues and/or problems that come up in these
meetings. Users leave the meetings without any resolution or information about how resolutions will be
made.

J3 ‐ Not transparent in processes or communication.
EBS should not be deciding our policy. The central business process owner should determine policy and
EBS should respond with what SAP can and cannot do to support that need.
We don’t feel that EBS has hired talent that has extensive SAP knowledge outside the City of Portland. This
hinders the ability to recognize and utilize the capacity of the system. The EBS team has broad knowledge
of how SAP works specific to their assigned module, but they don’t seem to have knowledge about how the
modules impact others. The knowledge that the team has is not shared with the Bureau's EBS does not
have the band width for execution; they are not organized or staffed to be able to deliver and share
information on how modules work together and impact each other.
What’s lacking is a tool to find out what best practices are. What is the most efficient use of the tool.
Communication is poor. The majority of changes are communicated to the Bureau from the super user. EBS
has made it clear that the City’s business process owner is responsible for advising and presenting new
business process improvements, not the EBS team.
Our users know how to use the SAP system to do their work, but their experience is not always a positive
one. Users don’t know enough about other modules that they work may impact.

Parks
Interview

J3 ‐ EBS will close tickets without communication of the outcome or resolution. Closing the tickets causes
more tickets to be submitted. They have gotten better with follow up, though.

EBS’ role: used to be the change agent role, but now the Bureau has taken that over. There is no more city‐
wide training.

J10 ‐ PAC agendas have evolved from break/fix maintenance to strategic vision needs for SAP.

Over time, EBS team has taken on more responsibility to classify the type of request and need of the
Bureau rather than putting this responsibility on the Bureau.

The requests for functional changes go on a list and get prioritized by the PAC subcommittee.

Survey

J5 ‐ Change requests from OMF are happening more quickly than at the Bureau. It is hard to get on the
priority list.
J3 ‐ Some real concerns with working through the problems that meets the questions posed by the initiator
have caused multiple tickets being submitted. There needs to be more work done on distinguishing when
an issue goes to the Helpdesk, versus going through the functional team.

Sometimes the business process owners are resistant to change because it is driven by EBS, they should be
moving together to determine the best business process for right now. Business process owners should
allow the Bureau more flexibility so that the end result is more efficient and beneficial.
K3 ‐ They do have strengths in transparency in their monthly communications to the PAC and CMT to let
them know about issues and changes. This to me is hit/miss. It depends on the individual EBS Team
member.
There is a challenge with the EBS team to find individuals that have the institutional knowledge over a wide
spectrum of accounting and business operations.
The EBS team has a broad perspective and knowledge of SAP. The challenge is who holds the correct
information regarding how a transaction should be recorded or a business process developed.
End user issues are collected in our user group meetings and added to the EBS list (AR/MM/AP). Having one
change agent per Bureau, although necessary to funnel issues through has caused another layer of
communication.
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Procurement
Interview

Governance/ Leadership

J7 ‐ We have had a FILO change request in since the start of the implementation – we are still waiting.
Changes simply aren’t happening. Alteris is helping for some, but came in about 2 years too late.
J6 ‐ We need to decrease the time it takes to make changes, the change request process is too cumbersome
and has too many steps and too many people when the change being requested is so small.

EBS should know enough about the Bureaus’ business because “they” blueprinted and designed. NOTE –
Procurement isn’t sure if it was EBS that did that work or a contractor that didn’t pass enough information
back to EBS.
We need EBS to tell us what is there, what it can do, what it possible – that isn’t happening.

J7 ‐ We don’t always know when the other Bureaus request changes that could impact Procurement. There
isn’t a set standard to ensure we get informed.

Survey

J6 ‐ There is a high, medium, low rating for change requests. High will probably get done, but will take a
long time. Medium may eventually get done, but low will never get done.
J4 ‐ EBS does not respond to change orders or functionality requests in a timely manner. e.g. ‐ Took 3
months to change Purchasing Agent to Chief Procurement Officer on the standard purchase order.

As a business owner, staff spends much time training end users on processes that they seem to not receive
from the EBS team.
PAC, Change Agent, Change order subcommittee, frequently meet with EBS manager.
Interface of business process to the system. Interface between BHR staff and bureau staff so that
improvements in the use of the system can be made.
HR processes are inconsistently applied as it relates to the SAP HCM module.

PBOT
Interview

K2 ‐ There is no one key point of contact. There is a lack of understanding about who is managing the whole
process and therefore a lack of coordination.

Change request has been made for overtime functionality, but nothing has happened.
PBOT does have other changes needs that were identified during Operation PBOT that they are continuing
to submit as change requests.

K2 ‐ There is a challenge in the structure of having OMF be a centralized agent for the city. There is a
conflict between each bureau executing what they need to and OMF trying to provide executive leadership.

J3 ‐ We are not sure how the day‐to‐day EBS requests are resolved or addressed.
J3 ‐ There must be a more transparent system in order to understand change request’ priority, status and
frequency. There needs to be more collaboration. The middle‐priority items have little transparency as to
how they are resolved and when.

Leader‐driven change is needed
EBS must strategically move SAP forward on a City‐wide basis.
SAP is City‐wide system therefore OMF and the business process owners need to take the lead on directing
the Bureaus on what they need to do.

Survey

J3 ‐ EBS is trying but there are too much high priority issues for this to be truly effective. There also needs to
be better access to provide people with feedback and status communication.

The Bureaus’ roles are to take the information which is given by EBS and execute on these decisions.
K2 ‐ Need a "contact person" who bureaus can ask specific transaction questions to ‐ sometimes a training
class is not necessary, only someone to ask for assistance.
K2 ‐ A challenge in working though issues or new business processes that involve multiple stakeholders is
that “there are too many cooks in the kitchen with no executive chef". With no one ultimately responsible
for an entire functional area, it can sometimes be very difficult to work through solutions.
EBS has the technical knowledge and ability but appears understaffed for the amount of support that is
needed. Engaging Bureau staff to assist in training or user support sessions is a great way to spread the
knowledge and support, but is not enough given the City's needs.
The EBS Team was really improved its staffing in this area and they will continue to make things better.
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Financial Services
Interview

Governance/ Leadership

J6 ‐ Change request form doesn’t distinguish between quick fixes and those that take large resources.
Should be simple and shouldn’t require the user to research and pose the solution – that is EBS’ role.
J10 ‐ The change request has to be exactly right, contain system specifications and “basically tell EBS what
needs to be done”. If it isn’t done right, it won’t be considered by the PAC, if it is too technical, then the
PAC won’t understand the basic needs.

Survey

EBS should be transparent and be a customer based service provider. Relationships with customers and
their satisfaction should be important. EBS should have a technical role and be an advisor on how the
system works. EBS should ensure you have notice of changes and they communication what is happening
in other Bureaus and how that impacts the City overall.
EBS needs to figure out if this is their mission. They have not communicated as much as Finance feels it
needs.
Finance needs to articulate their needs and communicate better their Business Processes. As the Business
Owner they have to provide expertise to users of the FILO system.
K3 ‐ It does not seem that City users have been provided the appropriate amount of time and resources to
gain system knowledge/training to always interact effectively with the EBS team.

J3 ‐ Requests for additional functionality and available information were mostly ignored.
J6 ‐ Change order submission and approval processes are tedious and time‐consuming. It requires too much
lead time to get change order submitted, reviewed, rated by the PAC subcommittee, and approved.
J3 ‐ The very high priority issues that we have submitted were mostly dealt with in a very timely manner.
Very responsive in letting the user know that the issue has been filed.
Generally okay, but there are some issues with older requests generated by other Bureaus which we are
struggling to resolve with EBS assistance.

More overall communication needed. EBS used to send out communications to users with helpful
information and other materials. These communications have been limited over the last year.
EBS has systematically limited the opportunities the Business Owners have to learn about SAP directly. For
example, EBS didn’t want to let users use BOBJ’s ability to export to Excel. They tried to “hide” that ability
from users in order to force them to learn BOBJ more quickly.
More direct communication to users about trainings, less reliance on change agents.
Lessen the reliance on super users.

Revenue Bureau
Survey

J3 ‐ The new functionality we requested is being worked on, and the change requests are on a list, but don't
know when they will be worked.

EBS doesn’t lead the way for process improvements, but seem to be driven by others needs.
Communications, Support Sessions, PAC and Change Agent meetings and User Groups demonstrate a
transparent and interactive Bureau relationship.

Technology
Office of
Community
Technology
Survey

It would be ideal if EBS was able to provide support where they could spend time with individual Bureaus to
learn their business and look at possible changes that can be made either with the bureau’s operations or
SAP to improve efficiencies.
EBS resources are limited and EBS has not had or taken the time to review our process to make any
changes that may improve them.
There is the PAC for priority needs, however, the PAC is made up of large Bureaus and is there is no
representation from smaller Bureaus. Smaller Bureaus do not have a regular forum to communicate their
needs or concerns.

Bureau of
Technology
Services Survey

J4 ‐ There needs to be a more robust dialog between EBS and the Bureaus so that requestors understand
the priority and status of their requests.

HR admin rules do not allow for the flexibility to accommodate the changes.
J3, K2 ‐ Additional governance is needed, and there should be more effective feedback to requestors about
the status of their requests.
SAP needs to be better promoted as an enterprise (City‐wide) solution.
While some staff members have good knowledge in their areas of expertise, there is a need for more
functional knowledge and skills.
It is vital to build stronger partnerships, more understanding and better cooperation with the bureaus.
We encourage a stronger partnership and robust communication between EBS, the process owners, and
the Bureaus to work jointly to explore and solve problems.
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Governance/ Leadership

Portland Housing Bureau
J6 ‐ In general, the process for change requests has too many approval steps. We submitted a request for a
Survey
new work schedule and it took a year before it was actually configured. Part of this frustration would be

Difficult to see how they can serve the entire city with the staffing level at the EBS office. Not seen as a
competency issue.

alleviated if correspondence occurred with the requestor.
Sometimes EBS doesn't let us know when a change or improvement is ready to be used.

City Attorney’s Office
Survey
Emergency Management
Most immediate requests get resolved.
Survey

All of the EBS staff members that we deal with are very helpful and responsive.

K3 ‐ A complete understanding of HCM module would be beneficial.
EBS support team has a large knowledge bank of team members to get most questions resolved. Some
employees feel the SAP terminology is not as intuitive as it could be.

The majority of requests/issues get resolved fairly quickly.
J3 ‐ Some feel there is no centralize place to see the follow‐up or progress on tickets.

EBS SAP Training Plan
Document

Business Process Owners will be relied upon to support EBS’s work.
EBS’s new functionality process: project scoping, governance approval, requirements gathering,
configuration, implementation and deployment.
Success requires the cooperation and collaboration of central business owners and customer/business
partners throughout the City.
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APPENDIX E
Fi ndi n gs 1
SAP F INDINGS

TO

S UPPORT C ONCLUSIONS

Finding

Description
A1 – Contractors are not responsible for delivering quality work. Their work is not monitored and evaluated with the goal of meeting
Bureaus’ needs, incorporation of the change into the vision of the BPOs or the value versus the cost of change.

Contractors

A2 – Contractors do not train EBS staff or providing transfer of knowledge.
A3 – Contractor work is not directed and incorporated into EBS’ overall work plan.
B1 – Training does not include the impact of actions downstream in the system. Users are only trained for one function and the training
does not include the other uses of input information, etc.
B2 – There is not very good documentation of the training. No user guide or place to quickly look up how to perform a task. This would
be particularly helpful for tasks that are not frequently performed.
B3 – There is not training offered to specific Bureaus. It is dependent on role (Super User, BPO, etc.) There should be more training
offered for a specific purpose and specialized to certain Bureau needs.

Training

B4 – There is a need for sessions that users can drop‐in or different types of training sessions. It is helpful to have smaller groups so that
more people can ask questions. Cross training would be useful. It is also helpful to have groups that are targeted at specific duties and
not just an overview of the SAP system. The trainings need to be communicated and followed up on.
B5 – There is no training on reporting specifically. Reporting is difficult and users do not understand it fully.
B6 – Most training is done on‐the‐job by Bureau users. The training is not offered frequently and is ineffective to fulfill roles. Inefficient
that the roles aren’t given access until after training.
B7 – Training does not include: shortcuts and system efficiencies (tips and tricks), short training with flexible platforms, building upon
knowledge gained by users (advanced training) and management level role‐specific training.
B8 – EBS does not seem to be a significant partner in developing the training process to be role or module specific.

1

All information provided in Appendix E is summarized from actual statements in Appendix D, taken from individuals representing each of these Bureaus in Focus Groups,
Surveys and Interviews.
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Finding

Description
C1 – Many Bureaus still retain shadow systems instead of using the SAP systems. Some have created shadow systems for the same
functions, and many find ways to combine the HCM/FILO systems for necessary information.

Shadow Systems

C2 ‐ Surveys indicate they exist for:
 Fire – payroll.
 Police ‐ payroll and roll call system.
 Water ‐ time keeping.
 Deferred compensation within central services.
 FMLA reporting.
 Certified payroll.
 Hiring documents, position extensions.
 Manual combining of FILO and HCM information.
 Manual combining of information to prepare for Budget and Budget Analysis.
D1 ‐ Revise pay stub report. Some Bureau pay stubs are incomprehensible and may not provide sufficient information to employee to
ensure pay reflects contractual agreements.
D2 – Time Clock is insufficient. Time clock does not accommodate 24/7/365 staffing. Bureaus with employees working on many
projects, grants, locations track the time spent on each through time entry. For this type of work, entering hours worked instead of a
time clock would be helpful.

Time Capture

D3 ‐ Pay approval processes as setup with SAP is insufficient. The number of non‐standard employees is not identified. Bureaus with
matrix supervision have difficulty in approving employee’s time worked.
D4 ‐ Lack of correct work schedule flexibility forces inaccurate time entry. Automatic lunch schedules are not optional, employees are
not allowed to choose if or when to have lunch. The system forces employees to submit incorrect time sheets.
D5 – User interface is not user‐friendly ‐ it uses many acronyms which are unintuitive to users. The complex system creates efficiency in
time entry is reduced and there is higher risk for inaccuracies.
D6 – The system does not accommodate seasonal employees, particularly returning seasonal employees. Bureaus which often use
seasonal volunteers, employees and interns have difficulty recording hours worked.
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Finding

Description
E1 – The MSS/ESS modules are not user‐friendly. There is difficulty in using the system correctly and often another party (such as a
time keeper) will assist in the time entry.
E2 – Matrix reporting is not supported by the MSS/ESS systems. There are not flexible work schedules that allow for time worked
outside of regular work schedules or flexibility during the day.
E3 – Bureaus feel that there is no choice in using the system, even if it does not meet their business needs and processes. However,
without the system there is the possibility of incorrect time keeping records and risk.

ESS/MSS

E4 – The system has lock out periods that sometimes take several days and make processes very inefficient. This makes work flow
uneven and does not allow for flexibility in operations.
E5 – Access to certain information is restricted. This is especially hard for the Bureaus that work 24/7/365 since BHR is not available for
questions at all times that employees are working.
E6 – MSS is not fully implemented. Managers do not receive specific training, they do not know which controls are provided and how to
save time using (not working around) the system.
E7 – Not all employees have consistent access to computers throughout the work day. The training and ESS portals are not always
effective.
F1 – There is no comprehensive view of SAP reporting. The canned reports are not well explained or used. Users are unable to identify
which report will produce the correct information. No ability to schedule regular reporting rather than upon request.
F2 ‐ Roles for reporting create inefficiencies, especially in smaller Bureaus, where FILO/HCM boundaries may be crossed in one role.
Canned reports are not available to everyone, only specific roles.
F3 – BOBJ is viewed as the solution to all reporting issues. Many Bureaus find that building the custom reports in BOBJ is the only way
to receive the correct information for necessary reports – internally and externally.
F4 – It is not possible to query reports across modules. This is difficult particularly during the budgeting period.

Reporting
and BOBJ

F5 – There are no reports available that address pooled resources. Without these types of reports, spending for pooled resources
cannot be tracked.
F6 – There is no concept of user’s reporting needs. No plan is communicated about the use of canned reports, how BOBJ should be
used, actions to take with unique reports, and when reporting needs cannot be met.
F7 – Reports are not offered that meet the needs of budgets, actual, calculated fields, statistical data and the integration of HCM and
FILO.
F8 – Training and information is not offered to perform SAP queries to download data to Excel for analysis.
F9 – The interface for reporting is not intuitive or user‐friendly to locate and modify reports. The reports cannot be shared and are not
made specific to Bureaus.
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G1 ‐ Some users with frequent, small purchases or too few approvers bypass procure‐to‐pay system controls.
G2 ‐ Compliance effort has shifted to Bureaus. Bureaus must spend more resources on compliance which is more time consuming and
expensive. The process is done reactively, after purchases are made.

Procurement

G3 – Checks are not being sent to vendors by paper check rather than using ACH which is not utilizing the full functionality of SAP.
G4 – Workflows are not well tracked. Workarounds have been created in order to keep track of different work.
G5 – Procurement process is held in many different systems. Work is often duplicated to be able to complete the process.

A/R Module

Document
Management
System

Governance

H1 – A/R module accommodates only the central services. Some of the other Bureaus may have specialized needs which may be served
by other systems.
H2 – Non‐central service users do not have sufficient training in using the A/R module. Bureau’s business processes have not been
reviewed to provide the accuracy and efficiency of the A/R module.
I1 – There is not a document management system in SAP. Ineffective alternatives are used and there is not a way to share and archive
information.
I2 – The document management system is not currently used because SAP has not made it available to the Bureaus.
J1 – Efficiencies at City level are not being achieved, there seems to be a lack of support that SAP is the preferred information
technology solution.
J2 – Roles and responsibilities of Bureau and City leadership have not been well defined. Holding leadership accountable is impossible
without defined responsibilities.
J3 – The City’s resources/staff do not seem to be allocated properly to the training and use of SAP to ensure that EBS and users are
knowledgeable.

Change Order
Process

APPENDIX E

K1 – There seems to be no system of how change order work is sequenced, distributed, documented, and accomplished. There is no
way for customers to give feedback.
K2 – EBS doesn’t seem to work with the Business Process Owners so it doesn’t seem that ownership is being taken of the testing
including all data confirmation and valuation.
K3 – Change requests are not transparent in: Priority/ranking and how that was determined, anticipated timeline, assignment of staff,
communication of closing to requestor and how it was resolved or soliciting customer feedback.
K4 – EBS and Business process owner do not understand the business need addressed by the request.
K5 – Bureaus are not directly involved in prioritization. Particularly, small Bureaus are not well represented with PAC and change
agents.
K6 – Definition around different parts of the request process are vague. Such as: change process structure, roles/responsibilities of each
layer, criteria for decision, City‐wide impact, cost effectiveness of change and the influence of BPOs on prioritization.
K7 – A queue of change requests has built up over time. There is no clarity on whether these are overlapping, conflicting, etc. No overall
E‐4
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view of the existing change requests.
K8 – BTS is not involved early on in considering change requests and the crossover of modules.
K9 – There is no official appeal process. This causes Council to state Bureau’s case.
K10 – The processes are lacking a strategic plan. It is not understood how much a change is involved in the setup of SAP, how changes
are evaluated, and when a business need must be met by more than one change.
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Date: April 13, 2012

Time Keeping Review Results and
Recommendations

Summary
This document outlines the results of the Time Keeping Review Survey and details the ensuing
recommendations. The recommendations target bureaus with the highest number of time keepers and are
focused on reducing the amount of staff time spent on this activity. The four recommendations seek to
provide long-term solutions and bureau specific strategies that leverage technology and improve current
business processes.
Background – Why focus on time keeping?
Administrative Services Review
In 2000, the City completed an Administrative Services Review that resulted in the consolidation of many
back office functions. Since the City is again faced with constrained resources in FY2012-13 and beyond,
the Mayor sent an email to bureaus asking them to look at ways to reduce administrative costs by:


Reforming current business processes.

 Leveraging existing technologies.
The Mayor directed the Office of Management and Finance (OMF) to begin a targeted review of selected
administrative functions throughout the City. At the end of February 2012, OMF sent a data request to
bureaus focused on collecting information related to the Time Keeping and Accounts Payable and
Receivable activities.
Time Keeping Data Review
Upon receipt of the time keeping data from bureaus, the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) appointed a
group to review, analyze, and develop efficiency recommendations. The group, which was comprised of
employees from the Enterprise Business Systems (EBS), Bureau of Human Resources (BHR), Financial
Planning Division (FPD), and the CAO’s Office, sought to identify efficiencies through:





Improving or changing business practices and processes.
Improving or providing additional training of staff.
Leveraging the City’s investment in SAP or other available technologies to improve business
processes.
Centralization or decentralization of functions.

1

All information provided in Appendix F was provided to AKT by the Office of Management and Finance Financial
Planning Division. AKT did not create nor did it make any changes to this document.

Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Time Keeper Survey Results
Hours and Roles Data
All totaled twenty-seven bureaus, including City Council Offices, were asked to report the amount of time
it takes to perform weekly time keeping tasks. FPD identified 319 employees as having an assigned SAP
time keeping role. Not included in these numbers is the manager time reviewer role, which was
considered outside the scope of the review, but is discussed in the related efforts section. The bureaus
were provided templates that contained the following position-specific SAP role information:









Payroll (PY) - Bureau Time Keeper Supervisor
PY - Bureau Time Keeper Supervisor for BDS
PY - Bureau Time Keeper Supervisor for BOEC
PY - Time Keeper Payroll Reviewer
Time (TM) - Central Time Administrator
TM - Time Keeper Cross Application Timesheet (CATS) Time Entry
TM - Supervisor CATS Time Entry
Non-SAP Time Keeping Tasks (not an SAP role)

Based on bureau responses, of the 319 positions identified as time keepers, 20 should no longer be in the
system, 6 should be added, 17 required an SAP role to view payroll records to complete workers’
compensation and benefit or system administration tasks for BHR, and 29 are serving as back ups when
the primary time keeping staff are unavailable, leaving 259 who have regular time keeping duties.
Moreover, the data revealed that staff across the City spent an average of 1,681 total hours per week
performing time keeping related tasks. On an annual basis this translates into the equivalent of 42.03 full
time staff performing time keeping for 6,255 employees citywide. It should be noted that these calculations
only include Parks position information as of January 2012. Parks has thousands of seasonal employees,
especially in the summer, which causes the amount of effort spent on time keeping to vary greatly.
The roles that reported the most activity were:
 TM – Time Keeper CATS Time Entry – 839.18 hours per week
 Non-SAP Time Keeping Tasks – 435.25 hours per week
 Payroll Reviewer – 250.58 hours per week
These findings indicate that 25% of time is spent on Non-SAP related time keeping tasks. This could
include time spent entering data into a bureau specific time capture system or reconciling paper or excel
time sheets.
Moreover, the data revealed that only five bureaus, Fire, Police, OMF, Parks and Water, have employees
that perform time keeping duties 100% of the time. BOEC also reported having an FTE who is 95%
dedicated to performing time keeping duties.
The data was further analyzed to examine the ratio of employees per time keeper and the number of
minutes spent per employee per week, for bureaus reporting more than 100 positions. The table below
depicts BOEC, Water, and Parks as having the fewest employees per time keeper FTE and spending the
most amount of time per employee per week. Conversely, Fire and OMF time keeper FTE manage almost
triple the number of employees of the bureaus listed above and average only 6.3 minutes per employee per
week.
Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Bureau
Emergency Communications
Water
Parks
Transportation
Environmental Services
Police
Development Services
OMF-CAO and Financial Svcs
Fire and Rescue
OMF-BTS

Minutes
Annual Time Total Number Ratio: Number of Per Week
Per
Keeper FTE
of Bureau
Employees per
Totals
Time Keeper FTE Employee
Positions
1.85
132.00
71.35
34
6.73
595.00
88.44
27
9.83
1,027.00
104.46
23
4.88
718.00
147.28
16
2.50
537.00
214.80
11
5.08
1,207.00
237.83
10
0.53
174.00
331.43
7
0.80
270.00
337.50
7
2.00
750.00
375.00
6
0.54
203.00
377.67
6

For a more detailed breakout of the staffing information see the attached spreadsheet titled, Time Keeper
Data, Role Summary, Weekly Totals.
Inefficiencies Data
In addition to collecting hours and role information, the survey requested that bureaus identify three
inefficiencies related to their time keeping processes. Bureaus sent back very detailed and useful
information. Issues cited by multiple bureaus include:
 Bureaus continue to use paper time sheets. Reconciliation between SAP and paper timesheets is
time consuming.
 Manual workarounds and alternate time capture systems are used by several bureaus. Some of
these bureau-specific time capture systems offer additional functionality.
 Some bureaus with extensive grant tracking requirements find SAP too cumbersome for their
needs.
 Duration of payroll "lock-out period" is too long. During the lock-out period bureaus are not able
to complete time entry. The lock out period supports several processing components spilt
between HR and Payroll. During this time bureaus cannot edit the master data of employees.
 Retro pay research and corrections are time consuming.
 Schedules in SAP don’t always match up with the bureau approved schedules.
 Military time is confusing.
 Clock time entry vs. hours worked (e.g. entering “08:00 - 13:00” and “14:00 - 17:00” rather than
“5” and “3” hours – or “8” for the day) is time consuming and cumbersome.
Items for Additional Consideration
The SAP Human Capital Management (HCM) module was implemented in June 2009 and was to be used
by all bureaus as the primary payroll application. HCM requires the entry of time records in order to
calculate payroll. Initially it was thought that many of the bureau specific time keeping systems would
disappear once their issues were addressed. However, that was not the case due to a variety of issues.
Each public safety bureau has its own separate 24x7x365 shift scheduling and time management system
separate from SAP’s time keeping system. Manual processes to enter time in SAP vary from bureau to
bureau and none have an interface with SAP.
Additionally, the current implementation of SAP does not include comprehensive work order tracking.
Some bureaus maintain a separate system for this purpose and must enter time data into this system as
well as SAP.
Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Recommendations
Using the data above, the group has developed several recommendations. Each recommendation is
tailored to meet the business needs of the bureaus, while trying to realize cost savings and increase
efficiencies. The recommendations, which are discussed at length below, are as follows:
1. Build cross functional teams that will work collaboratively with city bureaus to complete in-depth
analysis of targeted bureaus and draft action plans that include time tables for implementation of
recommended changes. Assessments should be conducted in the following order:
A. Public Safety Bureaus – BOEC, Police, Fire
B. Bureaus Requiring Work Order Systems Integration with SAP- Water, BES, Fleet
2. Examine several ways to improve time capture processes. First, EBS should continue efforts to
improve the current user-interface for Employee Self Service (ESS). Secondly, the cross functional
team is directed to complete assessments of prospective solutions for bureaus with unique time
keeping challenges, like the Portland Housing Bureau and Portland Parks & Recreation.
3. The cross functional team is directed to perform a comprehensive analysis of time keeping
processes in the smaller bureaus and identify potential efficiencies that may be achieved by
consolidating and sharing time keeping resources within the next year.
4. Human Resources and Central Payroll are directed to work with a large bureau to pilot a shorter
lockout period and expand the amount of time the bureau has to perform time keeping and
personnel administration data entry.
Recommendation #1 Subject Matter Expert Analysis and Action Plans at Specific Bureaus
The group recommends building a cross functional team of Subject Matter Experts with representatives
from FPD, BHR, and EBS that will work collaboratively with bureaus to complete in-depth assessments
of the bureaus targeted below and draft action plans. The plans should include a time table for
implementation of the fixes and related cost savings. The assessments should being with the Public Safety
Bureaus and then move to the bureaus requiring work order systems integration. The sub
recommendations are discussed in more detail below.
#1A – Public Safety Bureaus
Police, Fire, and BOEC all have 24x7x365 shift scheduling issues. Each of these bureaus currently
utilizes separate systems for scheduling shifts, tracking personnel assignments, maintaining rosters for
roll call, advanced scheduling of leaves, managing operations, ensuring compliance with bargaining
agreement provisions, etc.
Fire’s Journal system is the most developed with a quick and easy manual process for transferring time
entered into SAP. Police’s Uniform Daily Assignment Roster (UDAR) system provides similar
functionality for the Police Bureau for shift management; however, Police continue to enter time both
in the UDAR system as well as SAP. BOEC reported having increased time keeping staff following
SAP implementation and reported using 50-60 workarounds in their time keeping process.

Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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EBS has already begun working with the Public Safety Bureaus to initiate changes that will leverage
current technologies. The group recommends that the cross function team latch onto the existing
efforts of EBS and immediately being working with the three bureaus to help them share best
practices, standardize where appropriate, streamline processes, and eventually create a user interface(s)
with SAP. Based on initial analysis, we believe that many of the business practices Fire has initiated
can be utilized by Police, and potentially BOEC. In addition, with standardized procedures and some
modifications to the bureau systems, we can develop an interface with SAP that can work for both Fire
and Police and eliminate the need for dual entry. Our analysis of BOEC’s systems is in the very
beginning stages.
It’s estimated that between the three bureaus we will save at least one FTE worth of time spent on
these tasks, which can then be redirected based on bureau needs.
#1B – Bureaus Requiring Work Order Systems Integration with SAP
Infrastructure and internal service bureaus need their time entry system to meet multiple business
needs, including paying their employees accurately based on time tracked against projects and work
orders. As such, many bureaus find it necessary to maintain separate Work Order systems which can
accumulate all project costs and bill other agencies (if appropriate) for work performed. Currently,
bureaus like Water, BES, and Fleet are entering time into two separate systems - SAP and their internal
Work Order system. This dual entry creates work inefficiencies, duplication, and potential for errors.
The group recommends that the cross functional team of experts complete an in-depth assessment of
the work order systems and the business needs in these bureaus to determine viable integration
opportunities that will reduce and/or eliminate the dual entry of time.
Recommendation #2: Technical Improvements in Time Capture
The group recommends looking into several ways to improve time capture processes. The solutions
should focus on decreasing the amount of time spent performing dual entry and reducing the
opportunities for entry errors which require substantial effort to correct after the fact. The specific
recommendations are discussed below.
#2A – Improve the current user-interface for Employee Self Service
The group recommends EBS maintain continued focus on the work to improve the Employee Self
Service (ESS) time entry user interface. The current user interface for time entry via ESS allows for
entry on a daily basis only and does not have adequate template functionality. Customers are
frustrated by the need to enter time on multiple pages and choose from hundreds of codes when
recording time.
EBS is currently developing a new user interface that would enhance usability by allowing time entry
on a weekly or bi-weekly view, provide customizable drop down menus for absence types and cost
objects, and improve template functionality. These improvements will speed adoption of ESS and
improve customer satisfaction.
#2B – Assess solutions for bureaus with unique time keeping challenges
The Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) has a complex array of funding sources and must comply with
federal regulations surrounding grants. The current ESS time entry process is too cumbersome for
them to record their time at the level of detail required for compliance activities. The group
recommends the cross functional team research to see if SAP can be modified to create a more
efficient time keeping process for PHB or whether a third-party time capture system might be a more
viable option.
Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Portland Parks & Recreation has a large and dispersed workforce made up of largely casual employees.
The group recommends a feasibility study of a third party time capture system which would integrate
with SAP, thereby decreasing the need for a large number of time keepers entering data into SAP from
paper timesheets.
Recommendation #3 - Small Bureaus
Due to the number of smaller sized bureaus who have a fraction of an employee allocated toward time
keeping activities, the team is recommending that an analysis be completed by the cross functional team to
evaluate potential efficiencies that may be achieved by consolidating and sharing time keeping resources
for small bureaus within the next year. Efficiencies may be able to be achieved through both economies of
scale as well as by reducing errors through an increase in time keeper familiarity of SAP, which is expected
to result from a larger frequency of SAP use by the shared time keeping resources.
Recommendation #4 - Pilot a Shorter Lock Out Period
User feedback indicates the lengthy time entry lock-out period causes considerable burden on bureaus to
complete their time entry within a narrow window. BHR and Central Payroll are working together to
identify opportunities to shorten the lockout period. The lock-out period supports several processing
components spilt between HR and Payroll; it is the specified time during which bureaus are expected to
not edit the master data of employees. Editing the master data can result in locking the employee from
payroll processes as well as overpayments caused by last minute bureau changes which HR and Payroll
cannot process due to time constraints prior to payroll exiting. During the lock-out bureaus may be
instructed to go into SAP and correct transactions previously submitted by the stated deadline. It should
be noted that the lock-out is not considered a “hard” lock-out, bureaus actually retain system access
throughout this period, but are just strongly encouraged to not make changes or produce new system
entries.
The lockout begins Tuesday at 8 PM in the pay period end week for employee master data, Thursday at 5
PM on the Thursday of the pay period end week for time entry, and ends for both when payroll exits on
Tuesday of the payroll week. Processing of employee personnel data starts Wednesday and ends Friday of
the pay period end week; processing of employee time data starts at Thursday 5 PM of the pay period end
week and ends Friday; Payroll processing begins Friday and runs through payroll exit, typically targeted for
Noon on Tuesday of payday week. See below.
Thu

Fri

Sat

Open for time Open for bureau
entry-5 PM entry
Time entry
Closed for Time
Week 1
deadline
corrections
entry

Week 2

Payday-Open

Open

Open

Sun

Closed for time
entry

Open

Mon

Tue

Wed

Closed for time
entry

Payroll Exit mid-day
Tuesday; open for master
data changes and time
entry mid-day

Open

Open

Master data change lockout Pay period endat 8 PM until payroll exit; Open for time
open for time entry
entry

The recommendation is that BHR and Central Payroll work with a large bureau, such as the Bureau of
Transportation, to design a pilot study of a shorter lockout period. Such a pilot would provide valuable
information about how the lockout period could be revised citywide.

Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Anticipated Outcomes
Cost Savings
The intent of the recommendations above is to lessen the level of manual intervention in the City’s time
keeping processes and rely on the applications in place to bear the burden of responsibility. Although the
group did not attach potential savings to the specific recommendations, the group does believe future
savings will result once the in-depth bureau assessments are complete and targeted bureau action plans,
with implementation time table, are drafted and put in place.
The number of FTEs performing time keeper tasks should decline if the system issues are corrected and
business processes are streamlined.
Customer Satisfaction
General satisfaction with the SAP system is measured in a number of ways, with the annual OMF
Customer Service Survey being one specific avenue. EBS, the team which supports the SAP system, has
continually been ranked near the bottom, with customers expressing dissatisfaction with the cumbersome
and complicated time keeping processes required by SAP.
If EBS is able to resolve a number of core issues related to time keeping the customer experience will
improve. It is expected that dual entry will be nearly eliminated, the propensity for errors will decline, and
the overall amount of time spent performing this administrative task should be greatly reduced. Moreover,
resolution of these issues will allow EBS to shift their focus to providing actual system enhancements
which will further enhance usability.

Related Efforts
It is worth noting that there are several efforts occurring within OMF that will further streamline certain
aspects of the time keeping process that were deemed out-of-scope for this study. They include:
Manager Self Service Implementation
In a parallel effort, a separate cross functional team than the one described above, is working to implement
Manager Self Service (MSS) for time review and approval, using the Office of Management and Finance as
a pilot. Managers currently have access to view information about their organizational units and direct and
indirect reports using MSS, but the time review and approval functionality in MSS has yet to be
implemented.
While time review and approval was not part of the scope of this Targeted Administrative Review,
significant time and resources are invested in this process by City staff each pay period. The review and
approval process, like time entry, involves bureau specific time capture systems and manual tracking.
Implementation of MSS time review and approval will provide another opportunity for savings in time and
reduction or elimination of shadow systems and manual work-arounds.
Re-engineering EBS Time Management
Currently, the City relies heavily on SAP contractor support to complete necessary system modifications
and resolve help desk tickets. EBS has identified the need to develop inside expertise and reengineer the
existing schema to allow for resolution of outstanding tickets and improved functionality and flexibility
moving forward. Furthermore, EBS wants to ensure the knowledge transfer between the consultants and
staff occurs in a more systematic fashion.
Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Retroactive Pay Adjustments
The research of retroactive pay adjustments is among the challenges cited by bureaus. Retroactive
adjustments can related to numerous factors, from a late performance evaluation, to a contractual
interpretation, to a change in tax rates. Researching the genesis of the adjustment and how it was
calculated currently requires a significant ad hoc effort by time keepers, central payroll, and human
resources staff. Efforts are underway through reporting tools like Business Objects to make this research
somewhat easier.

Team Members
Project Sponsor
Jack Graham, Chief Administrative Officer
Team Members
Betsy Ames
Sue Campbell
Pat Green
Satish Nash
Elyse Rosenberg
Tom Schneider
Terri Williams
Project Staff
Jeramy Patton
Sara Lowe

Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division
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Time Keeper Data - Role Summary- Weekly Totals
SAP Time Keeper Roles

Bureau
Attorney
Children's Levy Fund (Comm. Saltzman)
City Auditor
Commissioner Fish
Commissioner Fritz
Commissioner Leonard
Commissioner Saltzman
Community Technology
Development Services
Emergency Communications
Emergency Management
Environmental Services
Fire and Rescue
FPDR
Government Relations
Housing
Mayor
Neighborhood Involvement
OMF-BTS
OMF-CAO and Financial Svcs
OMF-Human Resources
OMF-Purchases
OMF-Revenue
Parks
Planning and Sustainability
Police
Transportation
Water
Total Hours Spent Per Week

Non-SAP
Time
Keeping
Tasks
3.00
0.00
7.00
0.50
0.50
1.00
0.25
5.00
8.00
40.00
9.00
0.00
6.00
1.25
0.75
12.00
2.00
1.00
3.50
14.50
1.00
6.50
1.00
159.50
6.00
42.00
0.00
104.00
435.25

PY - Bureau
PY - Bureau Timekeeper
Timekeeper Supervisor for
Supervisor BDS or BOEC

1.00
0.00

PY Timekeeper
Payroll
Reviewer

TM TM - Central Supervisor
CATS Time
Time
Entry
Administrator

1.00

8.00
7.00

7.00

0.00

20.00
50.00
1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00
13.00
1.00
45.08

0.00
0.00
1.00
3.00

0.25
5.00
11.25

15.00

2.00
13.00
2.00
37.00
15.50
43.00
250.58

80.00

50.00

80.00

50.00

Total
TM Hours
Timekeeper
CATS Time Spent Per
Week
Entry
2.25
5.25
0.00
13.00
22.00
0.75
1.25
0.50
1.00
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
3.00
8.00
5.00
21.00
20.00
74.00
3.00
12.00
80.00
100.00
24.00
80.00
2.25
4.50
1.33
2.08
48.00
60.00
2.00
4.00
7.00
9.00
5.00
21.50
16.50
32.00
3.00
129.08
4.00
10.50
1.00
5.00
167.75
393.25
8.00
16.00
124.00
203.00
179.25
195.00
117.10
269.10
839.18
1,681.27

OMF-Human Resources data includes time spent on citywide responsibilities and system administration.

Source: Office of Management and Finance ● Financial Planning Division

APPENDIX F

F‐9

FTE Totals
Total
Annual Number of
Time
Bureau
Keeper Employees
FTE
as of Jan.
Totals
2012
0.13
63
0.55
55
0.03
11
0.03
8
0.05
6
0.02
16
0.20
9
0.53
174
1.85
132
0.30
18
2.50
537
2.00
750
0.11
18
0.05
8
1.50
54
0.10
26
0.23
46
0.54
203
0.80
270
3.23
69
0.26
38
0.13
67
9.83
1,027
0.40
130
5.08
1,207
4.88
718
6.73
595
42.03
6,255

Minutes
Per Week
Per
Employee
5
24
7
8
20
3
53
7
34
40
11
6
15
16
67
9
12
6
7
17
4
23
7
10
16
27

Employee Time Capture
Roadmap1
2012
FEB

2013
JAN

1. ESS / MSS
Design and Pilot

2. Visit major
Bureaus to
discuss time
capture.

2014
JUN
**90% of OMF will use new
ESS time sheet
**10% will use interface

Standardize Employee Time
Capture in the City
Option 1: Use new ESS time sheet
Option 2: Interface to existing time
capture software
Option 3: Identify new time capture
solution compatible to SAP

Entire City will
have improved,
efficient time
capture processes
in place

* MSS Time and Leave Approvals can be used regardless of option
chosen
APPENDIX G

1Note: Appendix

G was provided to AKT from EBS. AKT did not create nor did it make any changes to this document.

1

Processing Request

End User

APPENDIX H
SAP CHANGE REQUEST AND TICKETING PROCESS ‐ CURRENT

Identify an
issue
(End User
or Bureau)

Discuss
need and
weigh
alternatives
(End User
or Bureau)

Decide to go
forward with the
investment
required. Contact
those outside
organization to get
request submitted
(Bureau and BPO)

Change
Request

Make ticket
(Change Agent)

Break/Fix

Make ticket
(SME)

Report
Request

Submit request
(SME)

Role
Request

Submit request
(Change Agent)

FROM:
End User

Subject Matter
Expert (SME)

Business
Process Owner

Meet and discuss
merits of request, refine
and determine the type
of request, which
determines how the
request is submitted
(Group)

TO:
Processing
Request

Change Agent

Set priority
(PAC Prioritization SubCommittee)

Define needs/
requirements
(EBS)

Begin Work Plan

INFORMATION
Currently, tickets may reside in multiple locations
either with BPOs, EBS, or somewhere else.
As a result, resolution of issues can be better
coordinated.
This is a high level summary of how different
types of tickets and requests move through the
system, there are nuances to each type of
request.

END

Submit
request as
reviewed and
approved
within their
Bureau

Communicate
with EBS “owner”
and evaluate
performance
upon completion

Receive
request.
Determine which
EBS crossfunctional team is
needed

EBS – Group/Team
(Cross‐Functional)

END

Evaluate PAC
response,
determine timeline
and response
team within EBS

Evaluate if request has an
enterprise level or City-wide
impact. Determine
recommended action and
review business case

PAC

EBS (whole)

Requestor

APPENDIX I
SAP CHANGE REQUEST AND TICKETING PROCESS ‐ PROPOSED

YES
Evaluate request. Includes:
SAP solution research
Impact with BP Owner
Confer with requestor
Refine request with cost/
benefit analysis

PAC
needed?

NO

Select “owner” who is
responsible for
communication with
requestor and project
management. Owner
may do or may lead
the work. Also
responsible for
customer satisfaction

INFORMATION
(1) EBS Team may include following member
types as determined by the project owner:
EBS
BTS
Business Process Owner
Contractor
Users
(2) Any type of request, including Role
Requests/Break-Fix/Change/or Report requests
will filter through this process.

